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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
=======================

Allergy and clinical immunology societies have issued guidance for the management of food allergy.[@R1; @R2] Guidelines are now regarded as translational research instruments, designed to provide cutting-edge benchmarks for good practice and bedside evidence for clinicians to use in an interactive learning context with their national or international scientific communities. In the management of cow\'s milk allergy (CMA), both diagnosis and treatment would benefit from a reappraisal of the more recent literature, for "current" guidelines summarize the achievements of the preceding decade, deal mainly with prevention,[@R3; @R4; @R5; @R6] do not always agree on recommendations and date back to the turn of the century. [@R7; @R8] In 2008, the World Allergy Organization (WAO) Special Committee on Food Allergy identified CMA as an area in need of a rationale-based approach, informed by the consensus reached through an expert review of the available clinical evidence, to make inroads against a burdensome, world-wide public health problem. It is in this context that the WAO Diagnosis and Rationale for Action against Cow\'s Milk Allergy (DRACMA) Guidelines was planned to provide physicians everywhere with a management tool to deal with CMA from suspicion to treatment. Targeted (and tapped for their expertise), both on the DRACMA panel or as nonsitting reviewers, were allergists, pediatricians (allergists and generalists), gastroenterologists, dermatologists, epidemiologists, methodologists, dieticians, food chemists, and representatives of allergic patient organizations. Ultimately, DRACMA is dedicated to our patients, especially the younger ones, whose burden of issues we hope to relieve through an ongoing and collective effort of more interactive debate and integrated learning.

Definitions {#s1-1}
-----------

Adverse reactions after the ingestion of cow\'s milk can occur at any age from birth and even among infants fed exclusively at the breast, but not all such reactions are of an allergic nature. A revision of the allergy nomenclature was issued in Europe in 2001[@R9] and was later endorsed by the WAO[@R10] under the overarching definition of "milk hypersensitivity," to cover nonallergic hypersensitivity (traditionally termed "cow\'s milk intolerance") and allergic milk hypersensitivity (or "cow\'s milk allergy"). The latter definition requires the activation of an underlying immune mechanism to fit. In DRACMA, the term "allergy" will abide by the WAO definition ("*allergy is a hypersensitivity reaction initiated by specific immunologic mechanisms*"). In most children with CMA, the condition can be immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated and is thought to manifest as a phenotypical expression of atopy, together with (or in the absence of) atopic eczema, allergic rhinitis and/or asthma. A subset of patients, however, have non-IgE mediated (probably cell-mediated) allergy and present mainly with gastro-intestinal symptoms in reaction to the ingestion of cow\'s milk.

SECTION 2: METHODOLOGY
======================

The outline of the consensus guideline was the result of the considered opinion of the whole panel. Narrative parts, that is, sections 1--8, 9--13, 15--17, and 19 included the relevant CMA literature as searched using the algorithms reported in [Appendix 1](#A1){ref-type="app"}. For these sections, the relative weight of the suggestions retained for the purpose of DRACMA reflects the expert opinion of the panel. They may contain general indications, but no evidence-based recommendations. The consensus on these indications was expressed by the panelists using a checklist itemizing the clinical questions considered relevant after analysis of the literature. The collective judgment of the panel is expressed as a percentage of agreement among panelists. The panel decided to use a GRADE methodology for defining some treatments and diagnostic questions.

The DRACMA worked with the GRADE members on this panel the clinical questions and their scope after various fine-tuning stages. The GRADE panelists independently searched the relevant literature for sections 9, 14, 18. Their analysis was independent of the other panel lists. For question formulation, guideline panel members explicitly rated the importance of all outcomes on a scale from 1--9, where the upper end of the scale (7--9) identifies outcomes of critical importance for decision making, ratings of 4--6 represent outcomes that are important but not critical and ratings of 1--3 are items of limited importance. Evidence summaries were prepared following the GRADE Working Group\'s approach[@R1a; @R2a; @R3a; @R4a; @R5a; @R6a] based on systematic reviews done by an independent team of the GRADE Working Group members (JLB and HJS supported by 5 research associates).

The GRADE approach suggests that before grading the quality of evidence and strength of each recommendation, guideline developers should first identify a recent well-done systematic review of the appropriate evidence answering the relevant clinical question, or conduct one when none is available. This should be followed by preparing a transparent evidence summary, such as creation of GRADE evidence profiles, on which the guideline panel will base their judgments.[@R7a] We prepared 3 systematic reviews addressing the clinical questions covered by the guideline (about the diagnosis, use of formula and immunotherapy of the CMA). We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Library (including Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, DARE, NHS EED) for relevant studies. We included studies published up to September 2009. We developed GRADE evidence profiles (summary of findings tables) for the clinical questions based on the systematic reviews. The summaries of evidence were reviewed by the panel members and corrections and comments were incorporated.

We assessed the quality of the evidence according to the methodology described by the GRADE system.[@R1a; @R2a; @R3a; @R8a] In this system quality of supporting evidence is assessed based on explicit methodological criteria and classified as either "high," "moderate," "low," or "very low."

The DRACMA guideline panel reviewed the evidence summaries and the draft guidelines, and made recommendations. We reached consensus on all recommendations. Formulating the recommendations included explicit consideration of the quality of evidence, benefits, harms, burden, cost, and values and preferences described as the "Underlying values and preferences" or in the "Remarks" sections of each recommendation as outlined earlier.[@R9a] Statements about the underlying values and preferences and the remarks are integral parts of the recommendations and serve to facilitate accurate interpretation of the recommendations. They cannot be omitted when citing or translating DRACMA guidelines. In this document, the expression "values and preferences" refers to the relative weight one attributes to particular benefits, harms, burdens, and costs to determine their balance. We used the decision framework described previously to determine the strength of recommendations.[@R1a; @R10a]

Little information about costs of diagnosis and treatment of IgE-mediated cow\'s milk allergy was available to the panel and it is very likely that it varies considerably across geographical areas and jurisdictions. Cost, therefore, plays a limited role in these recommendations. However, whenever we considered cost and resource expenditure, we used health system perspective.[@R11a] For individual patients, cost may not be an issue if the service or treatment strategy is provided at reduced price or free of charge. Clinicians and patients should consider their local resource implications when interpreting these recommendations.

After the GRADE approach we classified recommendations in these guidelines as either "strong" or "conditional" (also known as weak)/weak. The strength of recommendations depends on a balance between all desirable and all undesirable effects of an intervention (ie, net clinical benefit), quality of available evidence, values and preferences, and cost (resource utilization).[@R1a] In general, the higher the quality of the supporting evidence, the more likely it is for the recommendation to be strong. Strong recommendations based on low or very low quality evidence are rare, but possible.[@R12a]

For strong recommendations we used words "we recommend" and for conditional recommendations, "we suggest." We offer the suggested interpretation of "strong" and "weak" recommendations in [Table 2-1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Understanding the interpretation of these 2 grades (strong or conditional) of the strength of recommendations is essential for clinical decision making.

###### 

Interpretation of "Strong" and "Weak" Recommendations

![](waoj-3-57-t001)

How to Use These Recommendations
--------------------------------

The DRACMA guidelines are not intended to impose a standard of care for individual countries and jurisdictions. They should, as any guideline, provide a basis for rational decisions for clinicians and their patients about the management of cow\'s milk allergy. Clinicians, patients, third-party payers, institutional review committees, other stakeholders, or the courts should never view these recommendations as dictates. Strong recommendations based on high quality evidence will apply to most patients for whom these recommendations are made, but they may not apply to all patients in all circumstances. No recommendation can take into account all of the often-compelling unique features of individual clinical circumstances. Therefore, nobody charged with evaluating clinicians\' actions should attempt to apply the recommendations from the DRACMA guidelines as rote or in a blanket fashion.

SECTION 3: EPIDEMIOLOGY OF CMA
==============================

Overview
--------

There are no surveys of population and geographical trends in food allergy in adults or children (though the situation is different in pediatric asthma and rhinitis) and this unmet need is particularly felt for CMA. The *perception* of milk allergy is far more frequent than *confirmed* CMA. Patient reports of CMA range between 1 and 17.5%, 1 and 13.5%, and 1 to 4% in preschoolers, at children 5 to 16 years of age and adults respectively. Cow\'s milk-specific IgE sensitization point prevalence progressively decreased from about 4% at 2 years to less than 1% at 10 years of age in the German Multi-Centre Allergy Study. The most reliable data in epidemiology are those from birth cohorts that are free from selection bias. There are 5 such challenge-confirmed studies. The CMA prevalence during infancy ranged from 1.9% in a Finnish study, 2.16% in the Isle of Wight, 2.22% in a study from Denmark, 2.24% in the Netherlands, and up to 4.9% in Norway.

Patients with CMA develop gastrointestinal symptoms in 32 to 60% of cases, skin symptoms in 5 to 90%, and anaphylaxis in 0.8 to 9% of cases. This frequency of anaphylaxis is the main concern pointed out in many CMA studies. In a review, nearly one third of children with atopic dermatitis (AD) received a diagnosis of CMA after an elimination diet and an oral food challenge, and about 40 to 50% of children less than a year of age with CMA also had AD. Finally, with actual population and geographical trends remaining unknown, allergists are primarily in need of more detailed epidemiological surveys on a global scale. One large such epidemiological study supported by the European Commission is ongoing and aims to furnish the first prevalence data regarding the suspicion of CMA, sensitization to cow\'s milk, and oral food challenge-confirmed diagnosis in 10 European birth cohorts.

Introduction
------------

Around 11--26 million of the European population are estimated to suffer from food allergy.[@R1b] If this prevalence was consistent around the world and projected to the 6,659,040,000 people of the world\'s population,[@R2b] it translates into 220--520 million people and represents a major global health burden. Although there are surveys on the natural history and prevalence trends for symptoms of asthma, allergic rhinoconjunctivitis, and eczema in childhood,[@R3b] we do not have a study assessing the prevalence of food allergy and its time-trends. The problem is complicated by the fact that perceived food allergy (ie, the self-reported feeling that a particular food negatively influences health status) is not actual food allergy. Allergy prevalence is much greater in the public\'s belief than it has ever been reported by double-blind studies. Back in the 1980s, the perceived incidence of allergy to food or food additives in mothers with young children was reported between 17[@R4b] and 27.5%.[@R5b] Thirty percent of women reported that they or some member of their family were allergic to some food product.[@R6b] In the after decade, a British study using a food allergy questionnaire reported a 19.9% incidence of food allergy.[@R7b] From the mid-1990s onwards, self reports began to be compared with challenge-confirmed diagnoses; reported incidence data of between 12.4 and 25% could be confirmed by oral food challenge in only 1.5 to 3.5% of cases, illustrating how reports of adverse reactions overestimate true food allergy.[@R8b; @R9b] This was further confirmed when prevalence figures of 2.3 to 3.6% were confirmed by challenge procedures in unselected patient populations.[@R10b; @R11b] In the 1990s, it was also confirmed that only a minority of subjects who report food-related illness also test positive by skin prick test using the same food.[@R12b]

Thus, 2 separate "food allergy epidemiologies" can be distinguished:

1.  a\. Self-reported food allergy; although this does not represent actual food allergy epidemiology, it is useful as a proxy measure of the potential demand for allergy medical services, and may guide public health allergy service users between general and specialist medicine,[@R13b] and more generally for public health planning.

2.  b\. Actual food allergy (ie, confirmed by a positive oral food challenge) represents the real extent of this clinical problem.

In general, food allergy is more frequent in the pediatric, rather than the adult, population. According to a recent Japanese multicenter trial, the prevalence of CMA is 0.21% in newborns and 0.35% amid extremely premature babies (\<1000 g).[@R14b] Food allergies are a cause of particular concern for children. Incidence is estimated to be greater in toddlers (5--8%) than it is in adults (1--2%).[@R15b; @R16b; @R17b] Earlier prospective challenge-based studies have shown that in a population of 480 newborns followed up in the setting of a U.S. general pediatric practice through their third birthday, a parental report of 28% food allergy translates into a challenge-confirmed CMA rate of 8%,[@R18b; @R19b] with 2.27 to 2.5% occurring in the first 2 years of life.

Perceived Cow\'s Milk Allergy
-----------------------------

Similar considerations can be applied to cow\'s milk allergy perception. Self-report is common. In a large European survey of above 44,000 telephone contacts, 5 million European respondents claimed to be milk-allergic, with adult women as the group making most of these claims. There were also wide national differences ranging from 13.8% of reports from Greece to 52.3% from Finland. In this survey milk was the most often reported offending food in children (38.5% of reports) and the second food most often implicated by adults (26%).[@R20b] In a group of 600 children less than 4 years, CMA was reported by the parents of 18 children (3%).[@R21b] Milk reactions were reported by the parents of 2% of children without wheeze and by 16% of wheezers.[@R22b]

In the literature, the bulk of studies based only on self-reports of CMA is staggering, compared with reports that include an objective measure to assess the condition.[@R23b] Currently, at least a score of studies have evaluated the self-perception of CMA over the last 20 years in preschoolers,[@R24b; @R25b; @R26b; @R27b; @R28b; @R29b; @R30b; @R31b; @R32b; @R33b] school-age children (5--16 years),[@R20b; @R34b; @R35b; @R36b; @R37b; @R38b] and young adults.[@R20b; @R39b; @R40b; @R41b; @R42b; @R43b; @R44b; @R45b] From these studies, reviewed in the only meta-analysis in the field,[@R35b] the prevalence of self-reports varies between 1 to 17.5% in preschoolers, 1 and 13.5% in 5 to 16-year-olds, and between 1 and 4% in adults.

The children from these studies neither underwent sensitization testing nor oral food challenge. In a population of 6-year-olds, 1 out of 7 cases was based on self-reports whereas less than one out of 2 children with a positive cow\'s milk specific skin prick test was confirmed allergic by DBPCFC, thereby confirming that most parent-reported symptoms of CMA are unreliable.[@R46b] Not only parents, but also health care professionals, allergists, and nonallergists alike, cite cow\'s milk-induced reactions as the most common food allergy affecting children.[@R47b] Thus, the incidence of self-reports of CMA remains of interest for public health authorities, health maintenance organizations and the processed food industry as a metric for policy planning, planning diagnostic services;[@R48b] tabling labeling legislation and even meeting the demand for milk-free products. However, as such, this proxy cannot represent the full extent of the clinical issues at stake.

Sensitization to Cow\'s Milk Proteins
-------------------------------------

The number of studies on CM sensitization in unselected populations is limited. The meta-analysis carried out by Rona and colleagues[@R23b] identified 7 studies reporting a sensitization rate of 0.5 to 2% of preschoolers, of 0.5% at 5 to 16 years of age, and in less than 0.5% of adults.[@R23b; @R25b; @R26b; @R27b; @R28b; @R29b; @R30b; @R31b; @R32b; @R33b] In a later cohort of 543 children from the Isle of Wight followed-up from birth and tested at 1, 2, and 3 years of age, a positive milk sensitization test was found in 2 infants at 12 months (0.37%), in 5 at 2 years (0.92%), and in 3 at 3 years (0.55%).[@R49b] In the German Multicenter Allergy Study, 1314 children initially recruited were followed from birth for 13 years. The longitudinal data were analyzed for 273 children testing positive for serum cow\'s milk specific IgE antibody and were obtained at age 2, 5, 7, and 10. The point prevalence of sensitization to cow\'s milk progressively decreased from about 4% at 2 years to less than 1% at 10 years.[@R50b]

Epidemiology of Challenge-Confirmed CMA
---------------------------------------

The epidemiology of oral food challenge-confirmed CMA of the last 10 years consists of the following 5 studies:

1.  a\. In a Danish study of 1,749 newborns followed for 12 months, 39 (or 2.22%) were confirmed allergic[@R51b]

2.  b\. In a study from Finland 6,209 newborns followed for 15 months, 118 (1.9%) had positive DBPCFC[@R52b]

3.  c\. In a Norwegian study of 193 premature and 416 full-term infants, 27 of 555 (or 4.9%) were diagnosed with an allergic reaction to cow\'s milk on the basis of an open challenge but not all children were tested; interestingly, all had symptoms before 6 months of age[@R53b]

4.  d\. In an Isle of Wight cohort of 969 newborns followed for 12 months, 21 (2.16%) reported CMA but only 2 (0.21%) were actually with IgE-mediated CMA[@R54b]

5.  e\. In a newborn cohort from the Netherlands 1,158 infants prospectively followed through 12 months of age reporting "cow\'s milk protein intolerance" (defined as two positive cow\'s milk elimination/challenge tests) reported 26 allergic children (or 2.24%) of 211 (or 18.2%) suspected cases.[@R33b]

In this series of challenge-based studies, the Danish study further suggested that reproducible clinical reactions to CMP in human milk were reported in ∼0.5% of breast-fed infants.[@R55b] Data from cross-sectional studies (analyzed by Rona and coworkers[@R2b]) demonstrated a rate of 0.6 to 2.5% prevalence in preschoolers, 0.3% at 5 to 16 years of age, and of less than 0.5% in adults.[@R23b; @R56b; @R57b; @R58b]

While most of our information on cow\'s milk allergy prevalence comes from northern European and Spanish studies, there are methodological and geographical differences in clinical evaluation, which must be considered in assessing the epidemiological features we discuss here. Some studies may consider only immediate reactions, while others include delayed reactions; not all studies include IgE sensitization assessments; some studies are based on open oral food challenges, some performed blinded oral food challenge tests. Methods used across studies in this literature of oral food challenges with[@R59b] cow\'s milk are not standardized (see section on Diagnosis).

Thus, among the unmet needs of epidemiological research in this field are high-quality community studies based on patient data objectively confirmed by DBPCFC to close the current knowledge gap on the prevalence of CMA in the population. To address this, the European Commission launched the EuroPrevall Project ([www.europrevall.org](http://www.europrevall.org)) in 2005 in concert with more than 60 partners including patient organizations, the food industry and research institutions from across Europe, Russia, Ghana, India, and China. This translational endeavor involves basic and clinical research components, and large epidemiological studies of both children and adults.[@R60b] The first results, will include data on suspicion of CMA, on sensitization to cow\'s milk and of oral food challenge-confirmed diagnosis from 10 birth cohorts.[@R61b]

Different Clinical Presentations of CMA
---------------------------------------

In a Danish birth cohort, 60% of children with CMA presented with gastrointestinal symptoms, 50 to 60% with skin issues, and respiratory symptoms present in 20 to 30% while 9% developed anaphylaxis.[@R62b; @R63b] In the Norwegian cohort noted above, young infants experienced pain (48%), gastrointestinal symptoms (32%), respiratory problems (27%), and atopic dermatitis (4.5%).[@R53b] In the Finnish cohort, presentation symptoms included urticaria (45.76%), atopic dermatitis (89.83%), vomiting and/or diarrhea (51.69%), respiratory symptoms (30.50%), and anaphylaxis (2.54%). The same children reacted at oral food challenge with symptoms of urticaria (51.69%), atopic dermatitis (44.06%), vomiting and/or diarrhea (20.33%), respiratory symptoms (15.25%), and anaphylaxis (0.84%).[@R52b] In the British study quoted above, infants reacted to oral food challenges with eczema (33%), diarrhea (33%), vomiting (23.8%), and urticaria in 2 children who immediately reacted to the challenge meal (one with wheeze and the other with excessive crying).[@R54b] Dutch infants with CMA from the study noted above developed gastrointestinal (50%), skin (31%), and respiratory (19%) symptoms.[@R33b]

Several other studies have assessed the incidence of CMA in populations selected for referral by other care givers to a tertiary institution for specialist assessment of their symptoms and therefore requires caution in generalizing the results of such studies. As a case in point, in a long-term study of 97 children with challenge-confirmed CMA, 21% had atopic dermatitis at the final follow-up evaluation (at 8 years).[@R62b] In another follow-up study of 42 infants with IgE-mediated CMA, 57% of children had developed atopic dermatitis at the median age of 3.7 years.[@R63b]

Thus, CMA appears with GI symptoms in 32 to 60% of cases, cutaneous symptoms in 5 to 90%, anaphylaxis in 0.8 to 9% of cases. Respiratory complaints, including asthma, are not rare. Clearly, in most of the populations studied, there are overlapping presenting symptoms and multiple symptoms are often confirmed during challenge.

CMA in Different Clinical Conditions
------------------------------------

Reversing the point of view, milk sensitization and CMA are reported with different frequencies in different clinical presentations. In 2184 young children aged 13--24 months with atopic dermatitis, the frequency of positive serum IgE responses against cow\'s milk protein was 3%.[@R64b] Among 59 breast-fed children with moderate-severe AD, 5 (8,5%) were SPT-positive with milk extracts.[@R65b] In a consecutive series with moderate atopic eczema referred to a University-affiliated dermatology department, SPT showed 16% of infants with IgE against CMP.[@R66b] In a group of infants and children (mean age 17.6 months) with AD and no other allergic manifestations, 20/54 children (37%) had a diagnosis of CMA.[@R67b] Among 90 children with IgE-mediated food allergy, 17% were allergic to cow\'s milk.[@R68b] Thus, as reviewed some years ago, nearly one third of AD children have a diagnosis of CMA according to elimination diet and challenge tests, and about 40--50% of children \<1 year of age with CMA have AD.[@R67b]

An exception to the uncertainty of information about epidemiology of CMA is anaphylaxis. In a prospective survey of hospital admissions for food-allergic reactions, conducted through the British Pediatric Surveillance Unit, covering the 13 million children in the United Kingdom and Ireland, 229 cases were reported by 176 physicians in 133 departments, yielding a rate of 0.89 hospital admissions per 100,000 children per year. With a 10% rate, milk was the third most frequent allergenic trigger, after peanut (21%) and tree nuts (16%).[@R69b] In the UK, there are 13 million individuals less than 16 years of age, and over the past 10 years 8 children died of anaphylaxis (incidence of 0.006 deaths per 100 000 children 0--15 years per year). Milk caused the greatest number of fatal reactions (four of eight),[@R70b] in line with reports of both the frequency and severity[@R71b] of reactions to milk.

Secular Trends of CMA
---------------------

In such a leopard-skin epidemiological context, it is hardly surprising that there is no continuum that can be identified across studies regarding time variations in CMA frequency.[@R72b] Is CMA prevalence on the rise? Utilizing surrogate indicators, we can only infer changes in CMA prevalence based on studies of general food allergy. Among those, a British study found that the admission rates per million population between 1990 and 2004 rose form 5 to 26 for anaphylaxis, from 5 to 26 for food allergy, and from 16 to 107 specifically for pediatric food allergy.[@R73b] Reinforcing this picture, eczema rose from 13% in 1991 to 16% in 2003.[@R3b]

Geographical Trends in CMA
--------------------------

Is milk the most important offender in food allergy in children? From self-reports, it appears that this may be the case. However, given the paucity of epidemiological studies, we do not have sufficient information to argue the relative importance of CMA in different parts of the world. The maximum information comes from Spain, Scandinavian countries, the UK, and Germany. Inadequate information from different areas in the world are available, including Italy, Australia and North America where many cross-sectional and referral studies come from. [Table 3-1](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the comparison of the 3 main food allergens in the child studies. The pan-European RedAll survey estimated milk as the most frequently reported offender in children (38.5% of reports) and the second in adults (26.2%).[@R20b] In France, 29/182 school-aged children with reported food allergy are milk-allergic in 11.9% of cases.[@R24b] Accordingly, the Rona[@R23b] metanalysis indicates milk as the major food offender in challenge-based studies, followed by egg and fish. However, cow\'s milk accounts for less than one third of any food that can be blamed for food allergy among the studies significantly combined (*P* \< 0.001).[@R74b] Similarly a review of studies of various designs (surveys, reviews, clinico-epidemiological studies) indicated egg as the most frequently found allergen in children.[@R75b] The pattern is repeated in Japan, where CM accounts for 22.6% of children with food allergy.[@R76b] The same may not be true in other parts of the world, where the prevalence will largely reflect local factors such as exposure to foods, mode of preparation, and cultural attitudes. As an example, in Israel sesame is the third most frequently implicated offending food, probably because of its widespread consumption. Among young Australian adults, the major offender was peanut, followed by shrimp, wheat, egg, and milk.[@R44b] In Iranian children CM is the most common offender identified during diagnostic provocation challenge.[@R77b] Thus, it may be said that the most representative allergen is a hand-maiden to local customs.TABLE 3-1Comparison of the Three Main Food Allergens In Children Studies[@R75b]

SECTION 4: ALLERGENS OF COW\'S MILK
===================================

Overview
--------

The main allergens of cow\'s milk are distributed among the whey and casein fractions.

The whey allergens include:

1.  a\. Alpha-lactalbumin (*Bos d 4*): its role in milk allergy is controversial and prevalence data across studies vary between 0 and 80% of patients reacting to this protein.

2.  b\. Beta-lactoglobulin (*Bos d 5*), the most abundant cow\'s milk whey protein; it occurs in the milk of many other species but is not present in human milk. Thirteen to 76% of patients are found to react to this protein.

3.  c\. Bovine serum albumin (*Bos d 6*): involved in other allergies such as beef; it accounts for between 0 and 88% of sensitization events, while clinical symptoms occur in up to 20% of patients.

4.  d\. Bovine immunoglobulins (*Bos d 7*): are seldom held responsible for clinical symptoms in CMA.

The casein allergens (collectively known as *Bos d 8*) consist of 4 different proteins (alpha~s1~, alpha~s2~, beta, and kappa casein) which share little sequential homology. Despite this, simultaneous sensitization to these caseins is frequently observed. Patients are more often sensitized to alpha (100%) and kappa caseins (91.7%).

Of clinical relevance, milk allergens of various mammalian species cross-react. The greatest homology is among cow\'s, sheep\'s and goat\'s milks protein as *Bos* (oxen), *Ovis* (sheep), and *Capra* (goat) are genera belonging to the Bovidae family of ruminants. Proteins in their milks have less structural similarity with those from the Suidae (pig), Equidae (horse and donkey), and Camelidae (camel and dromedary) families and also from those of humans. Its noteworthy that the milks of camels and dromedaries (and human milk) do not contain *Bos d 5.* All this is relevant for later considerations on formula (section 13).

There is no clear relationship between digestibility and protein allergenicity. Milk allergens are known to preserve their biologic activity even after boiling, pasteurization, ultra-high-temperature processing, or evaporation for the production of powdered infant formula. To obtain hypoallergenic formulas, extensive hydrolysis and further processing, such as heat treatment, ultrafiltration, and application of high pressure are necessary. Attempts have been made to classify formulas into partial and extensively hydrolyzed products according to their degree of protein fragmentation, but there is no agreement on the criteria on which to base this classification. Nevertheless, hydrolyzed formulas have until now proven to be a useful and widely used protein source for infants suffering from CMA (section 12).

Introduction
------------

Milk can give rise to several food hypersensitivities, usually classified as milk allergy or milk intolerance.[@R1c] The mechanism of intolerance to cow\'s milk is not IgE antibody-mediated and has been blamed on the functionality of a specific enzyme deficiency, commonly lactose intolerance, attributable to beta-galactosidase (lactase) deficiency. DRACMA will not address lactase deficiency or other cow\'s milk-induced hypersensitivity not mediated by immune mechanisms, which have been described in detail elsewhere.[@R2c; @R3c; @R4c; @R5c] Cow\'s milk allergy is an adverse clinical reaction associated with the binding of immunoglobulin (IgE) to antigens capable of eliciting an immune response.[@R6c] Where allergy is not mediated by IgE, other classes of immunoglobulin, immune complexes, or a cell-mediated reaction have been proposed to be involved. In IgE-mediated allergy, circulating antibodies recognize specific molecular regions on the antigen surface (*epitopes*), which are classified according to their specific amino acid sequence (*sequential epitopes*) or the folding and configuration of their protein chains (*conformational epitopes*). In this section, we describe the chemical characteristics of cow\'s milk allergens, how they are involved in cross-reactivity among mammalian species, their resistance to digestion and proteolysis and their response to technological processing.

Chemical Characterization of Cow\'s Milk Allergens
--------------------------------------------------

Cow\'s milk contains several proteins that could each in principle elicit an allergic reaction in a sensitized individual. Some of these proteins are considered major allergens, some minor ones, while others have rarely or never been associated with reports of clinical reactions. The casein and whey proteins of cow\'s milk are listed in [Table 4-1](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Each of these 2 fractions contains 5 major components.[@R7c; @R8c; @R9c] The casein fraction contains 80% of the total protein of cow\'s milk while alpha~s1~ and beta-casein make up for 70% of this fraction. Whey proteins are less abundant, and beta-lactoglobulin (BLG) accounts for 50% of this fraction. Because BLG is not present in human milk, this protein was previously considered the most important cow\'s milk allergen, but it has since been shown that other proteins, such as the caseins, are also critically involved in the etiology of the disease.

###### 

The Proteins of Cow\'s Milk

![](waoj-3-57-t003)

By convention, allergens in the international nomenclature are designated by an abbreviation formed by the genus (capitalized; abbreviated to the first 3 letters) and species (reduced to one letter) names of the Linnaean taxonomical system in italics, followed by an Arabic numeral reflecting the chronological order in which the allergen was identified and characterized (eg, *Bos d*\[omesticus\] 4).[@R10c]

Alpha-Lactalbumin (*Bos d 4*)
-----------------------------

Alpha-lactalbumin (A-LA) is a whey protein belonging to the lysozyme superfamily. It is a regulatory subunit of lactose synthase and is, able to modify the substrate specificity of galactosyl-transferase in the mammary gland, making glucose a good acceptor substrate for this enzyme and allowing lactose synthase to synthesize lactose.[@R11c; @R12c] A-LA is produced by the mammary gland and has been found in all milks analyzed so far. [Table 4-2](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows its main chemical characteristics.

###### 

Characteristics of Alpha-Lactalbumin (*Bos d 4*)
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A-LA contains 8 cysteine groups, all forming internal disulphide bonds, and 4 tryptophan residues. It contains high-affinity calcium binding sites stabilizing its highly ordered secondary structure. The role of A-LA in milk allergy is controversial and prevalence data across studies vary between 0 and 80% of patients reacting to this protein (reviewed in[@R13c]). This heterogeneity is probably linked to whether skin prick test, specific IgE determinations, immunoblotting, or other method of sensitization assessment was used.

Beta-Lactoglobulin (*Bos d 5*)
------------------------------

Beta-lactoglobulin (BLG) is the most abundant cow\'s milk whey protein; it occurs in the milk of many other mammalian species but is not present in human milk. *Bos d* 5 belongs to the lipocalin allergen family and is synthesized by the mammalian gland. Its function is unknown, although it may be involved in retinol transport, with which it readily binds.[@R14c] [Table 4-3](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows its main physical and chemical characteristics. It contains 2 internal disulphide bonds and one free--SH group. Under physiological conditions, BLG exists as an equilibrium mixture of monomer and dimer forms but, at its isoelectric point, the dimers can further associate to octamers. There are 2 main isoforms of this protein in cow\'s milk, the genetic variants A and B, which differ only by 2 point mutations at amino acids 64 and 118. Because it is lacking from human milk, BLG has long been believed to be the most important cow\'s milk allergen. The literature indicates that the prevalence of allergic subjects reacting to this protein is between 13 and 76%.[@R15c]

###### 

Characteristics of Beta-Lactoglobulin (*Bos d 5*)
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Bovine Serum Albumin (*Bos d 6*)
--------------------------------

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is the main protein of whey. It can bind water, fatty acids, hormones, bilirubin, drugs, and Ca^2+^, K^+^, and Na^+^. Its main function is the regulation of the colloidal osmotic pressure in blood.[@R15c] The tertiary structure of BSA is stable, and its 3-dimensional conformation is well documented. The protein is organized into 3 homologous domains (I to III) and consists of 9 loops connected by 17 covalent disulphide bridges. Most of the disulphide bonds are well protected in the core of the protein and are not readily accessible to the solvent. [Table 4-4](#T6){ref-type="table"} shows some of its characteristics.

###### 

Characteristics of Bovine Serum Albumin (*Bos d 6*)
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*Bos d* 6 is involved not only in milk allergy but also in allergic reactions to beef.[@R15c] It induced immediate allergic symptoms (lip edema, urticaria, cough, and rhinitis) in children allergic to beef who received the protein in a double-blind placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC).[@R16c] The prevalence of patients with cow\'s milk who react to this protein ranges from 0 to 88%, while clinical symptoms may be found in as many as 20% of patients.[@R17c]

Immunoglobulins (*Bos d 7*)
---------------------------

Bovine immunoglobulins are present in blood, tissues, fluids, and secretions such as milk. Some characteristics of the bovine IgG are shown in [Table 4-5](#T7){ref-type="table"}. Bovine IgG seldom cause clinical symptoms in CMA.[@R18c]

###### 

Characteristics of Cow\'s Milk Immunoglobulin G
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Caseins (*Bos d 8*)
-------------------

Most of the casein aggregates as colloidal particles (the casein micelle) and its biologic function is to transport calcium phosphate to the mammalian newborn. More than 90% of the calcium content of skim milk is attached to or included in casein micelles. Caseins consist of 4 different proteins (alpha~s1~, alpha~s2~, beta, and kappa casein) with little sequential homology. Another group, the gamma caseins, are present in very low quantities in milk and are by-products of beta casein proteolysis. A distinguishing feature of all caseins is their low solubility at pH 4.6; another common characteristic is that caseins are conjugated proteins, most with phosphate groups esterified to the amino acid serine. Caseins contain no disulphide bonds, while the high number of proline residues causes pronounced bending of the protein chain, which inhibits the formation of close-packed, ordered secondary structures. Characteristics of *Bos d 8* are reported in [Table 4-6](#T8){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Allergenic Characteristics of Caseins
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Despite the poor sequence homology between proteins of the casein fraction, poly-sensitization to many caseins is frequently observed; this may be because of cross-sensitization through shared or closely related epitopes.[@R8c] Patients are almost always sensitized to alpha (100%) and kappa caseins (91.7%).[@R19c]

Cross-Reactivity Between Milk Proteins from Different Animal Species
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Cross-reactivity occurs when 2 proteins share part of their amino acid sequence (at least, the sequence containing the epitopic domain) or when the 3-dimensional conformation makes 2 molecules similar in binding capacity to specific antibodies. In general, cross-reactivity between mammalian proteins reflects the phylogenetic relationships between animal species and evolutionary conserved proteins that are often cross-reactive.[@R20c] [Table 4-7](#T9){ref-type="table"} shows the sequence similarity (expressed in percentages) between milk proteins from different mammalian species.[@R22c]

###### 

Sequence Homology Between Mammalian Milk Proteins (in Percentage, Relative To Cow\'s Milk Proteins)
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The greatest homology is between cow\'s, sheep\'s and goat\'s milk proteins as *Bos* (oxen), *Ovis* (sheep), and *Capra* (goat) that are genera belonging to the Bovidae family of ruminants. The proteins in their milks consequently have less structural similarity with those from the Suidae (pig), Equidae (horse and donkey), and Camelidae (camel and dromedary) families and also with those in human milk. It is noteworthy that the milks of camels and dromedaries (as well as human milk) do not contain BLG.

However, phylogeny does not explain everything. In 1996, a clinical trial in France showed that 51/55 children with cow\'s milk allergy tolerated goat\'s milk for periods ranging from 8 days to 1 year,[@R22c] but subsequent research showed that other subjects allergic to cow\'s milk did not tolerate goat\'s and sheep\'s milks.[@R23c] This is consistent with the pattern of IgE cross-reactivity shown by several independent studies in vitro, for instance the cross-reactivity between milk proteins from different mammalian species (including goat\'s milk).[@R24c] Furthermore, selective allergy to goat\'s and sheep\'s milk but not to cow\'s milk has also been reported in 28 older children with severe allergic reactions, including anaphylaxis. In one study, IgE antibodies recognized caseins from goat\'s milk but cow\'s milk caseins were not or scarcely recognized.[@R25c] This is not an isolated finding,[@R26c; @R27c] however, and a case report of an adult with goat\'s milk allergy without CMA found specific IgE to caprine ALA.[@R28c] Finally, allergy to sheep\'s milk can also evolve into allergy to cow\'s milk.[@R29c] Mare\'s and donkey\'s milks have proved sometimes useful to some patients,[@R30c; @R31c; @R32c] but uncertainties remain about chemical composition and hygienic control. The same considerations apply to Camellidae (camel and dromedaries) milks, which could represent an alternative to cow\'s milk for allergic subjects because of their low sequence homology with cow\'s milk and the absence of BLG, if problems related to availability and technological processing to avoid new sensitization.[@R33c]

[Figure 4-1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the electrophoretic patterns of milk from several mammalian species. The pronounced similarity is evident for milk from cows, goats, and sheep, while the protein profiles of mare\'s, donkey\'s, and camel\'s milks present some specificities. The low cross-immunoreactivity of horse/donkey milk and the absence of BLG in camel\'s and human milk is easily visible in immunoblots using antibodies against bovine BLG.

![SDS-PAGE of mammalian milk samples. Hcas = human casein; HLA = human lactalbumin; Lfe = human lactoferrin; α-cas = bovine alpha casein; β-cas = bovine beta casein; BLG = bovine β-lactoglobulin; ALA = bovine α-lactalbumin.](waoj-3-57-g001){#F1}

Structural Modifications and Cow\'s Milk Protein Allergenicity
--------------------------------------------------------------

The 3-dimensional structure of most antigenic proteins is unknown, even where the amino acid sequence has been precisely identified, because the conformation is not immutable but is influenced by the surrounding environment. This problem is even more significant for milk proteins since their organization is complex and the presence of micelles in caseins makes their investigation difficult. We discuss here the structural modifications brought about by gastrointestinal digestion or technological treatments and their role in allergenic potential where this is known or can be inferred.

Digestibility and Cow\'s Milk Protein Allergenicity
---------------------------------------------------

Food proteins are digested by gastrointestinal enzymes; it is generally believed that proteins resistant to proteolysis are the more powerful allergens. However, it has been shown that there is no clear relationship between in vitro digestibility and protein allergenicity.[@R34c] Caseins are thought to be easily digestible, but they coagulate in an acidic medium (at gastric pH). Acidification increases the solubility of minerals, so that the calcium and phosphorus contained in the micelles gradually become soluble in the aqueous phase. As a result, casein micelles disintegrate and casein precipitates. Whey proteins are more soluble in saline solution than caseins and theoretically they should be more easily digested by proteases that work in aqueous medium. However, the correlation between water solubility and digestibility is not linear. Caseins are digested faster than whey proteins by the commonest food-grade enzymes (eg, pepsin, trypsin, and thermolysin).[@R35c]

Although BSA is very soluble in water and rich in amino acids broken-down by gastrointestinal enzymes, it is also relatively resistant to digestion. Sequential epitopes were unaffected for at least 60 minutes when BSA was digested with pepsin.[@R36c] Its 9 loops are maintained by disulphide bonds, which are not easily reduced under physiological conditions, and slow the fragmentation of BSA into short peptides that have decreased antigenic activity.

Heating and Cow\'s Milk Protein Allergenicity
---------------------------------------------

Cow\'s milk is only marketed after it has been subjected to technological process, usually pasteurization, which reduces potential pathogen load (70--80°C for 15--20 seconds). Ultra-high-temperature (UHT) processing with flash heating (above 100°C for a few seconds), evaporation for the production of powdered infant formula (dry blending or wet mixing--spray drying process) have a minor or no effect on the antigenic/allergenic potential of cow\'s milk proteins. Boiling milk for 10 minutes reduces the SPT response in patients who react to BSA and beta-lactoglobulin, whereas wheal diameter remains the same in those sensitized to caseins.[@R37c] Comparative studies have shown no difference in antigenicity between raw and heated milks,[@R38c] however, and in some cases the aggregation of new protein polymers capable of binding specific IgE have been demonstrated. After boiling BSA at 100°C for 10 minutes, dimeric, trimeric, and higher polymeric forms increased, and all maintained their IgE-binding properties.[@R39c]

The persistence of allergenicity in heat-treated milk is clinically confirmed by the fact that in some children CMA develops after the ingestion of heat-treated milk. Furthermore, heating processes can only modify conformational epitopes, which might lose their binding capacity to specific IgE antibody, while sequential epitopes maintain their allergenic potential even after heating (Fig. 4-2).[@R40c] Milk proteins contain both types of epitopes and, even though a slight reduction of antigenicity can be observed with whey proteins, insignificant alterations in binding properties are reported with caseins. To complicate the picture, vigorous heating (such as that used for certain sterilization processes \[121°C for 20 minutes\]) but also the less drastic pasteurization process, have also been shown to enhance some allergenic characteristics.[@R41c] Furthermore, milk proteins can be oxidized during industrial treatment, resulting in the formation of modified/oxidized amino acid residues, particularly in BLG, which may be responsible for the development of new immunologically reactive structures.[@R42c]

Technological Treatments and Cow\'s Milk Protein Allergenicity
--------------------------------------------------------------

Hypoallergenic formulas can be prepared by hydrolysis and further processing, such as heat treatment, ultrafiltration, and application of high pressure. Attempts have been made to classify formulas into partial and extensively hydrolyzed products according to the degree of protein fragmentation, but there is no agreement on the criteria on which to base this classification (see section "CM hydrolyzed formula"). Nevertheless, hydrolyzed formulas have until now proved a useful and widely used protein source for infants suffering from CMA. Because undigested protein can still be present as residue at the end of proteolysis,[@R43c] further processing is necessary in combination with e enzymatic treatment. Another attempt to eliminate antigenicity involves the use of proteolysis combined with high pressure. Different authors have shown increased fragmentation of BLG if proteolysis occurs after or during the application of high pressure.[@R44c] The partial ineffectiveness of proteolysis under ordinary atmospheric conditions may be because of the inability of enzymes to reach epitopes that are less exposed. Heat treatment is also often combined with proteolysis to unfold the protein and modify the 3-dimensional structure of conformational epitopes. However, thermal denaturation can also cause the formation of aggregates with greater resistance to hydrolytic attack, as is the case with BLG.[@R45c]

SECTION 5: IMMUNOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF COW\'S MILK ALLERGY
==========================================================

Overview
--------

CMA designates objectively reproducible symptoms or signs initiated by exposure to cow\'s milk protein at doses tolerated by normal persons. CMA can be either antibody-mediated or cell-mediated; occasionally both mechanisms may be involved. CMA may be mediated by any of the 4 basic types of immunologic reactions, as outlined by Gell and Coombs: 1) Type I or IgE-mediated hypersensitivity, 2) Type II (cytotoxic reactions), 3) Type III (Arthus-type reactions), and 4) Type IV (delayed T cell reactions). Type I reactions are the best characterized and represent the classic immediate allergic reactions. The 3 other types, collectively described as non-IgE-mediated allergy, are less well understood.

The suppression of adverse immune responses to nonharmful ingested food antigens is termed oral tolerance. Ingested milk proteins are normally degraded by gastric acid and luminal digestive enzymes. The exact mechanisms involved in tolerance development remain unclear. The primary immunologic mechanisms include deletion, anergy, suppression, "ignorance," and apoptosis of T-cells. The balance between tolerance (suppression) and sensitization (priming) depends on several factors, including: 1) genetic background, 2) nature and dose of the antigen, 3) frequency of administration, 4) age at first antigen exposure, 5) immunologic status of the host, and 6) antigen transmission via breast milk.

The acquisition of tolerance to milk is seen as a T~H~1 (T helper cells type 1)-skewed immune response. After intestinal mucosal exposure to cow\'s milk antigens, antigen-presenting cells (APCs) interact with subepithelial T and B lymphocytes. Recognition of antigens by the T cell receptors (TCR) involves major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. Activated T and B cells of lymphoid follicles migrate via the lymphatic system, and then via the circulation to several target organs, including the gastrointestinal tract, respiratory system or skin. If tolerance is not achieved, T and B cells will be activated and give rise to an inflammatory reaction in the target organ, resulting in the clinical manifestations of CMA.

The innate immune system has the ability to modulate adaptive immune responses to food proteins. In this process, dendritic cells (DC) and Toll-like receptors (TLR) play a central role. Intestinal microbiota have been shown to exert diverse effects on TLRs and regulatory T cell responses. TLR can recognize specific pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP). The mechanisms by which TLRs influence T*reg* responses are incompletely understood. T*reg* promote tolerance to milk antigens via the production of tolerogenic cytokines, including interleukin (IL)-10 and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β).

CMA is believed to result from either the failure to develop normal tolerogenic processes, or their later breakdown. In the case of IgE-mediated CMA, activation of milk-specific T helper cells type-2 (T~H~2) leads to the production of milk-specific IgE. Non-IgE-mediated reactions may be because of T~H~1-mediated inflammation. Decreased T*reg* activity has been identified as a factor in both allergy mechanisms. The development of tolerance in children with a history of CMA was associated with the up-regulation of T*reg* responses.

The events after intestinal allergen exposure are complex as digestion and cooking may modify the allergenicity of bovine proteins. Intact allergenic epitopes on food proteins will interact with the mucosal immune system. Dietary proteins that escape proteolysis can be taken up by intestinal epithelial cells. Early exposure to relatively large doses of soluble protein is thought to promote tolerance. Factors that modulate the risk of sensitization include: 1) nature and dose of the antigen, 2) efficiency of protein digestion, 3) immaturity of the host, 4) rate of absorption of milk proteins, 5) antigen processing in the gut, and 6) the immunosuppressive milieu of Peyer\'s patches. The type of gut microbiota may also modulate the risk of sensitization in young infants.

Introduction
------------

Acquired immunologic tolerance of environmental agents is an active mechanism of adaptive immunity that is mediated by polarized cells of the T helper type I lymphocyte subset but when, in an atopic individual, the predisposition to secrete IgE antibody to cow\'s milk antigen goes into overdrive, homeostasis breaks down and mast cells can become sensitized anywhere in the body, thereby expressing an often baffling array of symptoms in one or more organs which the clinician identifies as CMA.[@R1d] A basic understanding the underlying cellular and mediator mechanisms of CMA is therefore necessary to be proactive about diagnostic and treatment options.

GUT BARRIER
===========

The mucosal immune system must adapt and be able to discriminate between pathogens and harmless antigens and respond accordingly, that is, to protect the neonate from enteric pathogens while establishing a state of tolerance to dietary proteins and commensal bacteria. This important task is undertaken by cells of the gut-associated lymphoid tissue, the largest immunologic organ in the body.[@R2d] Many studies have reported increased macromolecular transport across the gut barrier in children with atopy[@R3d; @R4d] which is thought to be because of mucosal damage induced by local hypersensitivity reaction to foods.[@R5d] Dual sugar intestinal permeability studies (lactulose/mannitol) showed that in breast-fed infants with atopy, gut barrier function improved when breast-feeding was stopped and hypoallergenic formula started.[@R6d]

ORAL TOLERANCE
==============

The mucosa allows nutrients to be transferred from the intestinal lumen to the systemic circulation, while protecting against pathogens by inducing immune responses. Any down-regulation of immune responses to nonharmful ingested antigens is termed oral tolerance.[@R7d] Normally, mature lymph node lymphocytes become hyporesponsive after oral administration of these antigens.[@R8d]

Ingested milk proteins are degraded and their conformational epitopes are destroyed by gastric acid and luminal digestive enzymes, which often results in the destruction of immunogenic epitopes. In animal models, disrupting the process of digestion can inhibit milk tolerance and lead to hypersensitivity. Untreated bovine serum albumin (BSA) is immunogenic when administered to mice by means of ileal injection, but administering a peptic digest of the protein in the same manner results in immune tolerance.[@R9d]

Regulatory events after mucosal exposure to antigen have not been well characterized and remain controversial. In general, the acquisition of tolerance to milk is seen as a T~H~1-skewed response, which on the one hand may prevent harmful mucosal immune reactions but on the other may contribute to adverse responses in a susceptible individual. The process starts with the contact of milk allergens with the intestinal mucosa. Here they interact with mucosal T and B cells either directly or through antigen-presenting cells (APCs): macrophages, dendritic cells, or microfold cells (M cells). T cell recognition of antigen by T cell receptors (TCR) involves the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules (class I and II) of APCs. Activated T and B cells of lymphoid follicles migrate first via the lymphatic system and then via the circulation to any of several target organs including the gastrointestinal tract, the respiratory system, the skin, and the central nervous system, a process referred to as "homing." If tolerance is not achieved, T and B cells will activate at a homing site upon contact with their specific food antigen and release their cytokines, vasoactive peptides and antibodies, giving rise to an inflammatory reaction in the affected organ and resulting in the clinical manifestations of food hypersensitivity.[@R10d]

In this context, dendritic cells play a central role in taking up milk proteins and migrating to the draining mesenteric lymph nodes, where they induce regulatory CD4 T-cell differentiation. The primary mechanisms by which tolerance may be mediated include deletion, anergy, suppression, "ignorance," and apoptosis of T-cells.[@R11d]

The balance between tolerance (suppression) and sensitization (priming) depends on several factors, such as: 1) genetic background, 2) nature and dose of antigen, 3) frequency of administration, 4) age at first antigen exposure, 5) immunologic status of the host, 6) antigen transmission via breast milk, and others.

Overall, there is evidence in rodents that multiple low-dose feeds are likely to induce regulatory cytokines (eg, TGF-β, IL-10, IL-4) in part secreted by CD4^+^CD25^+^ T-regulatory cells. Despite the powerful suppressive effects of oral autoantigen exposure observed in experimental models of autoimmune diseases (including bystander suppression), their translation into clinical trials of autoimmune diseases has not yet yielded the expected beneficial results. The same can be said for CMA.[@R12d]

In normal individuals with tolerance, systemic and secretory food-specific IgA antibodies are generally absent, indicating that mucosal IgA production is regulated similarly to that of systemic immunity.[@R13d] However, mucosal IgA response to foreign antigens remains active.[@R14d] In population surveys, more allergic sensitization was seen in subjects with an IgA level at the lower end of the normal range.[@R15d; @R16d; @R17d] The significance of IgM, IgG, and IgG subclass antibodies (eg, the role of IgG4) in food allergy is less well understood and remains controversial. It has long been known that milk-specific IgM and IgG antibodies are produced after single or repeated feedings of relatively large doses of milk proteins in both healthy and allergic persons.[@R18d]

Thus, unresponsiveness of the immune system to milk antigens ("oral tolerance") is believed to involve the deletion or switching off (anergy) of reactive antigen-specific T cells and the production of regulatory T cells (T*reg*) that suppress inflammatory responses to benign antigens.[@R19d; @R20d]

INNATE IMMUNITY AND TOLERANCE DEVELOPMENT
=========================================

The innate immune system has the ability to modulate adaptive immune responses to food proteins. In this process, dendritic cells (DC) play a central role.[@R21d] In addition, TLR directly interact with innate immune cells. TLR recognize food antigens, and specific bacterial surface markers, so-called PAMP.[@R21d] However, the exact mechanisms by which TLR influence T*reg* responses are incompletely understood. Regulatory T-cells are involved in the control of immune responses to food antigens via the production of tolerogenic cytokines, including IL-10 and TGF-β.[@R22d; @R23d] Intestinal microbiota may have a diverse effect on TLR and immune responses. Several types of intestinal Bifidobacteria have been shown to promote tolerogenic immune responses. The type of gastrointestinal microbiota of the newborn infant is crucial in this context. The probiotic effects of complex oligosaccharides in human milk promote the establishment of a bididogenic microbiota which, in turn, induces a milieu of tolerogenic immune responses to foods. Several probiotic bacterial strains have been shown to have similar properties. For example, *Lactobacillus paracasei* inhibits T~H~1 and T~H~2 cytokine production, and induces CD4^(+)^ T cells to produce TGF- and IL-10, that is, induces a tolerogenic response.[@R24d] It appears possible that the recent decrease in exposure to early childhood infections and harmless environmental microorganisms in the westernized environment has contributed to an increase in T-cell dysregulatory disorders and autoimmunity.[@R25d; @R26d]

DYSFUNCTIONAL TOLERANCE
=======================

CMA is believed to result from the failure to develop normal tolerogenic processes or their later breakdown. In the case of IgE-mediated CMA, a deficiency in regulation and a polarization of milk-specific effector T cells toward type-2 T helper cells (T~H~2) both lead to B-cell signaling to produce milk protein-specific IgE.[@R27d; @R28d] Non-IgE-mediated reactions may be because of T~H~1-mediated inflammation.[@R29d] Dysfunctional T*reg* cell activity has been identified as a factor in both allergy mechanisms.[@R30d] Additionally, the induction of tolerance in children who have outgrown their CMA has been shown to be associated with the development of T*reg* cells.[@R31d; @R32d] Much research is currently focused on manipulating the activity of dendritic cells (specialized antigen-presenting cells important in programming immune responses) to induce T*reg* cells and/or to redress T~H~1/T~H~2 imbalances to promote tolerance to allergenic foods.

ALLERGEN EXPOSURE AND SENSITIZATION
===================================

The events after allergen exposure in the gut are complex. Digestion[@R33d] and cooking preparation[@R34d; @R35d] slightly modifies the allergenicity of bovine proteins. Proteins that are not digested and processed in the lumen of the gut will come in contact with the epithelium and mucosal immune system in various ways. In the gut, dendritic cells can sample antigens by extending processes through the epithelium and into the lumen. M cells that overlie Peyer\'s patches can take up particulate antigens and deliver them to subepithelial dendritic cells. Soluble antigens possibly cross the epithelium through transcellular or paracellular routes to encounter T cells or macrophages in the lamina propria. Dietary proteins that escape proteolysis in the gut can be taken up by intestinal epithelial cells. The epithelial cells can act as nonprofessional APCs and can present antigen to primed T cells. Thus, food allergens (and microorganisms and nonviable particulate antigens) reach CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T cells in the Peyer\'s patch, resulting in active immune responses.[@R36d] Early gastrointestinal encounters with relatively large doses of soluble protein almost always induce tolerance.[@R37d] Data from rodent models suggest that the effect of milk allergen exposure on the host depends on many factors, including:

1.  a.Nature and dose of the antigen

2.  b.Efficiency of digestion

3.  c.Immaturity of the host

4.  d.Rate of absorption of milk proteins

5.  e.Antigen processing in the gut

6.  f.The immunosuppressive milieu of the Peyer patch.[@R38d]

All of these factors can favor the induction of peripheral tolerance to dietary proteins rather than systemic hypersensitivity. In this context, the presence of commensal flora in the gut can lower the production of serum milk-specific IgE during the primary immune response; also, IgE production persists longer in germ-free mice. Conversely, the absence of gut microbiota significantly increases the milk-specific immune response in mice.[@R39d] This raises the possibility of prevention and treatment of milk allergy through the manipulation of the gastrointestinal flora.

MILK ALLERGY
============

An effect of dysfunctional tolerance, "milk allergy" designates objectively reproducible symptoms or signs initiated by exposure to cow\'s milk at a dose tolerated by normal persons.[@R40d] The term CMA is appropriate when specific immunologic mechanisms have been demonstrated (see "definitions" in introductory section). Milk allergy can be either antibody-mediated or cell-mediated, or occasionally both may be involved. If IgE is involved in the reaction, the term "atopic food allergy" is appropriate. If immunologic mechanisms other than IgE are predominantly involved, the term "non-IgE-mediated food allergy" should be used. All other reactions should be regarded to as nonallergic food hypersensitivity.[@R41d]

Enhanced immune-mediated reactivity may come about though any, or a combination of, the 4 basic types of immunologic reactions outlined by Gell and Coombs:

1.  a.Type I or IgE-mediated hypersensitivity leads to immediate symptoms, such as urticaria, angioedema and/or other anaphylactic reaction

2.  b.In type II (cytotoxic) reactions, the antigen binds to the cell surface and the presence of antibodies (IgG, IgM, or IgA) disrupts the membrane, leading to cell death

3.  c.In type III (Arthus-type) reactions, antigen-antibody-complement immune complexes (IgG, IgM, IgA, and IgE antibodies) get trapped in small blood vessels or renal glomeruli.

4.  d.Type IV (delayed) reactions are mediated by sensitized T lymphocytes.

Type I reactions are the best understood, and they are often referred to as the most common and classic allergic reactions. The 3 other types, collectively described as non-IgE-mediated allergy, are more difficult to investigate and hence less well understood. In an individual, several types of immune responses may be activated, although IgE-mediated reactions are more usually measured.

IGE-MEDIATED CMA (IMMEDIATE HYPERSENSITIVITY)
=============================================

IgE-mediated allergy is the best understood allergy mechanism and, in comparison to non-IgE-mediated reactions, is relatively easily diagnosed. Since the onset of symptoms is rapid, occurring within minutes to an hour after allergen exposure, IgE-mediated allergy is often referred to as "immediate hypersensitivity."[@R42d] It occurs in 2 stages. The first, "sensitization," occurs when the immune system is aberrantly programmed to produce IgE antibodies to milk proteins. These antibodies attach themselves to the surface of mast cells and basophils, arming them with an allergen-specific trigger. Subsequent exposure to milk proteins leads to "activation" when the cell-associated IgE binds the allergenic epitopes on the milk proteins and triggers the rapid release of powerful inflammatory mediators.

IgE-mediated, acute onset CM allergies can affect several target organs: the skin (urticaria, angioedema), respiratory tract (rhinitis/rhinorrhea, asthma/wheeze, laryngoedema/stridor), gastrointestinal tract (oral allergy syndrome, nausea, vomiting, pain, flatulence, and diarrhea), and/or the cardiovascular system (anaphylactic shock).[@R43d; @R44d] Life-threatening anaphylactic reactions to cow\'s milk may occur, but are fortunately rare.[@R45d] Since reactions to cow\'s milk proteins can occur on contact with the lips or mouth, strategies to reduce allergenicity by improving protein digestibility in the gut are unlikely to be effective for all allergic individuals. Simple diagnostic procedures, such as skin-prick tests (SPT) and specific serum IgE determinations (immuno-CAP), can be used to identify individuals with IgE-mediated CMA, although either of these tests can produce false-positive results.[@R46d] Food elimination and challenge testing are sometimes required to confirm milk allergy, and double-blind, placebo-controlled, food challenge (DBPCFC) testing remains the gold standard for diagnosis. IgE-mediated CMA may occur in neonates on first postnatal exposure to the food.[@R47d] IgE-mediated reactions account for about half of the CMA cases in young children,[@R48d] but are rare in adults.[@R49d; @R50d] In contrast to adults, atopic CMA in childhood (often a part of the "allergic march") resolves in more than 85% of cases.[@R51d; @R52d]

NON-IGE-MEDIATED CMA (DELAYED HYPERSENSITIVITY)
===============================================

A significant proportion of infants and the majority of adults with CMA do not have circulating milk protein-specific IgE and show negative results in skin prick tests and serum IgE determinations (immune-CAP).[@R53d; @R54d] These non-IgE-mediated reactions tend to be delayed, with the onset of symptoms occurring from 1 hour to several days after ingestion of milk. Hence, they are often referred to as "delayed hypersensitivity." As with IgE-mediated reactions, a range of symptoms can occur, but are most commonly gastrointestinal or cutaneous.[@R55d] The gastrointestinal symptoms, such as nausea, bloating, intestinal discomfort, and diarrhea, mimic many symptoms of lactose intolerance and may lead to diagnostic mislabeling. Anaphylaxis is not a feature of non-IgE mediated mechanisms. IgE- and non-IgE-mediated reactions are not mutually exclusive and reactions to milk can involve a mixture of immunologic mechanisms.

The precise immunologic mechanisms of non-IgE-mediated CMA remain unclear. A number of mechanisms have been suggested, including T~H~1-mediated reactions (Fig. 5-1),[@R56d; @R57d; @R58d; @R59d; @R60d; @R61d; @R62d; @R63d] the formation of immune complexes leading to the activation of complement,[@R64d; @R65d] or T-cell/mast cell/neuron interactions inducing functional changes in smooth muscle action and intestinal motility.[@R1d; @R66d; @R67d] A necessarily incomplete picture of such mechanisms indicates that T cells act through secretion of cytokines such as IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, and GM-CSF, activating eosinophils, mastocytes, basophils, and macrophages. Macrophages, activated by CM protein allergens by cytokines, are able to secrete in turn vasoactive mediators (PAF, leukotriens) and cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, GM-CSF, TNF-α) that are able to increase the cellular phlogosis. This involves epithelial cells, which release cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-11, GM-CSF), chemokines (RANTES, MCP-3, MCP-4, eotaxin) and other mediators (leukotrienes, PGs, 15-HETE, endothelin-1). This mechanism results in chronic cellular inflammation (at GI, cutaneous, and respiratory levels) and ultimately in CMA symptoms. When the inflammatory process is localized at GI level, immune phlogosis can contribute to maintaining epithelial hyper-permeability and potentially to increased exposure to antigenic CM proteins. This involves TNF-α and IFN-γ, antagonists of TGF-β and IL-10 in mediating oral tolerance.[@R68d] It has been shown that the pattern of TNF-α secretion is different in children with CMA manifested by digestive or cutaneous symptoms, and the use of TNF-α secretion in response to cow\'s milk antigens has been proposed as a predictive test of relapse in CMA children undergoing oral provocation.[@R69d] In addition, CMP sensitization of T~H~1 and T~H~2 lymphocytes has been shown at the systemic level in conditions out of the CMA spectrum as neonatal necrotizing enterocolitis.[@R70d]

From the discrepancy between reportedly higher rates of natural recovery during childhood from non-IgE-mediated CMA than in IgE-mediated CMA[@R71d; @R72d; @R73d] and the predominance of non-IgE-mediated CMA in adult populations[@R49d] it has been postulated that a non-IgE-mediated CMA population emerges later in life. One study reported an increasing incidence of non-IgE-mediated food allergies with increasing age.[@R50d] However, the emergence of a new CMA population in adults remains to be conclusively demonstrated. Good epidemiological data for non-IgE-mediated CMA in both adults and children remain scarce because laborious DBPCFC trials remain the only conclusive diagnostic tests to confirm this form of allergy. In many cases, gastrointestinal food allergy remains undiagnosed or is classified as irritable bowel syndrome.

SECTION 6: CLINICAL HISTORY AND SYMPTOMS OF CMA
===============================================

Overview
--------

Individuals with cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) may present with a wide variety of symptoms. Consequently, knowledge of the various cow\'s milk allergic disorders and a detailed medical history are essential for the clinician to arrive at the correct diagnosis. In acquiring the medical history, it is important to determine the amount and form of milk proteiningested, the types and timing of symptoms developing, the length of time until resolution, and whether the symptoms have occurred previously. Adverse reactions to cow\'s milk may be because of IgE- and/or non-IgE-mediated reactions or nonimmunologic reactions such as primary and secondary lactase deficiency. Other conditions, for example, irritable bowel syndrome or postinfectious enterocolitis, may be aggravated by milk ingestion and therefore differentiated from CMA reactions.

Allergic (immune-mediated) reactions to cow\'s milk may be classified as "immediate" (typically IgE-mediated) or "late onset" (typically non-IgE or cell-mediated) reactions. Immediate reactions to cow\'s milk may present as generalized systemic reactions (anaphylaxis) or IgE-mediated gastrointestinal, cutaneous, and/or respiratory reactions. Patients presenting with IgE-mediated disorders will typically have positive skin tests and/or serum IgE antibodies to milk. CMA is often the first food allergy to develop in a young infant and often precedes the development of other food allergies, especially to egg and peanut.

IMMDIATE CMA
------------

The most severe form of CMA is cow\'s milk-induced anaphylaxis. Anaphylaxis is a severe systemic or generalized allergic reaction that is potentially life-threatening. Symptoms typically involve classic allergic symptoms of the skin and one or more other target organs, that is, the gastrointestinal tract, the respiratory tract, and/or the cardiovascular system. Milk-induced anaphylaxis may also be provoked by exercise in patients (food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis) with previously "resolved" CMA or after oral desensitization, and may occur in biphasic and protracted forms. In various series of anaphylaxis, CMA accounted for 11--28% of reactions, including up to 11% of fatal reactions.

Gastrointestinal reactions may elicit symptoms from the mouth to the lower bowel. After the ingestion of milk, immediate symptoms similar to the oral allergy syndrome may occur including lip swelling, oral pruritus, tongue swelling, and a sensation of tightness in the throat. Immediate symptoms involving the stomach and upper intestinal tract include nausea, vomiting and colicky abdominal pain, while symptoms occurring in the lower intestinal tract include abdominal pain, diarrhea, and occasionally bloody stools.

Cutaneous reactions are among the most common because of CMA in children, and most frequently result in urticaria. However, skin symptoms may also include generalized maculopapular rashes, flushing, and angioedema. Symptoms may be because of ingestion or contact with milk proteins on the skin.

Respiratory symptoms because of CMA rarely occur in isolation, but upper airway symptoms, for example, nasal pruritus and congestion, rhinorrhea, and sneezing, occur in about 70% of children undergoing oral milk challenges. Lower respiratory symptoms, for example, wheezing, dyspnea, and chest tightness, are less common, but are more serious and are largely responsible for poor outcomes in near-fatal and fatal reactions. Up to 60% of children with milk allergy and atopic dermatitis will develop respiratory allergy and asthma. Symptoms of asthma and rhinitis may also develop secondary to inhalation of milk powder or vapors from boiling milk.

LATE-ONSET CMA
--------------

Symptoms of late-onset CMA are not IgE-mediated and typically develop one to several hours or after several days of ingesting cow\'s milk. There are no reliable laboratory tests to diagnose late-onset CMA and tests for IgE antibodies are negative. The majority of disorders involving late-onset CMA are localized to the gastrointestinal tract, but disorders involving the skin and respiratory tract also occur.

Cutaneous symptoms most often present as a form of eczema because of ingestion or contact with cow\'s milk. Atopic dermatitis may involve both IgE- and non-IgE mediated mechanisms in the skin. Up to one third of children with moderate to severe atopic dermatitis are food allergic and CMA is the second most common food allergy in this population. Appropriate diagnosis and elimination of milk products from the diets of affected children frequently leads to improvement in eczematous symptoms.

Gastrointestinal symptoms of CMA may present as a variety of different disorders: cryco-pharyngeal spasm, GERD-like symptoms and allergic eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE), pyloric stenosis, milk protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome, enteropathy or gastroenteritis and proctocolitis, constipation, and irritable bowel syndrome. Symptoms of gastrointestinal CMA frequently involve nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and in more chronic disorders, malabsorption and failure to thrive or weight loss. Some patients presenting with crico-pharyngeal spasm and pyloric stenosis have been found to have CMA and respond to removal of cow\'s milk from their diets. Allergic EoE has become more prevalent over the past decade and is characterized by dysphagia, chest and abdominal pain, food impaction and food refusal, and in more severe cases, failure to thrive or weight loss, which are unresponsive to antireflux medications. Many patients with EoE have IgE antibodies to some foods and environmental allergens, but the inflammation of the esophagus is believed to be largely secondary to non-IgE-mediated mechanisms. CMA is one of the most common causes of food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES), a form of non-IgE-mediated allergy that develops 1 to 3 hours after the ingestion of milk protein and results in repetitive vomiting, hypotonia, pallor, and sometimes hypotension and diarrhea. FPIES frequently occurs with the first introduction of cow\'s milk into the diet, but has not been reported in infants while being exclusively breast-fed. Remission usually develops within the first few years of life. Cow\'s milk-induced enteropathy syndrome is a rare disorder that typically presents as diarrhea, failure to thrive, and various degrees of vomiting and occasionally hypoproteinemia and blood streaked stools. While most children with this disorder respond to extensively hydrolyzed cow\'s milk-based formulas, some require amino acid-based formulas to resolve their symptoms. This disorder also typically resolves in the first few years of life. Cow\'s milk-induced proctocolitis syndrome is a relatively benign disorder resulting in low-grade rectal bleeding (usually flecks of blood) and occasionally mild diarrhea in an otherwise healthy infant. The majority of infants with this disorder are breast-fed and symptoms frequently resolve when milk is eliminated from the maternal diet. Like other late-onset gastrointestinal allergies, this disorder typically resolves in the first few years of life. Severe colic and constipation have been associated with non-IgE-mediated CMA, respond to elimination of milk from the diet and typically resolves in the first year or 2 of life.

Heiner\'s Syndrome is a very rare form of pulmonary hemosiderosis secondary to CMA. Young children typically present with recurrent pulmonary infiltrates associated with chronic cough, tachypnea, wheezing, rales, recurrent fevers, and failure to thrive. Milk-precipitating antibodies are found in the serum and symptoms generally resolve with elimination of milk and milk products.

In summary, CMA may present as a variety of different symptoms reflecting a variety of different allergic disorders. However, a detailed history and appropriate laboratory studies will usually enable to clinician to arrive at the correct diagnosis.

Introduction
------------

As a wide spectrum of adverse reactions may follow the ingestion of milk, clinical history is essential to reach a diagnosis in a patient presenting with suspected CMA. Adverse reactions to cow\'s milk can be classified on the basis of immunologic and nonimmunologic mechanisms, both of which may induce similar clinical presentations. Immunologic reactions include IgE- and non-IgE-mediated reactions.

There are also conditions, such as irritable bowel syndrome or inflammatory bowel disease, in which some symptoms may induce the suspicion of reactions to milk, while there may be no consistent connection. It is important to differentiate these conditions, as history may not always be relied on to link symptoms with food ingestion. In particular, patients with psychologic disorders may attribute adverse reactions to milk ingestion. Physicians must also make their patients aware that cow\'s milk allergy is not a frequent occurrence in adults, that cow\'s milk intolerance is widespread and that thus milk allergy may not be the cause of their complaint.

IMMEDIATE ALLERGIC REACTIONS
============================

Patients with CMA may react with erythema, angioedema, urticaria, or vomiting within minutes of ingestion of even minute quantities of milk.[@R1e; @R2e; @R3e] Some infants may develop urticaria soon after contact[@R4e; @R5e] or asthma after inhalation of boiling milk vapor.[@R6e] Typically, there will be evidence of IgE sensitization (a positive skin prick test or an allergen-specific IgE antibody quantification test to cow\'s milk). Infants with cow\'s milk protein allergy often have other food allergies, in particular to egg and/or peanut and products containing them (see [Table 6-1](#T10){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Diversity of Conditions Associated With IgE-Mediated Reactions To Cow\'s Milk[@R7e]

![](waoj-3-57-t010)

I: Anaphylaxis
--------------

The most severe manifestation of immediate CMA is anaphylaxis. Currently defined as "a severe systemic or generalized severe allergic reaction,"[@R8e] this potentially life-threatening condition greatly adds to the burden of living with milk allergy. Diagnostic criteria include sudden onset involving skin, mucosa, or both, with at least one respiratory symptom such as dyspnoea, bronchospasm, stridor, PEF reduction, hypoxaemia, fall in blood pressure, organ dysfunction symptoms (hypotonia, syncope, etc), gastrointestinal symptoms (colic, vomiting), and shock.[@R9e] This happens almost immediately (within minutes and up to 2 hours) after the ingestion of cow\'s milk or dairy products and is clinically similar to anaphylaxis from foods other than CM.[@R10e] An anaphylactic reaction may include the after:

1.  a.Cutaneous symptoms, from localized flushing to generalized urticaria, including palmo-plantar, perioral, and periorbital pruritus.[@R11e; @R12e; @R13e]

2.  b.Respiratory symptoms, ranging from nasal to asthmatic symptoms,[@R14e] described in up to 79% of cases[@R15e] and associated with mortality.[@R16e]

3.  c.Gastrointestinal symptoms, including oral allergy syndrome, nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting, or diarrhea. It has been observed that these symptoms may be predictive of progression to severe anaphylaxis.[@R17e]

4.  d.Cardiovascular symptoms, reported in 17 to 21% of food-allergic anaphylactic reactions.[@R9e; @R10e; @R14e] Reduced blood pressure leading to vascular collapse, syncope, or incontinence have been reported.[@R8e]

5.  e.Neurologic symptoms reported include tremors, mental confusion, syncope and seizure.

Anaphylaxis may also present with a biphasic and protracted onset[@R18e; @R19e] and a form of food-dependent, exercise-induced anaphylaxis (FDEIA) is recognized.[@R20e; @R21e] FDEIA in children with previous milk allergy, either after achieving tolerance[@R22e] or after oral desensitization protocols has also been reported.[@R23e]

The reported frequency of milk as a cause of anaphylaxis varies across studies in the literature from 10.9% amid children with severe anaphylaxis requiring more than one dose of epinephrine[@R24e] to 11,[@R25e] 14,[@R26e] 22,[@R14e] and 28%[@R9e] of anaphylactic episodes in pediatric populations. In the UK, milk ingestion was the recorded cause of fatal anaphylaxis in 4 cases more than 10 years, and was involved in 10.9% of fatal or near fatal anaphylactic episodes.[@R27e] Milk is one of the leading foods accounting for epinephrine use.[@R28e] Cow\'s milk has so far been subject to cautionary labeling both in Europe and in the US,[@R29e] but the possibility of anaphylaxis after the ingestion of milk as an ingredient of pharmaceutical preparations has been reported, as in iron[@R30e] and probiotic preparations, which may contain cow\'s milk.[@R31e; @R32e] Also of relevance, goat\'s and ewe\'s milk can be implicated in anaphylactic reactions.[@R33e; @R34e]

II: Gastrointestinal Reactions
------------------------------

### Oral Allergy Syndrome

Oral allergy syndrome is well described in adults, mainly after the ingestion of fresh fruit or vegetables, but it has been less prominent in pediatric patients. In this age group, lip swelling is a commonly observed side effect of food challenge procedures.[@R35e]

### Immediate Gastrointestinal Allergy

Vomiting after drinking milk has been described in children with CMA, both in isolation or as a part of an allergic/anaphylactic reaction. Diarrhea is usually seen among the delayed symptoms, but it can also be immediate. Isolated IgE-mediated gastrointestinal symptoms are rare in the first month of life and after 12 months:[@R36e] bloody stools in newborn infants after formula-feeding and within the first 24 hours of life have been described and have been attributed to an IgE-mediated reaction to cow\'s milk protein.[@R37e; @R38e; @R39e] Three cases of non-IgE-mediated cow\'s milk allergy in formula-fed neonates during the first day of life also has been described.[@R40e] These symptoms, appearing very early in life, suggest in utero sensitization.

### CMA in Short Bowel Syndrome

Given the massive intestinal resection in infants or newborns with congenital or acquired conditions, parenteral nutrition through central venous catheters has been life-saving, but CMA has been demonstrated in more than 50% of sufferers in one case study.[@R41e]

III: IgE-Mediated Respiratory Reactions
---------------------------------------

### Asthma and Rhinitis Secondary to Ingestion of Cow\'s Milk

Although rarely occurring in isolation,[@R42e] respiratory symptoms are of particular importance to patients with CMA as they are associated with severe clinical manifestations.[@R43e] It has been reported that asthma makes for the worst prognosis in children suffering from anaphylaxis, and that asthma in milk allergy is of particular severity.[@R44e] During food challenges, rhinitis occurs in about 70% of reactions and asthma in up to 8%.[@R45e; @R46e; @R47e; @R48e] Children with such symptoms associated with CMA may subsequently develop respiratory allergy.[@R49e]

### Asthma and Rhinitis Secondary to Inhalation of Milk Proteins

Documented cases of occupational asthma because of the inhalation of milk proteins are rare. It may be seen in health care workers, because of hidden exposure to casein, which is contained in a commercial dermatological powder widely used in the treatment of geriatric patients.[@R50e] In children, inhalation of vapor from boiling milk has been associated with severe respiratory reactions.[@R51e; @R52e]

Lactose commonly present in pharmaceutical products does not generally cause clinical problems, because of the high purity of lactose generally used in medications.[@R53e] However, although the amount of lactose is minute in dry powder inhalers and the residual quantity of milk protein will be extremely small, such reactions cannot be excluded. A case report documents life-threatening anaphylaxis caused by lactose containing milk proteins breathed in during inhaler device use.[@R54e]

IV: IgE-Mediated Skin Reactions
-------------------------------

### Acute Urticaria or Angioedema

Most anaphylactic reactions to cow\'s milk include urticaria. However, urticaria has been reported in different contexts such as inhalation[@R55e] or accidental skin contact,[@R56e] sometimes with severe consequences. The injection of milk-contaminated drugs has been described as triggering a strong skin response in patients with severe cow\'s milk allergy.[@R57e]

### Contact Urticaria

The reaction patterns that can occur upon contact with milk range from irritant contact dermatitis to allergic contact dermatitis. The ingestion of milk by sensitized individuals can provoke a generalized eczematous rash, referred to as systemic contact dermatitis (see atopic dermatitis). Other contact reactions to food include contact urticaria, which is often encountered in patients with atopic dermatitis.[@R58e]

V: Miscellanea
--------------

Some food allergies, and CMA in particular, have been hypothetically implicated in epilepsy[@R59e] and reports of a high incidence of sensitization to cow\'s milk among epileptic children[@R60e] need to be confirmed with oral food challenges. Another symptom associated with IgE-mediated CMA is transient hypogammaglobulinaemia in infancy, which is characterized by reduced IgG and IgA antibody levels and preserved functional antibody response.[@R61e] Children with primary immunodeficiencies such as hyper-IgE syndromes can also present with CMA in the context of these conditions.[@R62e; @R63e]

### Late-Onset Reactions

In the section on *Mechanisms of CMA* we reported that many infants and most adults with late-onset CMA do not show circulating milk-specific IgE antibodies and test negative by skin prick testing and assays of serum milk-specific IgE antibodies.[@R1e; @R2e] Typical of these cases is that symptoms develop from on hour to several days after ingestion. As with IgE-mediated reactions, a range of symptoms can occur, which are most frequently gastrointestinal or dermatological ([Table 6-2](#T11){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Diversity of Conditions Associated With Mixed and Non-IgE-Mediated Reactions to Cow\'s Milk
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I: Atopic Dermatitis (AD)
-------------------------

Atopic eczema is a chronic, relapsing, pruritic inflammatory disease of the skin, usually associated with allergic sensitization. At least one-third of young children with moderate to severe AD suffer from food allergy, which may directly influence the course of AD. The frequency of CMA in AD varies according to the setting in which it is assessed.[@R66e] In the tertiary setting of an allergy clinic, food allergy was diagnosed in 33% of children with mild-to-severe AD after positive DBPCFC.[@R67e] Cow\'s milk was the third most important offending food in a US[@R68e] and the second in a Swiss[@R69e] pediatric dermatology clinic among children referred for AD. Cow\'s milk-induced AD can occur even in extremely low-birth weight infants.[@R70e] Among eczematous infants, the earlier the age of onset, and the greater the severity of eczema, the greater the frequency of associated high levels of IgE specific to cow\'s milk.[@R71e] In 2 studies, the frequency of food allergy was shown to correlate with the severity of skin lesions (33% of patients with moderate AD and 93% of patients with severe AD also had food allergy).[@R72e; @R73e] A review of 14 intervention studies suggests that the detection of these patients and the identification of the offending foods, mainly by using DBPCFCs, will lead to a marked improvement in AD morbidity. Dietary intervention, when based upon appropriate allergy testing, is especially efficacious in children less than 2 years of age.[@R74e] Contrary to widespread belief, however, an appropriate restriction diet will not cure the disease but will improve the existing skin condition. In a large caseload of patients seen by gastroenterologists, umbilical and periumbilical erythema ("red umbilicus"), a localized form of AD, was found associated with milk intolerance.[@R75e]

II: Gastrointestinal Syndromes
------------------------------

Infants with cow\'s milk protein allergy may present with vomiting, chronic diarrhea, malabsorption, and failure-to-thrive. In addition to well-recognized immediate-type IgE-mediated allergies, a wide variety of more delayed presentations such as gastroesophageal reflux, colic, enteropathy, and constipation are increasingly considered as part of the clinical spectrum of milk allergy.[@R76e] Most of these syndromes are not IgE-mediated and derive from other immune aetiologies. In the gut, the presentation of CMA varies, starting from the neonatal age.[@R77e] The inflammatory response elicited in response to cow\'s milk ingestion may involve the entire gastrointestinal tract. In gastroesophageal reflux studies, half the confirmed food-allergic patients showed evidence of inflammatory changes in their stomach or duodenum.[@R78e]

### Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD)

About 40% of infants referred for specialist management of GERD have allergy to cow\'s milk proteins. This figure increases to 56% in severe cases.[@R79e] These allergic reactions are typically not IgE-mediated.[@R80e; @R81e] In these infants, intestinal biopsy commonly shows partial villi atrophy.[@R82e] Among cow\'s milk-sensitized infants, cow\'s milk can demonstrably induce severe gastric dysrhythmia and delayed gastric emptying, which in turn may exacerbate GERD and induce reflex vomiting.[@R83e]

In a case series of patients with GERD managed by clinical and histologic examination of an esophageal biopsy specimen, CMA was confirmed at oral food challenge.[@R78e] In this study, non-IgE-mediated CMA was associated with the more severe form of GERD, and 50% of challenge-confirmed patients with GER showed histologic evidence of oesophagitis.

### Crico-Pharyngeal Spasm

This disorder of crico-pharyngeal motility, results from the asynchronous constriction of the pharyngeal muscles and/or of the upper esophageal sphincter and has been associated with CMA among infants.[@R84e]

### Pyloric Stenosis

While earlier reports suggested an association between such condition and CMA, a 7-week-old boy presenting with symptoms suggestive of this was found to have a prepyloric lobular mass causing near-complete gastric outlet obstruction and this was associated with CMA.[@R85e]

### Allergic Eosinophilic Oesophagitis

EoE is an allergic inflammatory condition of the esophagus characterized by swallowing difficulty, food impaction, refusal of food, difficulty in infant feeding, poor weight gain, and poor response to standard antireflux treatment.[@R86e] Common features include postprandial vomiting, diarrhea and, occasionally, blood loss. In more severe cases, the infants may have iron deficiency anemia and edema because of hypoproteinaemia and protein-losing enteropathy.[@R87e]

The disease was first described in children but is also seen frequently in adult. Biopsy by endoscopy is necessary to establish the diagnosis, which is based on eosinophilia, that is, \>15 eosinophils per 40× high-power field, of the upper and lower esophagus. In infants with EoE, hypersensitivity to multiple foods may be seen. In older children and adults, aeroallergens have been implicated. CMA may also play a significant role[@R88e]: although the presence of increased numbers of eosinophils, T lymphocytes or mast cells in esophageal biopsy specimens does not reliably predict CMA,[@R89e] eosinophilic oesophagitis may occur in infants with CMA,[@R90e] and also in adults allergic to goat\'s and sheep\'s milk.[@R91e]

The mechanisms by which food allergens induce eosinophilic oesophagitis are poorly understood. It appears plausible that release of proinflammatory mediators from activated T cells and eosinophils may stimulate the enteric nervous system, either directly or via the release of motility-active gastrointestinal hormones. Upper gastrointestinal dysmotility has been demonstrated during cow\'s milk challenge in infants with vomiting because of CMA.[@R92e] The assessment of the causality of oesophagitis is complicated by overlap between acid-peptic and allergic oesophagitis.[@R93e] Therapy may include hypoallergenic diets and swallowed aerosolized steroid.[@R94e]

### Food Protein-Induced Enterocolitis Syndrome (FPIES)

FPIES represents the acute, slightly delay-onset end of the spectrum of milk allergy in the gut and is an uncommon disorder, usually presenting with repeated projectile vomiting, hypotonia, pallor, and sometimes diarrhea 1 to 3 hours after ingestion of cow\'s milk protein.[@R95e] Symptoms are severe, protracted, most commonly after ingestion of cows\' milk- or soy-based formula (50% of infants react to both), although solid food allergens are occasionally implicated. Progression to dehydration can occur and cause shock in about 20% of cases. Typically, FPIES occurs at the first known introduction of cow\'s milk protein into the diet. It has not been reported in exclusively breast-fed infants, until cow\'s milk or cow\'s milk-based formulas are added to the diet. It may also be caused by other food proteins and may require a careful differential history.

Despite the relatively rapid onset after ingestion, the disorder is not IgE-mediated. The most prominent features are failure to gain weight and hypoalbuminaemia.[@R96e] Remission usually occurs within the first 3 years of life.

### Cow\'s Milk Protein-Induced Enteropathy

FPIES is not always immediate-onset. Infants with allergic enteropathy because of cow\'s milk protein may present with diarrhea, failure to thrive, various degrees of vomiting and, sometimes, hypoproteinaemia and anemia. In younger children metabolic acidosis can develop.[@R97e] The clinical signs of secondary lactose intolerance, including perianal excoriation from acidic stools, may be present.[@R98e] The clinical features are summarized in [Table 6-3](#T12){ref-type="table"}.[@R99e] Despite the acute nature of the clinical presentation, it is thought to be a non-IgE-mediated disorder. The implicated dietary proteins include cow\'s milk, but also soy milk, hydrolyzed casein protein, and maternal dietary proteins transferred through breast milk.[@R100e] In addition to the clinical features noted above, laboratory observations include stools that contain not only blood but also neutrophils. Mild anemia may progress to significant anemia associated with hypoproteinemia because of protein-losing enteropathy; this is confirmed by increased fecal Alpha-1-antitrypsin. An increased intestinal permeability was shown, and increased inflammatory cells in the lamina propria, lymphoid nodular hyperplasia, and characteristic increase in eosinophilic infiltration of the crypts.

###### 

Dietary Protein Enterocolitis: Clinical Features
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Most infants with milk-induced entheropathy respond to the use of extensively hydrolyzed formula, although a significant number of infants require an amino acid--based formula.[@R101e] Although initial presentation may implicate a single antigen, many of these infants have multiple--food antigen intolerance with more than half of reported infants allergic to soy. In breast-fed infants, the clinical presentation is often more benign, featuring blood streaked diarrhea, mild anemia, and hypoproteinemia in an otherwise healthy and growing child. The majority can be managed by maternal elimination of cow\'s milk from the diet.[@R102e]

Many infants with food-induced entheropathy respond to elimination diet and are challenge-positive, but they show negative specific IgE determinations and skin prick tests to CM, confirming the "non-IgE" nature of the syndrome.[@R97e]

### Constipation

Chronic constipation is defined as the infrequent passage of hard, lumpy stools for more than 8 weeks, in association with fecal incontinence, withholding behavior or painful defecation.[@R103e] Removal of cows milk protein from the diet may benefit this condition, and CMA has been reported in 70% of children with chronic constipation.[@R104e; @R105e; @R106e] However, whether constipation is a clinical manifestation of CMA in infants and young children is controversial, and in the majority of cases thus remain no more than an intriguing relationship.[@R107e] A systematic review supports the hypothesis that a proportion of children with chronic functional constipation respond well to the removal of cow\'s milk protein from the diet, particularly if serum analysis shows abnormalities of immune mechanisms, but claims for high-level evidence studies to clarify the physiological, immunologic, and biochemical relationships between constipation and CMA are missing.[@R108e] Convincing formal demonstration of the link between CMA and constipation include response to dietary avoidance of milk and dairy products, endoscopic and immunohistochemical findings.[@R109e]

In the reported case studies, the IgE-mediated mechanism predominates in infancy, while non-IgE-mediated reactions are common in adults.[@R110e; @R111e; @R112e] Cow\'s milk protein-induced constipation is often associated with anal fissures and rectal eosinophilia. In these children, CM may develop painful defecation, perianal erythema or eczema and anal fissures with possible painful fecal retention, thus aggravating constipation.[@R113e] For this particular symptom, it has been reported that tolerance is achieved after a mean 12 months of strict cow\'s milk elimination.[@R114e]

### Severe Irritability (Colic)

Unexplained paroxysms of irritability, fussing or crying that persist for more than 3 hours per day, on more than 3 days per week and for at least 3 weeks have been defined as infantile 'colic'.[@R115e] Colic affects between 9 and 19% of infants in the first months of life, with infants appearing generally well, but showing a distressed behavior.[@R116e] Although colic is not a feature of IgE-mediated CMA, some studies have demonstrated a high prevalence of colic in infants with CMA,[@R117e] and infants with colic have benefited from treatment with hypoallergenic formula or from the elimination of cow\'s milk from the maternal diet.[@R118e; @R119e; @R120e] Infants with severe colic may also benefit from soy formula but relapse 24 hours after cow\'s milk challenge.[@R121e] Dietary treatment with amino acid-based formula has also been described as useful in severe colic.[@R122e] However, the etiology in most cases is multifactorial,[@R123e] and many treatment modalities (some not part of the allergist armamentarium) can benefit children with colic.[@R124e] Colic can be associated with GER and oesophagitis, so overlaps between these conditions of complex and interrelated etiology. The lack of an identified causal relationship between acid reflux and infantile colic can explain why treatment with antireflux medications, often predicated on an empirical basis, remain unsuccessful in most cases. Thus, in colic, a brief trial of excluding cow\'s milk protein from the diet may be of help in some cases, but the indication/contraindication for an exclusion diet cannot be based on allergy tests alone. Interestingly, the observation that infants with severe and persistent excessive crying in infancy almost invariably show normal sleeping, feeding and crying behavior when admitted to hospital raises the question of the definition and interpretation of severe irritability, thereby suggesting that parents may regard normal crying behavior as excessive.[@R125e]

### Food Protein-Induced Gastroenteritis and Proctocolitis

These diseases of infancy usually show up by the second month and represent the benign end of the spectrum of non-IgE-mediated allergy to milk.[@R126e]

Infants with allergic proctocolitis because of cow\'s milk protein allergy can present with relatively normal stools or mild diarrhea and low-grade rectal bleeding but be otherwise well and thriving. If the infant is exclusively breast-fed (breast milk colitis), symptoms may be caused by protein transfer via breast milk. The bleeding is usually observed as stools containing mucus and flecks of blood rather than as frank rectal bleeding. Other systemic features (such as failure-to-thrive or anemia) are usually absent.[@R127e] Allergic enterocolitis can occur in the early neonatal period (in preterm neonates even after the first feed[@R128e]) and should be considered in the differential diagnosis of any newborn developing gastrointestinal bleeding.[@R129e] Sometimes the condition may present with acute symptoms mimicking Hirschsprung\'s disease.[@R130e]

Laboratory results include testing for peripheral blood eosinophilia, microcytic anemia, mildly elevated serum IgE and low serum albumin.[@R131e] Rectal biopsies, which are usually not necessary, may be required to confirm the diagnosis in the more severe or atypical cases. At colonoscopy, the rectal mucosa of an infant with allergic proctocolitis will seem inflamed. The pathologic features which are strongly supportive of a diagnosis of infantile allergic proctocolitis include a marked focal increase in the number of eosinophils in the lamina propria (\>60/10 HPF) with a predominance of eosinophils, and crypt abscesses.

After some time, the condition resolves so this is usually a temporary disorder of early childhood. The diagnosis is usually made on the basis of a response to the exclusion of cow\'s milk protein, either from the lactating mother\'s diet or by substituting an extensively hydrolyzed cow\'s milk formula. After this, bleeding should resolve in a few days, though persistent bleeding may respond to an amino acid formula.

The prognosis is good and spontaneous remission of cow\'s milk allergy occurs within the first 2 years of life, probably because of maturation of the immune and/or digestive systems.[@R132e]

III: Milk-Induced Chronic Pulmonary Disease (Heiner\'s Syndrome)
----------------------------------------------------------------

The first report of Heiner\'s syndrome described a group of 7 children 6 weeks to 17 months old, Heiner\'s syndrome is characterized by recurrent pulmonary infiltrates associated with chronic cough, recurrent fever, tachypnoea, wheezing, rales, failure-to-thrive and family history of allergy caused by cow\'s milk ingestion.[@R133e] Chest roentgenograms showed patchy infiltrates, frequently associated with atelectasis, consolidation, reticular densities, pleural thickening, or hilar lymphadenopathy. In the original description precipitins to cow\'s milk proteins were also found. Heiner\'s syndrome has occasionally been described.[@R134e] A more recent study featured children who were responsive to a milk elimination diet, suggesting that infants with an unexplained chronic pulmonary infiltrate should be assessed for precipitating antibodies to bovine milk proteins in their serum.[@R135e] Although very rare in the general pediatric population, this syndrome should be considered in the differential diagnosis of pediatric pulmonary complaints.

IV: Miscellanea
---------------

An association between CMA beyond infancy and recurrent abdominal pain has been reported.[@R136e] In addition, it has been reported that after clinical resolution and in absence of specific IgE, children with CMA may developed persistent abdominal pain.[@R137e] Neurologic syndromes, such as ADHD, have been reported with food allergy and in particular with eczema.[@R138e] However, these associations require cautious interpretation and require further validation.

SECTION 7: THE DIAGNOSIS OF CMA ACCORDING TO PRECEDING GUIDELINES
=================================================================

Overview
--------

The diagnosis of CMA starts with suspicion and ends with an oral food challenge (OFC) carried out under the supervision of a specialist. If patients report reactions to milk, an accurate medical history can facilitate the diagnostic approach. In history-taking, the clinician should be aware that patients and parents may distort history in the reporting. In particular, subjective symptoms as a manifestation of milk allergy should be looked on with suspicion: the symptoms of CMA are cutaneous, respiratory and gastrointestinal. A potential confounder in older children and adults is lactose intolerance. Diagnostic possibilities in the armamentarium include:

1.  a.A period of tentative avoidance, followed by an open reintroduction schedule

2.  b.The use of "milk-symptom diaries"

3.  c.Skin testing, including skin prick test (SPT) and atopy patch test (APT)

4.  d.The evaluation of serum food -specific IgE using one of several available methods

5.  e.Formal OFCs.

Performance, accuracy, and the diagnostic positioning of these methods will be dealt with by the GRADE-rated sections of these Guidelines (section 7). In previous guidelines and recommendations for milk allergy diagnosis, these methods are suggested either in sequence or in combination. Some differences in the diagnostic approach reflect local needs and visions. Decision strategies in the management of CMA include locally changing issues (indicators of human well-being for the country, prevalence of the condition in that population, methods of diagnosis, local availability of formula and their price, availability of potential milk substitutes different from the products available worldwide, reimbursements by healthcare providers, resource availability and different clinical situations). Thus, regional and national documents should be planned for the implementation of DRACMA to allow the most appropriate, but evidence-based approach, to diagnostic strategies worldwide.

Introduction
------------

Food allergy in general, and CMA in particular, are unique examples in which a systematic approach can be applied. As the disease involves not only the patient, but the whole family and her social supports, these can be protagonist of the diagnosis itself.[@R1f]

As in any field of medicine, the diagnosis starts from suspicion. If patients reports reactions to milk, an accurate medical history can clarify many aspects of the diagnosis. The after aspects of the history are particular importance:

1.  • Age at onset

2.  • Nature of symptoms

3.  • Frequency of their manifestation

4.  • Timing between ingestion and onset of symptoms

5.  • Quantity of milk necessary to provoke symptoms

6.  • Method of milk preparation

7.  • Reproducibility of the reaction

8.  • Interval of time since last reaction

9.  • Influence of external factors on the manifestation (eg, exercise, hormonal changes, or emotional stress)

10. • Food diary

11. • Growth records

12. • Early feeding details (duration of breast-feeding, type of infant formulas, introduction of weaning solids)

13. • Effect of elimination diets (soy, treatment formulas, diet of the mother during breast-feeding)

14. • Therapeutic interventions.[@R2f]

In taking history, some general considerations can be of help:

1.  1\. Patient history is notoriously inaccurate.

2.  2\. Milk allergy is most common in young children, especially with atopic dermatitis.

3.  3\. When a child with milk allergy has "new" or "multiple" food allergies, it is most likely that the child is ingesting "hidden" sources of milk.

4.  4\. Except in gastrointestinal allergies, most milk-induced allergic symptoms develop within minutes to a few hours of ingesting milk.

5.  5\. True milk allergies generally involve "classic" signs and symptoms affecting the skin, gastrointestinal, and/or respiratory systems.

6.  6\. Subjective or behavioral symptoms as a sole manifestation of milk allergy are very rare.[@R3f]

7.  7\. Confusion between cows\' milk allergy and lactose intolerance is common.

If the history does not exclude the possibility of CMA, in particular in delayed manifestations, in primary setting there is the possibility to take a period of tentative avoidance of milk, followed by an open reintroduction. When avoidance coincides with symptom-free periods, an open reintroduction can be useful to identify the offending food (if severe symptoms are anticipated, the procedure should be done under supervision in a medical facility). In children with eczema, reintroduction of the eliminated food should be done cautiously as immediate reactions may occur after a period of dietary elimination. This elimination, reintroduction sequence does not eliminate the need for formal food challenges, but can give some indication on the possibility of CMA.[@R4f] Another possible tool in this phase is the use of "milk symptom diaries," that is, chronologic, accurate records of all ingested foods/beverages with the records of any developed symptoms. The results of these procedures give findings often confusing, because of subjectivity of patients and erratic compliance. Thus, this diagnostic phase which is time-consuming and plagued with inherent difficulties, is not frequently performed. In general, at a specialist level, a sensitization evaluation takes place soon after medical history.

We have several methods to evaluate milk sensitization:

1.  • Skin testing, including immediate skin prick test (SPT), and atopy patch test (APT)

2.  • The evaluation of serum food-specific IgE using one of the several available methods.

Performance, accuracy, and the diagnostic positioning of these methods will be presented in the GRADE section of these Guidelines. Sensitization tests are able to confirm or refute the presence of specific IgE against milk or one of its proteins, but used in isolation they cannot confirm a diagnosis of CMA. This is because a number of sensitized patients will not react to the ingestion of CM and a number of children without sensitization will actually suffer from CMA. That a specific IgE determination does not have a diagnostic accuracy of 100% is not surprising, given the heterogeneity of mechanisms underlying CMA.

The classic method for diagnosing CMA is by elimination, provocation and re-elimination, using for the provocation phase a double blind, placebo controlled food challenge protocol (DBPCFC).[@R5f] This form of challenge is considered the gold standard as up to 70% of the positive test results obtained with open provocation give a false positive outcome not confirmed at a follow up DBPCFC.[@R6f] However, in younger children, an open food challenge is generally considered sufficient evidence of CMA, provided that objective symptoms are demonstrated during a challenge. Subjective symptoms (itchy throat, food refusal, nausea, headaches, etc.) are more difficult to interpret and may require DBPCFC for further diagnostic clarification.

As even in developed countries this complex procedure is performed only in a few sites per country,[@R7f] CMA may be falsely diagnosed in a large number of children. This may expose the various populations to a series of consequences:

1.  1\. The epidemiology of CMA is not completely elucidated and studies are necessary to clarify the real incidence of the condition using DBPCFC on a large scale.[@R8f]

2.  2\. A high number of children are overtreated with unnecessary elimination diets, with clinical, social and financial consequences.[@R9f]

3.  3\. The number of false-positive diagnoses plague the evaluation of the natural history of the disease, leading to an overestimate of the condition.[@R10f]

For these reasons, a series of attempts have been made in the past few years to simplify and standardize the diagnostic procedure. These will be presented in the GRADE section. There are a number of guidelines and recommendations for milk allergy prevention[@R1f; @R2f; @R3f; @R4f] and a few documents on food allergy in general.[@R5f; @R6f] However, there is a paucity of documents on the diagnosis of food and in particular of milk allergy in children[@R7f; @R8f; @R9f; @R10f] ([Table 7-1](#T13){ref-type="table"}). National position papers and guidelines have been produced in Germany,[@R21f; @R22f] the Netherlands,[@R23f] Finland,[@R24f] Australia,[@R20f] and Argentina,[@R25f] reflecting general and local needs and visions. As the decision strategies in the management of CMA include locally changing issues (indicators of human well-being for the country, prevalence of the condition in that population, methods of diagnosis, local availability of formula and their price, availability of potential milk substitutes different from the products available worldwide, reimbursements by the healthcare providers), these documents are not only possible, but necessary. This Special Committee wishes that local documents be produced in the implementation phase of DRACMA to establish a flexible but evidence-based approach to treatment strategies worldwide.TABLE 7-1Diagnosis of Milk Allergy According to the Current Recommendations In Different Countries

SECTION 8: THE ELIMINATION DIET IN THE WORK-UP OF CMA
=====================================================

Overview
--------

In most of cases, a phase of milk elimination is an integral step toward the diagnosis of CMA. If it leads to a definite improvement in symptoms without resorting to medication, it supports the diagnosis until confirmation is made by challenge testing. Substantiating claims of linking cow\'s milk with symptoms, improving the same when relevant to the condition, and generally minimizing confounders with the view to perform diagnostic challenge should be the aims when planning an avoidance diet.

The duration of elimination should be for at least the longest symptom-free interval that has been experienced by the patient. It can be a few to several weeks in cases of chronic or severe gastrointestinal symptoms or atopic eczema. The stricter the degree of elimination, the more likely to be useful in decision making. In addition to avoiding ingestion, exquisitely-sensitive subjects may need to avoid exposure by skin contact or by inhalation, particularly milk vapor. In young children with severe symptoms or with suspected multiple offending foods (by history, skin testing or sIgE testing), the diet may be initially very limited until symptoms improve and a definitive diagnosis is reached. A hypoallergenic formula (extensively hydrolyzed or elemental aminoacid formula) can be the only diet until challenge testing is done. In case of exclusively breast-fed infants, the elimination trial can be applied to the maternal diet.

In practice, caution should be applied with all elimination diets for treatment or diagnosis and include carefully thought-out avoidance from accidental ingestion, contact or inhalation of the incriminated food(s). The clinician should also make the patients aware of possible cross-reactions (eg, with buffalo, goat, or ewe\'s milks) while ensuring nutritional adequacy and promoting compliance through education.

Introduction
------------

The general treatment for CMA is dietary and consists of eliminating all dairy products from the diet to avoid exposure to the implicated allergen(s).[@R1g] For this reason, a period of dairy product avoidance is also part of the work-up to diagnosis in patients presenting with suspected cow\'s milk allergy.

In patients with a history of life-threatening symptoms, particularly if respiratory or involving several organ systems, suspicion of contact with cow\'s milk proteins alone warrants avoidance. However, because the spectrum of CMA manifestations is so wide, most patients will present with vague complaints in the primary care setting and a precautionary avoidance diet should be prescribed for most patients with suspected CMA until the completion of their allergy work-up to:

1.  a\. Substantiate diagnostic suspicion;

2.  b\. Remove the confounding effect of the continued intake of the suspected allergen;

3.  c\. Improve skin prick test (SPT) outcome by reducing inflammation (especially in atopic dermatitis);

4.  d\. Anticipate the oral food challenge phase by minimizing confounder effect(s).

No study so far has tackled the issue of the optimal duration of the diagnostic elimination phase but it seems reasonable that this phase be shorter for immediate CMA and longer for delayed syndromes. In some cases, such as allergic eosinophilic esophagitis and allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis, several weeks of an elemental diet will be necessary to stabilize patients before conducting food challenge.

On the whole, the rules of application for a diagnostic elimination diet in the workup of CMA are the same as those for treatment. In particular, the clinician should take care to place the patient in a condition to achieve through an elimination diet the after clinical goals:

1.  a\. Safety from accidental ingestion of cow\'s milk proteins

2.  b\. Safety from inhalation or skin contact with cow\'s milk

3.  c\. Avoidance of cross-reactive proteins (milk of buffalo, goat, or sheep)

4.  d\. Nutritional adequacy, especially in children and if prolonged periods of elimination is prescribed

5.  e\. Clear patient education to encourage compliance.

In most age groups, including breast-fed and over-2-year-old children, it may not be necessary to provide a substitute for cow\'s milk. Nursing mothers should also follow a milk-free diet, with adequate calcium supplements. A substitute formula will be prescribed to nonbreastfed infants and toddlers. It is the consensus of this panel that, considering costs, the least allergenic substitute should be proposed for these children to maximalize the diagnostic power of the elimination diet. Beef avoidance should also be considered in these children unless from a technologically processed source,[@R2g] as dairy products and meat contain common antigenic protein[@R3g] and up to 20% can be allergic to beef.[@R4g]

An elimination diet should be continued for at least 2 weeks and up to several weeks in cases of delayed reactions.[@R5g; @R6g] If the elimination diet fails to improve the symptoms, the breast-feeding mother and/or the infant should resume their normal diet and a referral to a different specialist (dermatologist, gastroenterologist, etc.) should be considered, depending on the type and severity of symptoms. If the clinical picture improves substantially or issues disappear during the elimination diet, then the child must be referred to an allergy specialist for further diagnostic steps.

SECTION 9: GUIDELINES FOR DIAGNOSING CMA
========================================

The diagnosis of cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) starts with suspicion and ends with an oral food challenge (OFC) carried out under the supervision of a specialist. Given the limitations of exclusion, reintroduction diets and of "milk-symptom diaries," the diagnostic panoply of the allergist includes skin prick test (SPT), the evaluation of serum milk-specific IgE using one of several available methods, and OFCs. In this section we will report the guidelines for the use of such tests in the evaluation of patients suspected of CMA. From the analysis of the literature, the use of sensitization tests is clearly dependent on the clinical setting and on the pretest probability of disease. Thus, for the objectives of the present document, we will define conditions of high, medium and low suspicion. Six relevant questions were identified by the panel, and for their evaluation 3877 articles were screened ([Fig. 9-1](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![PRISMA diagram, questions 1--6. Should skin prick tests or cow\'s milk-specific IgE test be used for the diagnosis of IgE-mediated CMA?](waoj-3-57-g002){#F2}

The evidence profiles for this section are to be found in Appendices 2-1; 2-2; 2-3.

QUESTION 1
----------

Should *skin prick tests* be used for the diagnosis of IgE-mediated CMA in patients suspected of CMA?

1.  *Population:* patients suspected of CMA

2.  *Intervention:* skin prick test

3.  *Comparison:* oral food challenge

Outcomes:

1.  *TP:* The child will undergo oral food challenge that will turn out positive with risk of anaphylaxis, albeit in controlled environment; burden on time and anxiety for family; exclusion of milk and use of special formula. Some children with high pretest probability of disease and/or at high risk of anaphylactic shock during the challenge will not undergo challenge test and be treated with the same consequences of treatment as those who underwent food challenge.

2.  *TN:* The child will ingest cow\'s milk at home with no reaction, no exclusion of milk, no burden on family time and decreased use of resources (no challenge test, no formula); anxiety in the child and family may depend on the family; looking for other explanation of the symptoms.

3.  *FP:* The patient will undergo an oral food challenge which will be negative; unnecessary burden on time and anxiety in a family; unnecessary time and resources spent on oral challenge. Some children with high pretest probability of CMA would not undergo challenge test and would be unnecessarily treated with elimination diet and formula that may led to nutritional deficits (eg, failure to thrive, rickets, vitamin D or calcium deficiency); also stress for the family and unnecessary carrying epinephrine self injector which may be costly and delayed diagnosis of the real cause of symptoms.

4.  *FN:* The child will be allowed home and will have an allergic reaction (possibly anaphylactic) to cow\'s milk at home; high parental anxiety and reluctance to introduce future foods; may lead to multiple exclusion diet. The real cause of symptoms (ie, CMA) will be missed, leading to unnecessary investigations and treatments.

5.  *Inconclusive results:* (either negative positive control or positive negative control): the child would repeat SPT that may be distressing for the child and parent; time spent by a nurse and a repeat clinic appointment would have resource implications; alternatively child would have sIgE measured or undergo food challenge.

6.  *Complications of a test:* SPT can cause discomfort or exacerbation of eczema which can cause distress and parental anxiety; food challenge may cause anaphylaxis and exacerbation of other symptoms.

7.  *Resource utilization (cost):* SPT adds extra time to clinic appointment; however, oral food challenge has much greater resource implications.

TP -- true positive (being correctly classified as having CMA); TN -- true negative (being correctly classified as not having CMA); FP -- false positive (being incorrectly classified as having CMA); FN -- false negative (being incorrectly classified as not having CMA); these outcomes are always determined compared with a reference standard (ie, food challenge test with cow\'s milk).

###### 

Outcomes: Question 1
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### Summary of Findings

We did not find any existing systematic review of diagnosis of CMA with skin prick testing. However, we found 25 studies that examined the role of skin prick tests in comparison to oral food challenge in patients suspected of CMA.[@R1h; @R2h; @R3h; @R4h; @R5h; @R6h; @R7h; @R8h; @R9h; @R10h; @R11h; @R12h; @R13h; @R14h; @R15h; @R16h; @R17h; @R18h; @R19h; @R20h; @R21h; @R22h; @R23h; @R24h; @R25h] All but one study used a cut-off of a mean wheal diameter of ≥3 mm; the other study used a cut-off value of 4 mm.[@R7h] Four studies included patients with suspected IgE-mediated cow\'s milk allergy,[@R1h; @R6h; @R10h; @R16h] 7 explicitly included only patients with atopic eczema,[@R4h; @R9h; @R11h; @R19h; @R21h; @R22h; @R24h] and the remaining studies included mixed populations of patients with various conditions in whom CMA was investigated.

Using the criteria of methodological quality suggested by the QUADAS questionnaire we found that in many studies the spectrum of patients was not representative of the patients who will receive the test in practice. In most studies the results of a reference standard were very likely interpreted with the knowledge of the results of the skin prick test or vice versa. None of the studies reported uninterpretable or intermediate test results. One study reported 8% inconclusive challenge tests but did not report number of inconclusive skin prick tests.[@R23h]

The combined sensitivity in these studies was 0.67 (95% CI: 0.64--0.70) and the specificity was 0.74 (95% CI: 0.72--0.77). Skin prick test accuracy was similar when studies in patients with atopic eczema were excluded (16 studies; sensitivity 0.71, 95% CI: 0.68--0.75 and specificity 0.73, 95% CI: 0.70--0.76). In 4 studies that explicitly enrolled patients suspected of immediate reactions to milk sensitivity seemed slightly improved (0.77, 95% CI: 0.68--0.84) on the expense of lower specificity (0.61, 95% CI: 0.52--0.70). We also investigated the influence of child\'s age on the accuracy of skin prick tests in the diagnosis of CMA. In children suspected of CMA who were on average younger than 12 months sensitivity of skin prick test was lower (0.55, 95% CI: 0.49--0.61 \[4 studies\]) than in children older than 12 month of age (0.81, 95% CI: 0.77--0.85 \[11 studies\]). Age seemed not to influence the estimate of specificity (0.75, 95% CI: 0.69--0.80 vs. 0.72, 95% CI: 0.68--0.76). The overall quality of evidence across outcomes was very low.

### Benefits and Downsides

In patients with low pretest probability of CMA (∼10%) based on the history and presenting symptoms a negative result of skin prick test (ie, diameter \<3 mm) may be helpful in avoiding a burdensome and costly food challenge with cow\'s milk in around 50% of patients tested. However, when using SPT instead of a food challenge one may expect about 2% children older than 12 months and more than 4% children younger than 12 months being misclassified as not having CMA while they actually would be allergic to cow\'s milk (false negative results; see evidence profile for question 1). These children will likely be allowed home and have an allergic reaction to cow\'s milk at home. False negative result may also lead to unnecessary investigations and possible treatments for other causes of symptoms while the real cause (ie, CMA) has been missed.

In patients with an average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%; an average rate of positive food challenge tests in the included studies) based on the history and presenting symptoms, skin prick tests would incorrectly classify 15--28% of patients as allergic to cow\'s milk (while they would actually not be; false positive results) and a food challenge test might be performed regardless. In these patients one might also expect 8--18% false negative results that in some children are likely to lead to performing a food challenge test, but some children would be allowed home and would have an allergic reaction (possibly anaphylactic) to cow\'s milk at home. This makes skin prick tests unlikely to be useful as a single test allowing avoiding food challenge test in these patients.

In patients with high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) based on the history (eg, an anaphylactic reaction in the past) performing skin prick test may help to avoid the risk and burden of food challenge test in around 50% of patients tested. However, if the skin prick test is used and food challenge is not done, one may expect 5--6% false positive results. These children would be unnecessarily treated with elimination diet and/or formula that might lead to nutritional deficits, there would be unnecessary stress for the family, use of unnecessary preventive measures (eg, carrying epinephrine self injector) and a correct diagnosis of the real cause of symptoms may be delayed.

### Other Considerations

In settings where oral food challenges are always performed (because of low testing threshold and high treatment threshold) the use of skin prick tests is redundant given the limited sensitivity and specificity of skin prick test compared with oral food challenge.

### Conclusions

In settings where oral food challenge is done routinely and the clinician\'s thresholds for testing and treatment are such that exclusion and confirmation of CMA always has to be proven by oral food challenge, there is no need to perform a skin prick test.

In settings where clinicians follow a more prudent approach, skin prick test may help to avoid an oral food challenge in selected patients. In patients with a high pretest probability of IgE-mediated CMA a positive SPT result with a cut-off value of ≥3 mm can help to avoid oral food challenge in 49--70% of patients, but the benefit is counterbalanced by a 5--6% risk of falsely classifying a patient as having CMA. In patients with low pretest probability of CMA a negative skin prick test result with a cut-off value of ≥3 mm can allow to avoid oral food challenge in 67--72%, but with a risk of 2--4% false negative results. In patients with an average pretest probability of CMA a skin prick test with a cut-off value of ≥3 mm used as a single diagnostic test is unlikely to reduce the need for oral food challenge.

Therefore, in patients with high or low pretest probability of CMA the net benefit of using a skin prick test instead of oral food challenge with cow\'s milk is uncertain. In patients with average pretest probability of CMA the net clinical benefit is unlikely.

### Clinical Recommendations, Question 1

### Recommendation 1.1

In settings where oral food challenge is considered a requirement for making a diagnosis of IgE-mediated CMA, we recommend using oral food challenge with cow\'s milk as the only test without performing a skin prick test as a triage or an add-on test to establish a diagnosis (strong recommendation/very low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding resource consumption and the risk of anaphylactic reactions at home in patients who would be misclassified by a skin prick test alone. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed. This recommendation also places a high value on avoiding any unnecessary treatment in patients who would be incorrectly classified by a skin prick test as allergic to cow\'s milk.

#### Remark

This recommendation applies to clinical practice settings. In research settings there may be compelling reasons to perform skin prick tests even though a food challenge test with cow\'s milk is always being done.

### Recommendation 1.2

In settings where oral food challenge is not considered a requirement in all patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA, in patients with high pretest probability of CMA we suggest using a skin prick test with a cut-off value of ≥3 mm as a triage test to avoid oral food challenge in those in whom the result of a skin prick test turns out positive (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding burden, resource use and very likely anaphylactic reactions during the oral food challenge test (∼50--70% food challenges avoided). It places a lower value on unnecessary treatment of around 1 in 20 patients misclassified as allergic to cow\'s milk (5--6% false positive results).

#### Remarks

A high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients who experienced an anaphylactic reaction in the past.

### Recommendation 1.3

In settings where oral food challenge is not considered a requirement in all patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA, in patients with an average pretest probability of CMA we suggest using an oral food challenge test with cow\'s milk as the only test without performing a skin prick test with a cut-off value of ≥3 mm as a triage or an add-on test to establish a diagnosis (strong recommendation/very low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a high value on avoiding resource consumption and the risk of anaphylactic reactions at home in large proportion of patients who would be incorrectly classified by a skin prick test alone. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed. This recommendation also places a high value on avoiding any unnecessary treatment in patients who would be incorrectly classified by a skin prick test as allergic to cow\'s milk.

#### Remarks

An average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%) can be estimated based on the history and presenting symptoms and would represent the majority of situations.

### Recommendation 1.4

In settings where oral food challenge is not considered a requirement in all patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA, in patients with low pretest probability of CMA we suggest using a skin prick test with a cut-off value of ≥3 mm as a triage test to avoid oral food challenge in those in whom the result of a skin prick test turns out negative (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding burden and resource use with an oral food challenge test (∼70% challenges avoided). It places a lower value on avoiding an allergic reaction (possibly a mild one) in around 1 in 25--50 patients misclassified as not having CMA while they would actually be allergic to cow\'s milk (2--4% false negative results).

#### Remarks

A low pretest probability of CMA (∼10%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients with unexplained gastrointestinal symptoms (eg, gastroesophageal reflux).

QUESTION 2
----------

Should in vitro specific IgE determination be used for the diagnosis of IgE-mediated CMA in patients suspected of CMA?

1.  *Population:* patients suspected of CMA

2.  *Intervention:* in vitro determination of a cow\'s milk specific IgE

3.  *Comparison:* oral food challenge

Outcomes:

1.  *TP:* Children will undergo oral food challenge that will turn out positive with risk of anaphylaxis, albeit in controlled environment; burden on time and anxiety for family; exclusion of milk and use of special formula. Some children with high pretest probability of disease and/or at high risk of anaphylactic shock during the challenge will not undergo challenge test and be treated with the same consequences of treatment as those who underwent food challenge.

2.  *TN:* Children will receive cow\'s milk at home with no reaction, no exclusion of milk, no burden on family time and decreased use of resources (no challenge test, no formula); anxiety in the child and family may depend on the family; looking for other explanation of the symptoms.

3.  *FP:* Children will undergo an oral food challenge which will be negative; unnecessary burden on time and anxiety in a family; unnecessary time and resources spent on oral challenge. Some children with high pretest probability of CMA would not undergo challenge test and would be unnecessarily treated with elimination diet and formula that may led to nutritional deficits (eg, failure to thrive, rickets, vitamin D or calcium deficiency); also stress for the family and unnecessary carrying epinephrine self injector which may be costly and delayed diagnosis of the real cause of symptoms.

4.  *FN:* Children will be allowed home and will have an allergic reaction (possibly anaphylactic) to cow\'s milk at home; high parental anxiety and reluctance to introduce future foods; may lead to multiple exclusion diet. The real cause of symptoms (ie, CMA) will be missed leading to unnecessary investigations & treatments.

5.  *Inconclusive results:* the child would repeat serum IgE that may be distressing for the child and parents; increased cost of testing; alternatively child may undergo food challenge.

6.  *Complications of a test:* can cause discomfort of blood test and bleeding that can cause distress and parental anxiety; food challenge may cause anaphylaxis and exacerbation of other symptoms.

7.  *Resource utilization (cost):* sIgE is an expensive test and requires time for phlebotomy, but does not add time to the medical consultation.

*TP -- true positive (being correctly classified as having CMA); TN -- true negative (being correctly classified as not having CMA); FP -- false positive (being incorrectly classified as having CMA); FN -- false negative (being incorrectly classified as not having CMA); these outcomes are always determined compared with a reference standard (ie, food challenge test with cow\'s milk*).

###### 

Outcomes: Question 2
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### Summary of Findings

We did not find any systematic review of diagnosis of CMA with determining the cow\'s milk specific immunoglobulin E (IgE) in serum.

We found 25 studies that examined the role of cow\'s milk specific IgE in comparison to oral food challenge in patients suspected of CMA[@R1h; @R2h; @R4h; @R6h; @R7h; @R8h; @R10h; @R12h; @R17h; @R18h; @R19h; @R20h; @R21h; @R22h; @R26h; @R27h; @R28h; @R29h; @R30h; @R31h; @R32h; @R33h; @R34h; @R35h; @R36h]. Seventeen studies used CAP-RAST or FEIA technique of which 13 used a cut-off threshold of ≥0.35 IU/L,[@R2h; @R4h; @R6h; @R8h; @R18h; @R19h; @R21h; @R22h; @R28h; @R30h; @R31h; @R32h; @R35h] 2 used a cut-off of ≥0.7 IU/L,[@R10h; @R33h] and 2 did not report a cut-off threshold.[@R12h; @R34h] Five studies used a Phadebas RAST technique,[@R7h; @R21h; @R26h; @R27h; @R29h] one study assessed PRIST RAST,[@R36h] one assessed Allercoat EAST,[@R1h] and Magic Lite.[@R17h]

Using the criteria of methodological quality suggested by the QUADAS questionnaire we found that in many studies the spectrum of patients was not representative of the patients who will receive the test in practice (ie, with suspected IgE-mediated CMA). In most studies the results of a reference standard were very likely interpreted with the knowledge of the results of the cow\'s milk specific IgE or skin prick test or vice versa. None of the studies reported uninterpretable or intermediate test results. One study reported 8% inconclusive challenge tests but did not report number of inconclusive skin prick tests.[@R23h]

We used studies that used UniCAP or CAP-System FEIA to inform this recommendation because these techniques are currently commonly used. Other techniques are either used less frequently because they evolved into the new ones or the studies included only several patients that made any estimates of test accuracy unreliable. The combined sensitivity in the studies of CAP-RAST and FEIA that used a cut-off of ≥0.35 IU/L was 0.72 (95% CI: 0.69--0.75) and the specificity was 0.57 (95% CI: 0.54--0.60). Sensitivity of the cow\'s milk-specific IgE measurement was lower when studies in patients with atopic eczema were excluded (8 studies; sensitivity 0.62, 95% CI: 0.58--0.67) with little change in specificity (0.62, 95% CI: 0.57--0.66). We further examined the influence of child\'s age on the accuracy of cow\'s milk-specific IgE measurement in the diagnosis of CMA. In children suspected of CMA who were on average younger than 12 months sensitivity of cow\'s milk-specific IgE was higher (0.77, 95% CI: 0.71--0.83; 2 studies) than in children older than 12 month of age (0.52, 95% CI: 0.45--0.58; 6 studies) with an reverse difference in specificity (0.52, 95% CI: 0.45--0.59 in children \<12 months versus 0.71, 95% CI: 0.64--0.77 in children \>12 months).

The combined sensitivity in the studies of CAP-RAST and FEIA that used a cut-off of ≥0.7 IU/L was 0.58 (95% CI: 0.52--0.65) and the specificity was 0.76 (95% CI: 0.70--0.81) (see evidence profile 4 for question 2).[@R6h; @R10h; @R20h; @R33h]

Two studies also estimated the accuracy of cow\'s milk specific IgE with a threshold of 2.5 IU/L,[@R6h] 3.5 IU/L,[@R20h] and 5.0 IU/L.[@R6h] The sensitivity in the studies of CAP-RAST and FEIA that used a cut-off of ≥2.5 IU/L was 0.48 (95% CI: 0.35--0.60) and the specificity was 0.94 (95% CI: 0.88--0.98) (see evidence profile 5 for question 2). The sensitivity in the studies of CAP-RAST and FEIA that used a cut-off of ≥3.5 IU/L was 0.25 (95% CI: 0.17--0.33) and the specificity was 0.98 (95% CI: 0.94--1.00) (see evidence profile 6 for question 2) ([@R20h]). Further increase of the cut-off of to 5.0 IU/L did not improve the accuracy (sensitivity: 0.30 \[95% CI: 0.19--0.42), specificity: 0.99 (95% CI: 0.94--1.00)\].[@R6h] The overall quality of evidence across outcomes was very low.

### Benefits and Downsides

In patients with low pretest probability of CMA (∼10%) based on the history and presenting symptoms a negative result of cow\'s milk-specific IgE measurement (ie, \<0.35 IU/L) may help to avoid a burdensome and costly food challenge with cow\'s milk in around 49--69% of patients tested. However, when using IgE measurement with a cut-off value of ≥0.35 IU/L instead of a food challenge one may expect about 2% children younger than 12 months and almost 5% children older than 12 months being misclassified as not having CMA while they actually would be allergic to cow\'s milk (2--5% false negative results; see evidence profiles for question 2). These children will likely be allowed home and have an allergic reaction to cow\'s milk at home. False negative result may also lead to unnecessary investigations and possible treatments for other causes of symptoms while the real cause (ie, CMA) has been missed.

In patients with average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%; an average rate of positive food challenge tests in the included studies) based on the history and presenting symptoms, measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE in serum with a threshold of ≥0.35 IU/L would incorrectly classify 17--29% of patients as allergic to cow\'s milk (while they would actually not be allergic; false positive results) most likely leading to performing a food challenge test anyway. In these patients one might also expect 9--19% false negative results that in some children are likely to lead to performing a food challenge test, but some children would be allowed home and would have an allergic reaction (possibly anaphylactic) to cow\'s milk at home. This makes the measurement of milk-specific IgE with a cut-off value of ≥0.35 IU/L unlikely to be useful as a single test allowing us to avoid food challenge testing in these patients. However, measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE with a threshold of 2.5 IU/L in patients with average pretest probability of CMA may help to avoid an oral food challenge in 20% of tested patients with an associated 3% risk of incorrectly classifying a patient as having CMA. In these patients with average initial probability of CMA, using a threshold of 3.5 IU/L one may avoid oral food challenge in 10% of tested patients and expect 1% false positive results. However, the above estimates of test accuracy with cut-offs of 2.5 and 3.5 IU/L are based on one study each and were performed in children younger than 12 months. The guideline panel considered them as not reliable enough to make recommendations based on these thresholds.

In patients with high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) based on the history (eg, an anaphylactic reaction in the past) determination of cow\'s milk-specific IgE in serum can help to avoid the risk and burden of food challenge test in around 47--70% of patients tested. However, if milk-specific IgE with a cut-off value of ≥0.35 IU/L is used and food challenge is not done, one may expect 6% false positive results in children older than 12 months and close to 10% false positive results in children younger than 12 months. These children would be unnecessarily treated with elimination diet and/or formula that might lead to nutritional deficits, there would be unnecessary stress for the family, use of unnecessary preventive measures (eg, carrying epinephrine self injector) and a correct diagnosis of the real cause of symptoms may be delayed.

In patients with high pretest probability of CMA measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE in serum with a threshold of 0.7 IU/L may help to avoid the oral food challenge in 50% of tested patients, with an associated 5% risk of incorrectly classifying a patient as having CMA. In these patients, using a threshold of 2.5 IU/L one may avoid oral food challenge in around 40% of tested patients and expect 1% false positive results. Setting the threshold of 3.5 IU/L one may avoid oral food challenge in 20% of tested patients and expect 0.4% false positive results. However, as mentioned above, the estimates of test accuracy with cut-offs of 2.5 and 3.5 IU/L are based on one study each and were performed in children younger than 12 months. The guideline panel considered them as not reliable enough to make recommendations based on these thresholds.

### Other Considerations

The use of milk-specific IgE measurements in settings where oral food challenges are always performed is redundant given the limited sensitivity and specificity of IgE measurement compared with oral food challenge.

### Conclusions

In patients suspected of CMA the net benefit of measuring cow\'s milk-specific IgE instead of oral food challenge with cow\'s milk is uncertain. The quality of the supporting evidence is very low.

In settings where the oral food challenge is done routinely and the clinician\'s thresholds for testing and treatment are such that exclusion and confirmation of CMA always has to be proven by oral food challenge, there is no need to perform cow\'s milk-specific IgE measurements.

In settings where clinicians follow a more prudent approach, determination of the concentration of milk-specific IgE may help to avoid an oral food challenge in selected patients.

In patients with low pretest probability of CMA a negative result of milk-specific IgE with a threshold of ≥0.35 IU/L can allow to avoid oral food challenge in 49--69% of tested patients with an associated risk of 2--5% false negative results.

In patients with average pretest probability of CMA determination of milk-specific IgE with a threshold of ≥0.35 IU/L as a single diagnostic test is unlikely to reduce the need for oral food challenge.

In patients with a high pretest probability of CMA a positive milk-specific IgE result with a threshold of ≥0.35 IU/L may help to avoid oral food challenge in 47--70% patients tested (those that tested positive) with associated 6--10% risk of false positive results.

### Clinical Recommendations, Question 2

### Recommendation 2.1

In practice settings where an oral food challenge is a requirement in all patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA, we recommend using oral food challenge with cow\'s milk as the only test without measuring a cow\'s milk-specific IgE level as a triage or an add-on test to establish a diagnosis (strong recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding resource consumption and the risk of anaphylactic reactions at home in patients who would be misclassified by milk-specific IgE test alone. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed. This recommendation also places a high value on avoiding any unnecessary treatment in patients who would be incorrectly classified by milk-specific IgE measurement as allergic to cow\'s milk.

#### Remark

This recommendation applies to clinical practice settings. In research settings there may be compelling reasons to perform skin prick tests even though a food challenge test with cow\'s milk is always being done.

### Recommendation 2.2

In settings where oral food challenge is not a requirement, in patients with a high pretest probability of IgE-mediated CMA we suggest using cow\'s milk-specific IgE with a threshold of 0.7 IU/L to avoid oral food challenge if a result of milk-specific IgE turns out positive (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding burden, resource use and very likely anaphylactic reactions during the oral food challenge test (food challenges would be avoided in 50% of patients with milk-specific IgE results ≥0.7 IU/L). It places a lower value on unnecessary treatment of around 1 in 20 patients misclassified as allergic to cow\'s milk (5% false positive results).

#### Remarks

A high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients who experienced an anaphylactic reaction in the past.

### Recommendation 2.3

In settings where oral food challenge is not a requirement in all patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA, in patients with an average pretest probability of IgE-mediated CMA we suggest using an oral food challenge test with cow\'s milk as the only test without measuring milk-specific IgE as a triage or an add-on test to establish a diagnosis (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a high value on avoiding resource consumption and the risk of anaphylactic reactions at home in large proportion of patients who would be incorrectly classified by a milk-specific IgE test alone. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed. This recommendation also places a high value on avoiding any unnecessary treatment in patients who would be incorrectly classified by a milk-specific IgE test as allergic to cow\'s milk.

#### Remarks

An average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%) can be estimated based on the history and presenting symptoms and would represent the majority of clinical situations. Using higher cut-off values (eg, 2.5 IU/L) might be of benefit; however, we believe the available evidence does not allow us to make a recommendation to support any recommendation.

### Recommendation 2.4

In practice settings where oral food challenge is not a requirement in all patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA, in patients with low pretest probability of IgE-mediated CMA we suggest using milk-specific IgE measurement with a cut-off value of ≥0.35 IU/L as a triage test to avoid oral food challenge in those in whom the result of milk-specific IgE turns out negative (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding burden and resource use with an oral food challenge test (∼50--70% food challenges avoided). It places a lower value on avoiding an allergic reaction (possibly a mild one) in around 1 in 20--50 patients misclassified as not having CMA (2--5% false negative results).

#### Remarks

A low pretest probability of CMA (∼10%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients with unexplained gastrointestinal symptoms (eg, gastroesophageal reflux).

QUESTION 3
----------

Should in vitro specific IgE determination be used for the diagnosis of CMA in patients suspected of CMA and a *positive result of a skin prick test*?

1.  *Population:* patients suspected of CMA with a positive skin prick test

2.  *Intervention:* in vitro specific IgE determination

3.  *Comparison:* oral food challenge

Outcomes:

1.  *TP:* The child will undergo oral food challenge that will turn out positive with a risk of anaphylaxis, albeit in controlled environment; burden on time and anxiety for family; exclusion of milk and use of formula; some children with high pretest probability (based on history, clinical presentation and positive result of SPT) may receive treatment without performing food challenge with same consequences as those in whom challenge test was performed.

2.  *TN:* The child will undergo oral food challenge that will turn out negative; burden on time and anxiety for family.

3.  *FP:* The child will undergo an oral food challenge which will be negative; unnecessary burden on time and anxiety in a family; unnecessary time and resources spent on oral challenge.

4.  *FN:* The child will undergo oral food challenge which will turn out positive with risk of anaphylaxis, albeit in controlled environment; burden on time and anxiety for family; exclusion of milk and use of special formula.

5.  *Inconclusive results:* repeated measurement of sIgE that can cause discomfort of blood test and bleeding which can cause distress and parental anxiety.

6.  *Complications of a test:* can cause discomfort of blood test and bleeding which can cause distress and parental anxiety; food challenge may cause anaphylaxis and exacerbation of other symptoms.

7.  *Resource utilization (cost):* sIgE is an expensive test and requires time for phlebotomy, but does not add time to the medical consultation.

*TP -- true positive (being correctly classified as having CMA); TN -- true negative (being correctly classified as not having CMA); FP -- false positive (being incorrectly classified as having CMA); FN -- false negative (being incorrectly classified as not having CMA); these outcomes are always determined compared with a reference standard (ie, food challenge test with cow\'s milk*).

###### 

Outcomes: Question 3
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### Summary of Findings

We did not find any systematic review of diagnosis of CMA with in vitro specific IgE or SPT.

We found 15 studies that examined the role of milk-specific IgE measurement and SPT in comparison to oral food challenge alone in patients suspected of CMA.[@R1h; @R2h; @R4h; @R6h; @R7h; @R8h; @R10h; @R12h; @R17h; @R18h; @R19h; @R20h; @R21h; @R22h; @R31h] Only 3 of these studies reported results of using skin prick test and cow\'s milk specific IgE measurement together[@R8h; @R17h; @R21h]. All used a threshold for SPT of 3 mm. All 3 studies used different methods of determination of milk-specific IgE.

One study reported no negative results, all patients had either true or false positive results of SPT and milk-specific IgE combined and 4 results were discordant.[@R8h] The pooled sensitivity and specificity from the remaining 2 studies including 36 patients were 0.71 (95% CI: 0.29--0.96) and 0.93 (95% CI: 0.77--0.99). Discordant results of skin prick test and milk-specific IgE were observed in 28% of patients.

Using the criteria of methodological quality suggested by the QUADAS questionnaire we found that one study enrolled only patients with atopic eczema and the selection criteria were not described, in all studies the results of the tests were most likely interpreted with the knowledge of the other tests. The overall quality of evidence across outcomes was very low.

### Benefits and Downsides

In patients with low pretest probability of CMA (∼10%) based on the history and presenting symptoms, who have a positive result of a skin prick test, measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE is unlikely to be of benefit. It can help to avoid a food challenge in only 10% of patients tested (those with positive results of both tests) with an associated risk of 5% false positive results (see evidence profile for question 3 in [Appendix 2](#A2){ref-type="app"}: Evidence profiles: diagnosis of CMA).

In patients with average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%; an average rate of positive food challenge tests in the included studies) based on the history and presenting symptoms, who have a positive result of a skin prick test, measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE in serum can help to avoid a food challenge with cow\'s milk in around 22% of patients tested (those with positive results of both tests). However, when relying on a positive result of both skin prick test and milk-specific IgE measurement instead of a food challenge in these patients one may still expect about 3% of patients being misclassified as having CMA while they actually would not be allergic to cow\'s milk.

In patients with high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) based on the history (eg, an anaphylactic reaction in the past) positive results of both skin prick test and cow\'s milk-specific IgE measurement may help to avoid a burdensome and costly food challenge with cow\'s milk in around 42% of patients tested (those with positive results of both tests). However, when relying on a positive result of both skin prick test and milk-specific IgE measurement instead of a food challenge one may still expect about 1% of patients being misclassified as having CMA while they actually would not be allergic to cow\'s milk.

A negative result of milk-specific IgE in patient with a positive skin prick test is likely to lead to performing an oral food challenge test regardless (28% of tests were discordant).

### Conclusions

In patients with low initial probability of CMA, who have a positive result of a skin prick test, the net benefit of measuring cow\'s milk specific IgE instead of oral food challenge with cow\'s milk is unlikely.

In patients with average and high initial probability of CMA, who have a positive result of a skin prick test, the net benefit of measuring cow\'s milk specific IgE instead of oral food challenge with cow\'s milk is uncertain. Positive results of both skin prick test and milk-specific IgE can help to avoid an oral food challenge in 22% of patients with average initial probability of CMA and in 42% of those with high initial probability of CMA. However, this benefit is counterbalanced by a risk of falsely classifying a patient as having CMA (3% in patients with initial average probability of CMA and 1% in those with high initial probability of CMA).

In patients suspected of CMA, who have a positive result of a skin prick test, a negative result of milk-specific IgE is likely to lead to performing food challenge test.

### Clinical Recommendations, Question 3

### Recommendation 3.1

In patients with a low initial probability of IgE-mediated CMA, who have a positive result of skin prick test (≥3 mm), we suggest oral food challenge rather than measuring cow\'s milk-specific IgE level with a cut-off value of ≥0,35 IU/L (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding unnecessary treatment in patients who would be misclassified by milk-specific IgE test alone. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed.

### Recommendation 3.2

In patients with a an average or high initial probability of IgE-mediated CMA, who have a positive result of skin prick test (≥3 mm), we suggest measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE with a cut-off value of ≥0.35 IU/L to avoid food challenge test in those in whom the result of milk-specific IgE turns out positive (conditional recommendation low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding resource consumption and burden of food challenge test (∼20% food challenges would be avoided in patients with average initial probability of CMA and ∼40% in those with high initial probability). It places a lower value on unnecessary treatment of small proportion of patients who would be misclassified as having CMA (3% false positive results in patients with average initial probability of CMA and 1% in those with high initial probability).

#### Remarks

An average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%) can be estimated based on the history and presenting symptoms and would represent the majority of situations.

A high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients who experienced an anaphylactic reaction in the past.

QUESTION 4
----------

Should in vitro specific IgE determination be used for the diagnosis of CMA in patients suspected of CMA and a *negative result of a skin prick test*?

1.  *Population:* patients suspected of cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) with a negative skin prick test

2.  *Intervention:* in vitro specific IgE

3.  *Comparison:* oral food challenge

Outcomes:

1.  *TP:* The child will undergo oral food challenge that will turn out positive with a risk of anaphylaxis, albeit in controlled environment; burden on time and anxiety for family; exclusion of milk and use of formula.

2.  *TN:* The child will ingest cow\'s milk at home with no reaction, no exclusion of milk, no burden on family time and decreased use of resources (no challenge test, no formula); anxiety in the child and family may depend on the family; looking for other explanation of the symptoms.

3.  *FP:* The child will undergo an oral food challenge that will be negative; unnecessary burden on time and anxiety in a family; unnecessary time and resources spent on oral challenge. Some children with high pretest probability of CMA may not undergo challenge test and would be unnecessarily treated with elimination diet and formula that may lead to nutritional deficits (eg, failure to thrive, rickets, vitamin D or calcium deficiency); also stress for the family and unnecessary carrying epinephrine self injector that may be costly and delayed diagnosis of the real cause of symptoms.

4.  *FN:* The child will be allowed home and will have allergic reactions (possibly anaphylactic) to cow\'s milk at home; high parental anxiety and reluctance to introduce future foods; may lead to multiple exclusion diet. The real cause of symptoms (ie, CMA) will be missed leading to other unnecessary investigations and treatments.

5.  *Inconclusive results:* repeated measurement of sIgE that can cause discomfort of blood test and bleeding that can cause distress and parental anxiety.

6.  *Complications of a test:* can cause discomfort of blood test and bleeding which can cause distress and parental anxiety; food challenge may cause anaphylaxis and exacerbation of other symptoms.

7.  *Resource utilization (cost):* sIgE is an expensive test and requires time for phlebotomy, but does not add time to the medical consultation.

*TP -- true positive (being correctly classified as having CMA); TN -- true negative (being correctly classified as not having CMA); FP -- false positive (being incorrectly classified as having CMA); FN -- false negative (being incorrectly classified as not having CMA); these outcomes are always determined compared with a reference standard (ie, food challenge test with cow\'s milk*).

###### 

Outcomes: Question 4
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### Summary of Findings (Similar to Question 3)

We did not find any systematic review of diagnosis of CMA with in vitro specific IgE or SPT. We found 15 studies that examined the role of milk-specific IgE measurement and SPT in comparison to oral food challenge alone in patients suspected of CMA.[@R1h; @R2h; @R4h; @R6h; @R7h; @R8h; @R10h; @R12h; @R17h; @R18h; @R19h; @R20h; @R21h; @R22h; @R31h] Only 3 of these studies reported results of using skin prick test and cow\'s milk specific IgE measurement together.[@R8h; @R17h; @R21h] All used a threshold for SPT of 3 mm. All 3 studies used different methods of determination of milk-specific IgE.

One study reported no negative results, all patients had either true or false positive results of SPT and milk-specific IgE combined and 4 results were discordant.[@R8h] The pooled sensitivity and specificity from the remaining 2 studies including 36 patients were 0.71 (95% CI: 0.29--0.96) and 0.93 (95% CI: 0.77--0.99). Discordant results of skin prick test and milk-specific IgE were observed in 28% of patients.

Using the criteria of methodological quality suggested by the QUADAS questionnaire we found that one study enrolled only patients with atopic eczema and the selection criteria were not described, in all studies the results of the tests were most likely interpreted with the knowledge of the other tests. The overall quality of evidence across outcomes was very low.

### Benefits and Downsides

In patients with low initial probability of CMA (∼10%) based on the history and presenting symptoms, who have a negative result of a skin prick test (ie, diameter of \<3 mm), measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE with a cut-off value of 0.35 IU/L may help to avoid a food challenge with cow\'s milk in about 62% of patients. However, despite a negative result of both skin prick test and milk-specific IgE measurement one may still expect about 2% of patients being misclassified as not having CMA while they actually do (false negative results; see evidence profile for question 3). These children will likely be allowed home and have an allergic reaction to cow\'s milk at home. False negative result may also lead to unnecessary investigations and possible treatments for other causes of symptoms while the real cause (ie, CMA) has been missed.

In patients with average and high pretest probability of CMA (\>40%) based on the history and presenting symptoms, who have a negative result of a skin prick test (ie, diameter of \<3 mm), measurement of cow\'s milk-specific IgE in serum with a cut-off value of 0.35 IU/L is unlikely to be of benefit. In patients with an average initial probability of CMA one would be able to avoid a food challenge with cow\'s milk in about 47% of patients with a risk of about 8% false negative results. In patients with a high initial probability of CMA one would be able to avoid a food challenge with cow\'s milk in about 30% of patients, but a risk of incorrectly classifying a patient as not having CMA would be high (about 17% false negative results). A positive result of milk-specific IgE in patient with a negative skin prick test is likely to lead to performing an oral food challenge test regardless.

### Conclusions

In patients with low initial probability of CMA, who have a negative result of a skin prick test, the net benefit of measuring cow\'s milk specific IgE instead of oral food challenge with cow\'s milk is uncertain. Negative results of both skin prick test and milk-specific IgE can help to avoid an oral food challenge in about 60% of patients. However, this benefit is counterbalanced by approximately a 2% risk of falsely classifying a patient as not having CMA.

In patients with average or high initial probability of CMA, who have a negative result of a skin prick test, the net benefit of measuring cow\'s milk specific IgE instead of oral food challenge is unlikely.

In patients suspected of CMA, who have a negative result of a skin prick test, a positive result of milk-specific IgE is likely to lead to performing food challenge test.

### Clinical Recommendations, Question 4

### Recommendation 4.1

In patients with a low initial probability of IgE-mediated CMA, who have a negative result of a skin prick test, we recommend measuring cow\'s milk-specific IgE level as a triage test to avoid food challenge test in those in whom the result of milk-specific IgE turns out negative (strong recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding burden and resource use with an oral food challenge test (around 60% tests avoided). It places a lower value on avoiding an allergic reaction (possibly a mild one) in around 1 in 50 patients misclassified as not having cow\'s milk allergy (false negative result).

#### Remarks

A low pretest probability of CMA (∼10%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients with unexplained gastrointestinal symptoms (eg, gastroesophageal reflux).

### Recommendation 4.2

In patients with an average initial probability of IgE-mediated CMA, who have a negative result of a skin prick test, we suggest oral food challenge rather than measuring cow\'s milk-specific IgE level (conditional recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding resource consumption and the risk of anaphylactic reactions at home in patients who would be misclassified as not having CMA by skin prick test and milk-specific IgE tests. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed.

#### Remarks

An average pretest probability of CMA (∼40%) can be estimated based on the history and presenting symptoms and would represent the majority of situations.

### Recommendation 4.3

In patients with a high initial probability of IgE-mediated CMA, who have a negative result of a skin prick test, we recommend oral food challenge rather than measuring cow\'s milk-specific IgE level (strong recommendation/low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding resource consumption and the risk of anaphylactic reactions at home in a large proportion of patients who would be misclassified as not having a CMA by skin prick test and milk-specific IgE tests. It places a lower value on anaphylactic reactions in a controlled setting that can be managed by experienced personnel when oral food challenge is performed.

#### Remarks

A high pretest probability of CMA (∼80%) can be estimated based on the history and would represent, for instance, patients who experienced an anaphylactic reaction in the past.

QUESTION 5
----------

Should *allergen microarrays* or *component resolved diagnostics* be used for the diagnosis of IgE-mediated CMA in patients suspected of CMA?

1.  *Population:* patients suspected of CMA

2.  *Intervention:* allergen microarrays or component-resolved diagnostics

3.  *Comparison:* oral food challenge

Outcomes:

1.  *TP:* The child will undergo oral food challenge that will turn out positive with a risk of anaphylaxis, albeit in controlled environment; burden on time and anxiety for family; exclusion of milk and use of formula.

2.  *TN:* The child will receive cow\'s milk at home with no reaction, no exclusion of milk, no burden on family time, and decreased use of resources (no challenge test, no formula); anxiety in the child and family may depend on the family; looking for other explanation of the symptoms.

3.  *FP:* The child will undergo an oral food challenge that will be negative; unnecessary burden on time and anxiety in a family; unnecessary time and resources spent on oral challenge.

4.  *FN:* The child will be allowed home and will have an allergic reaction (possibly anaphylactic) to cow\'s milk at home; high parental anxiety and reluctance to introduce future foods; may lead to multiple exclusion diet. The real cause of symptoms (ie, CMA) will be missed leading to unnecessary investigations and treatments.

5.  *Inconclusive results:* the child would have SPT done and subsequent testing or treatment would depend on its results (see Question 1).

6.  *Complications of a test:* can cause discomfort of blood test and bleeding that can cause distress and parental anxiety; food challenge may cause anaphylaxis and exacerbation of other symptoms.

7.  *Resource utilization (cost):* a very expensive test, but it does not add time to the medical consultation.

*TP -- true positive (being correctly classified as having CMA); TN -- true negative (being correctly classified as not having CMA); FP -- false positive (being incorrectly classified as having CMA); FN -- false negative (being incorrectly classified as not having CMA); these outcomes are always determined compared with a reference standard (ie, food challenge test with cow\'s milk*).
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### Summary of Findings

We did not find any systematic review of the microarrays or component-resolved diagnostics used for the diagnosis of CMA.

We found 4 studies that examined the role of cow\'s milk allergen-specific IgE measurement with microarrays.[@R18h; @R37h; @R38h; @R39h] Two of these studies did not use a reference standard[@R37h; @R38h] and one did not report any data on test accuracy.[@R39h] These 3 studies used a home-made allergen chip. One study used a commercially available allergen microarray, however, it was custom modified for the purpose of this study.[@R18h] This study also examined the role of component-resolved diagnostics in comparison to oral food challenge in patients suspected of CMA using an allergen microarray. We did not identify any study of unmodified commercially available allergen microarray compared with the oral food challenge test used for the diagnosis of CMA.

In the study that used customized allergen microarray in children suspected of IgE-mediated cow\'s milk allergy estimated sensitivity was 0.60 (95% CI: 0.43--0.74) with specificity of 0.84 (95% CI: 0.69--0.93).

### Conclusions, Question 5

Any clinical benefit resulting from using allergen microarrays in the diagnosis of CMA is currently unknown.

### Clinical Recommendations, Question 5

### Recommendation 5.1

We suggest that allergen microarrays are used only in the context of well designed and executed studies that investigate the accuracy of commercially available allergen microarrays compared with oral food challenge with cow\'s milk in patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA.

### Recommendation 5.2

We suggest that more well designed and executed studies of component-resolved diagnostics compared with oral food challenge with cow\'s milk are performed in patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA.

SECTION 10: ORAL FOOD CHALLENGE PROCEDURES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CMA
==================================================================

Overview
--------

The oral food challenge (OFC) is considered the standard reference test for diagnosing CMA. It is warranted in the after situations:

1.  a\. Confirmation of suspicion of cow\'s milk allergy (CMA)

2.  b\. periodical follow-up of the condition and monitoring of the resolution of CMA

3.  c\. Assessment of tolerance in SPT-positive breast-fed infants suspected of CMA who have not yet ingested cow\'s milk (CM) proteins

4.  d\. Assessment of tolerance of cross-reactive foods (beef, mare\'s milk, donkey\'s milk, etc)

5.  e\. Evaluation of CM reactivity in persons with multiple dietary restrictions, usually because of subjective complaints

6.  f\. Exclusion of possible immediate reactions to milk in chronic conditions such as atopic dermatitis or allergic eosinophilic esophagitis

7.  g\. Evaluation of the tolerance threshold to CM proteins

A double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) is the method of choice for research and delayed reaction settings. It should be performed in the face of an open challenge with uncertain outcome. In all the other situations, challenges can be performed openly. Except when dealing with delayed allergic reaction (chronic diarrhea, colitis, allergic proctocolitis, gastroesophageal reflux) without CM-specific IgE, OFCs with CM must be performed in a hospital setting. Low-risk challenges in cooperative patients are appropriate for the office setting.

However, all challenge procedures carry a certain risk and are labor-, time-consuming, and costly. OFC is essential for planning avoidance regimens, reduce of the risk of inadvertent exposure, and validate efforts to avoid CM. Negative OFC expands dietary options and thereby nutrition and quality of life. It is also cost-sparing and reduces the use of special formula.

Introduction
------------

The diagnosis of CMA can be achieved with certainty only after direct observation of clinical events after milk ingestion. In fact, the common tests to identify CM sensitization (at cutaneous level or using specific IgE determination) have no absolute accuracy.[@R1i] They can return often falsely positive in children who tolerate milk, or conversely can be negative even in the presence of a delayed, non-IgE mediated, CMA. The OFC and in particular the DBPCFC is considered today, according to the literature, the "gold standard" for diagnosing food allergies,[@R2i; @R3i] able to minimize false positive diagnoses. Such a specific diagnosis will prevent unnecessary and potentially deleterious dietary restrictions when a suspected CMA is not present. Unfortunately, in the world not all children can avail themselves of the OFC in milk allergy evaluation.[@R4i; @R5i] Resources for the practical planning and carrying-out of OFCs are available through many scientific societies[@R6i; @R7i; @R8i] and lay organizations.[@R9i]

DEFINITIONS
-----------

### OFC

OFCs with cow\'s milk are in vivo diagnostic tests performed to definitely confirm a preliminary suspicion of CMA. OFCs can be performed in 3 different ways:

1.  a.Open, where everyone is aware that milk is brought to the child that day

2.  b.Single-blinded, where the pediatrician is aware of the content but child and parents do not

3.  c.DBPCFC when neither the pediatrician nor the child or parents know the day when milk will be administered.

### Positive/Negative OFC

An OFC resulting in a clinical reaction is defined a "positive" or "failed" challenge, whereas an OFC without a clinical reaction is termed a "negative" or "passed" challenge. For the purpose of this document, the authors chose to use positive and negative terminology. A positive challenge will give indication of the tolerated dose, if any, thus allowing the planning of elimination diets with complete or partial exclusion of CM proteins.

### Immediate and Delayed Reactions After OFC

According to the majority of authors, allergic reactions are defined as immediate when occurring within 2 hours after administration of the intake of milk, delayed when appearing after more than 2 hours[@R10i; @R11i] (see also *Mechanisms*). Some authors evaluated delayed reactions occurring up to 7,[@R12i] 9,[@R13i] or 14 days.[@R14i] Within those periods, however, the diagnosis of delayed reaction may be difficult because when the child returns home, multiple environmental factors (infections, dietary factors, emotional, casual contacts, sports-related physical activity) may impinge diagnostic interpretation. Frequently, immediate and delayed symptoms are present concomitantly in the same child.[@R15i]

### Indications for OFCs

The AAAAI work group[@R6i] recently re-evaluated the indications for an OFC to be performed, adding some not contained in previous statements including the European statement. Specifically for cow\'s milk, this panel agrees that the after should be indications to a diagnostic challenge:

1.  • Initial diagnosis of CMA after acute reactions

2.  • Evaluation of the tolerance threshold to CM proteins

3.  • Periodical follow-up of the condition and monitoring of the resolution of CMA

4.  • Assessment of tolerance in SPT-positive breast-fed infants which have not yet directly taken CM proteins

5.  • Exclusion of possible immediate reactions to milk in chronic conditions such as atopic dermatitis or allergic eosinophilic esophagitis

6.  • Evaluation of CM reactivity in persons with multiple dietary restrictions, usually because of subjective complaints

7.  • Assessment of tolerance to cross-reactive foods (beef, equine milks, etc)

8.  • Assessment of the effect of food processing on food tolerability, eg, beef tolerated in cooked form.

OFC is a complex test, requiring several hours for both the pediatrician, his or her staff and the family, and not without risks for the patient. Given the frequency of suspected CMA, indications for performing an oral food challenge should be weighed carefully. Furthermore, although it is considered for years the gold standard in diagnosis of CMA, there are still many controversial issues about which children must undergo an OFC, and what is the best way to perform the study.

### Open Challenge

This is the simplest procedure, requiring less commitment to the pediatrician, the patients and their families and thus lowering costs for the health facilities. After a thorough physical examination, the linchpin for a comparative assessment of pre- and postchallenge, CM is administered openly in increasing doses up to the dose liable to be responsible for symptoms. Clinical observation will be carried--out for about 2 hours after the last dose of milk for immediate reactions and, after discharge, an appointment should be scheduled in the clinic for observation of delayed reactions. Given its simplicity, open challenge can be considered a reasonable first choice to evaluate an adverse reaction to milk. However, it has been shown even in children that up to half of positive open challenges are not reproduced in DBPCFC.[@R1i]

### Single-Blinded Challenge

Single-blind is a procedure in which the pediatrician is aware of which food is given to the child at that moment. It is used less than open or DBPCFC, because it entails in principle the same difficulties found with a DBPCFC, but is a bit less reliable as it introduces the possible bias of subjective interpretation by observer. Single-blind OFC may be conducted with or without placebo, depending on the physician\'s judgment of the potential for subjective symptoms and the patient\'s anxiety.[@R6i] In case of immediate reactions, it will consist of 2 sessions, one with CM and one with placebo, completed on one day with at least a 2-hour period separating the 2 sessions, or on separate days. If 2 foods are tested on the same day, the sequence of the foods is not revealed to the child. We must underline that this option is valid only when delayed symptoms can be excluded in advance. For patients reporting delayed onset of symptoms, sessions of blinded OFC should be separated by several days or weeks.[@R16i; @R17i] In patients suspected of having a psychologic response, the *verum* might be tested first. In this case, a negative challenge will spare a second day of procedure. If symptoms develop, CM should be retested for reproducibility in a DBPCFC.[@R3i; @R7i]

After a negative blind challenge, CM would be administered openly: this recommendation is based on the possibility of detecting a reaction to an open feeding in children with delayed CM reactions.[@R18i]

### Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Food Challenge (DBPCFC)

A DBPCFC is the oral administration, usually on different days, of placebo and increasing amounts of milk. First used in 1973 by May[@R19i] in the assessment of allergic reactions to foods in children with bronchial asthma, the DBPCFC is now the test of choice in the diagnosis of CMA. In this procedure, only personnel who prepared the test is aware of the food offered at the time: CM (*verum*) or placebo. Such personnel, not in contact with either the child or the family or the doctor, is the only one to prepare the meals and, in principle, to decide the randomization. The randomization code is prepared in closed envelopes. A major problem in the preparation of the placebo is the avoidance of possibly sensitizing foods. In general, for milk challenges the use of amino acid mixtures make the test safe from misinterpretations. If another placebo is used, the absence of sensitization should be tested by SPT. To enhance masking of appearance and flavor, it is necessary that the amount of placebo in the verum is approximately half the cow\'s milk. On completion of the challenges, the code is broken, and results are discussed with the patient or parent. Placebo reactions are infrequent, but possible.[@R20i]

### Open or Blinded? General Indications

The choice of the procedure has to be done according to the indications listed in [Table 10-1](#T14){ref-type="table"} (general indications) and [Table 10-2](#T15){ref-type="table"} (indications according to clinical history). Challenges should not be performed in general when a negative skin test, undetectable serum milk-specific IgE level, and no history of convincing symptoms of immediate CMA make the condition very unlikely. In these cases, gradual home introduction of milk may be attempted. For those patients who have a history of convincing immediate allergic reactions to milk (within 2 hours) or who present with a history of anaphylaxis, even in the setting of negative laboratory and skin tests, a physician-supervised OFC is needed to confirm or refute allergy to this food.
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### Preliminary Evaluation of CM Sensitization

In DRACMA, specific recommendations are made for allergy evaluation using SPT, APT, and/or specific IgE determinations. Whatever test is done, it should be remembered that serum CM-specific IgE levels and sizes of SPT wheals do not predict the severity of the clinical reactions.[@R3i; @R27i]

These guidelines for deciding when to perform an OFC on the basis of the results of serum CM-specific IgE and SPT are constantly evolving and need to be frequently updated according to new evidence.

### Diagnostic Elimination Diet

A trial elimination diet may be helpful to determine if a disorder with frequent or chronic symptoms is responsive to dietary manipulation. Trial elimination diets are diagnostic and therapeutic procedures that may be used in children with presumed CMA (see section on *Diagnostic Elimination Diets*).[@R28i; @R29i]

### Clinical Assessment

To undergo challenge procedures, the patient must be well, without intercurrent fever episodes, vomiting, diarrhea, nor seasonal rhinitis and/or asthma.[@R30i] Atopic dermatitis should be stabilized in the weeks preceding the OFC, and not subject to significant fluctuations that would make the test difficult to interpret. A 10-point increase in postchallenge SCORAD is considered the minimum threshold for defining a significant worsening of atopic dermatitis.[@R31i] The child should discontinue antihistamine therapies long enough to get a normal histamine skin reactivity,[@R32i] and at least for 72 hours before OFC.[@R11i]

### OFC Benefits

The benefits of a positive OFC include a conclusive diagnosis of CMA demonstrating the need for continued counseling in strict avoidance of cow\'s milk, reduction of the risk of inadvertent exposures, reduction of anxiety about the unknown, and validation of the patients and families efforts to avoid the food. It allows accurate prescription of elimination diet. A positive OFC may induce fear of reactions, thus leading to closer monitoring of avoidance. The benefits of a negative OFC include expansion of the diet and improvement of the patient\'s nutrition and quality of life. This can spare unnecessary health expenses and reduce the use of special formula.

### OFC Limitations

Challenge procedures are risky, labor- and time-consuming, and costly. Before performing a challenge, procedural details, risks and benefits must be discussed with the patient and his or her family.[@R3i] Immediate systemic reactions can be severe. They are unpredictable on the basis of sensitization, but an association can be found between clinical history of severe symptoms and symptoms after OFC.[@R33i; @R34i] Similarly, a number of risk factors for more severe reactions have been suggested: unstable or severe asthma, progressively more severe reactions, reactions to small quantities of cow\'s milk or treatment with beta-adrenergic antagonists.[@R6i] To minimize these risks, venous access should be maintained during CM challenges, in particular when a severe systemic reaction seems possible. In Europe it has been recommended that for young children intravenous access should be applied only in selected cases[@R7i]. These recommendations take into account the fact that deaths from anaphylaxis are more frequently described after the age of 5 years. Given these considerations, it is essential that be conducted under the observation of a team with specific expertise in pediatric allergy and supplied with all equipment and drugs for emergency treatment.[@R35i]

OFCs are more standardized for IgE- than for non-IgE-mediated reactions; in the latter case, the observation should be prolonged for an extended period of time. Thus, a diagnostic elimination diet is generally prescribed and sensitization tests are usually carried-out before DBPCFC. The state of the art CMA work-up uses the informed prescription of DBPCFC and various diagnostic tests according to clinical context. The combination of prechallenge test in DRACMA is object of GRADE evaluation (see section on *GRADE Assessment of CMA Diagnosis*).

### OFCs In Children With Previous Anaphylactic Reaction

A recent anaphylactic reaction to cow\'s milk contraindicates OFCs except in the after situations:

1.  • If the severe reaction occurred immediately after simultaneous introduction of many foods at the same time: typical example is the introduction of the first solid meal including CM proteins (and many other putative food allergens) in a breast-fed

2.  • For the assessment of tolerance to cow\'s milk after a reasonable period from previous anaphylactic reaction.

In these cases, the hospital setting with ICU availability is mandatory.

### OFC Setting

The challenges are generally labor-intensive and carry some risk to the patient. Anyone who performs such challenges on children and adults with suspected CM allergies must have the background and equipment to recognize symptoms of allergy and to treat anaphylactic reactions.[@R36i] The first step is to consider whether the test can be performed at home or needs to be under direct physician supervision. There are many specific issues that must be considered in this particular decision. In general, whenever there is an even remote potential for an acute and/or severe reaction, physician supervision is mandatory. This decision for a supervised challenge includes, but is not limited to, a history of prior significant reactions and/or positive tests for IgE to milk.[@R3i] The ideal setting is hospital, both at an in-patient and out-patient level.[@R37i] When there is a very high risk for a severe reaction but OFC is required, challenges preferably should be done in the intensive care unit. Low-risk challenges in cooperative patients are appropriate for the office setting.

Times and doses can vary according to clinical history. For a suspected FPIES, the procedure should be administered with intravenous access with prolonged observation. For immediate reactions, a limited observation time can ensure appropriate diagnostic accuracy. In delayed forms, longer observation periods will be necessary. Challenges requiring exercise to precipitate symptoms need to be performed where suitable exercise equipment is available.[@R38i]

### Challenge Preparation: Vehicles and Masking

Evidence indicates that processing, including heating (and presumably drying), has no effect on the allergenicity of cows\' milk.[@R39i] Thus, liquid whole milk, nonfat dry milk, and infant formula have been used as challenge materials in various clinics.[@R40i] For the placebo to be used, it is relevant that eHF, safe for most of cows\' milk-allergic infants, can determine occasional allergic reactions in exquisitely allergic infants.[@R41i; @R42i; @R43i; @R44i] In general cow\'s milk hydrolysate or soy formula are supported as placebo in the literature[@R45i] and amino acid formula are considered an advance in clinical and research contexts.[@R46i; @R47i] When challenges are done using dehydrated cow\'s milk in capsules, lactose is used as placebo. However, the "capsule" is not the ideal presentation as it escapes the oral phase and lactose has been associated with reactivity in CM--allergic children.[@R48i; @R49i]

### Challenge Procedure

In absence of comparative studies between different challenge protocols, there is no universal consensus on timing and doses for milk challenge administration. The consensus documents published in this field[@R6i; @R7i] report some example of procedures, but the suggestion to individualize doses and times based on the clinical history remains valid.[@R57i; @R58i] Initial doses has been suggested to be 0.1 mL,[@R7i] but can vary according to the risk of reaction and type of milk allergy (IgE vs. non-IgE-mediated).[@R6i] Labial CM challenges have been suggested as a safe starting point for oral challenges by some researchers. This procedure begins with placing a drop of milk on the lower lip for 2 minutes and observing for local or systemic reactions in the ensuing 30 minutes.[@R59i]
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Given these observations, this panel recommends the after for milk challenges in IgE-mediated CMA:

1.  1.Total dose should be calculated according to the maximum consumed per serving or based on the total weight of the patient;[@R6i]

2.  2.Use the same type of milk the patient will be consuming everyday in case of negative challenge;

3.  3.Chose the least allergenic placebo possible, with preference for the type of milk the patient will be administered everyday in case of positive challenge;

4.  4.Start with a dose clearly under the expected threshold dose, for example, the amount that the patient reacted to previously;

5.  5.In general, one drop, or a 0.1 mL dose, is suitable for starting, but in high-risk cases one drop of CM:water 1:100 can be used;

6.  6.Give a dose every 20--30 minutes; this will minimize the risk of severe allergic reaction and allow precise identification of the lowest provoking dose;

7.  7.Increase the doses using a logarithmical modality, for instance: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.5, 4.5, 15, 40, and 150 mL (total 212 mL[@R60i]); or 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10, 30, and 100 mL (total 145 mL[@R61i]); or 0,1; 0,3; 1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 mL (total 144 mL[@R11i; @R46i]);

8.  8.To minimize the possibilities of identification, dilute the *verum* with the placebo 50:50 when administering CM;

9.  9.Administer a placebo sequence in identical doses on a separate day;

10. 10.Discontinue the procedure on first onset of objective symptoms or if no symptom develop after challenge;

11. 11.Consider only reactions occurring within 2--3 hours after stopping the procedure;

12. 12.Complete a negative procedure with open administration of CM.

For delayed reactions, the same rules apply except:

1.  Rule 4: start with a 0.1 mL dose.

2.  Rule 5: does not apply.

3.  Rule 6: the interval in that case should be calculated according to the clinical history.

4.  Rule 11: consider reactions occurring within 24--48 hours after stopping the procedure.

### Challenge Interpretation

An OFC with milk should be stopped at the first onset of objective symptoms.[@R62i] Even mild objective signs, such as a few skin wheals in the absence of gastrointestinal or respiratory symptoms, may not be diagnostic of CMA and can be contradicted by a subsequent DBPCFC.[@R63i; @R64i] For this reason, during OFCs skin contact with milk must be carefully avoided. Subjective symptoms include itching, nausea or dysphagia, sensation of respiratory obstruction, dyspnoea, change in behavior, prostration, headache, or refusal of milk.

Objective symptoms include:

1.  Generalized urticaria

2.  Erythematous rash with itching and scratching

3.  Vomiting or abdominal pain

4.  Nasal congestion

5.  Repetitive sneezing

6.  Watery rhinorrhea

7.  Rhino-conjunctivitis

8.  Changes in tone of voice

9.  Stridor

10. Laryngospasm

11. Inspiratory stridor

12. Cough and/or wheezing

13. Abnormal pallor

14. Change in behavior[@R62i]

15. Increased heart rate by at least 20% (this can occur by anxiety)

16. Decreased blood pressure by more than 20%

17. Collapse

18. Anaphylaxis

Sometimes subjective symptoms may be the harbinger of an incipient allergic reaction.[@R6i] If the child is able to ingest milk without any reaction, the challenge may be considered negative for immediate reaction, but at least 24--48 hours are necessary to exclude the possibility of delayed reactions.

### Laboratory Data for OFC Interpretation

Attempts to use laboratory studies to validate the results of OFCs have a long history. Serum tryptase and urinary 1-methylhistamine have been evaluated as parameters for monitoring oral milk challenges in children, but their accuracy characteristics are lacking.[@R65i] Decreases in peripheral blood eosinophils and increases in serum eosinophil cationic protein (ECP), 8 to 24 hours after a positive challenge have been suggested as indicating a positive food challenge,[@R66i] but this finding has not been reproduced.[@R67i] FENO values are not predictive and not related to the occurrence of a positive reaction during cow\'s milk challenges in infants, suggesting that a positive reaction may not result from eosinophilic activation.[@R68i] Infants with atopic eczema and CMA exhibit markedly increased systemic pro-allergenic IL-4 responses on intestinal antigen contact.[@R69i; @R70i] While a failed oral challenge with cow\'s milk is associated with increase in both ECP and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, allergic infants with delayed intestinal manifestations show an elevation of fecal TNF-α.[@R71i] These observations, however, are of scarce utility for diagnostic judgment.

### Delayed Reactions Interpretation

A protocol for two-stage DBPCFC has been proposed to clarify delayed type CMA in patients presenting with predominantly gastrointestinal symptoms from 2 hours and up to 6 days after milk exposure. This procedure is able to differentiate immediate-type IgE-dependent, or delayed-type IgE-independent CMA.[@R72i] In non-IgE-mediated food protein--induced enterocolitis syndrome, in which there is a low risk for immediate reactions in the first hour, with symptoms usually starting within 1 to 4 hours after milk ingestion, the entire portion of the challenge may be administered gradually over a period of 45 minutes and divided into 3 smaller portions.[@R6i; @R73i]

### After the Challenge...

A negative "remission" challenge ends up with the open reintroduction of cow\'s milk and dairy products. This represents for the patient an important step toward a "normal" personal and social life. However, many patients do not of themselves ingest the food and pursue an "unofficial" elimination diet. Reasons include fears of persistence of CMA, recurrent pruritus or nonspecific skin rashes after ingesting milk.[@R74i] After a negative challenge, however, a patient with CMA should not be lost to medical monitoring, to prevent such untoward eliminations, and to reassess possible minor complaints (eg, gastrointestinal) associated with CMA.

SECTION 11: THE NATURAL HISTORY OF CMA
======================================

Overview
--------

Cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) does not often persist into adulthood. Our current knowledge of its natural history suffers from a fragmentary epidemiology of risk and prognostic factors. CMA is often the first step of the allergic march. It can develop from the neonatal period and peaks during the first year of life, tending to remit in childhood.

In the 1990s, a Danish birth cohort study found that more than 50% of children outgrow their CMA at 1 year of age. Subsequent such studies have reported a longer duration of CMA with tolerance developing in 51% of cases within the 2 years after diagnosis.

Referral studies indicate that 80% of patients achieve tolerance within 3 to 4 years. In several studies, children with delayed reactions became tolerant faster than those with immediate reactions. In retrospective studies, the duration of CMA differs in different settings. In a population of breast-fed infants with cow\'s milk-induced allergic proctitis, tolerance developed between 6 and 23 months.

A universal natural history of CMA cannot be written at this time because the conditions described lack uniformity. IgE status, genetics, method of evaluation, selection criteria, frequency of rechallenge, and standards of reporting and study designs vary. Children with respiratory symptoms at onset, sensitization to multiple foods and initial sensitization to respiratory allergens carry a higher risk of a longer duration of disease.

The onset of CMA is related to antigen exposure. A cow\'s milk avoidance diet, once thought of as the only treatment for CMA, has recently been challenged by opposite theories on the basis of human and animal studies.

A family history of progression to atopic asthma, rhinitis, eczema, early respiratory symptoms with skin and/or gastrointestinal symptoms, or severe symptoms are considered risk factors for persistent CMA. A larger wheal diameter at SPT with fresh milk significantly correlates with CMA persistence. Levels of specific IgE, especially to casein, and antibody binding to other ingestant and inhalant allergens, have also been linked to longer duration of CMA. However, in a population of children with a family history of atopy, sensitivity toward food and inhalant allergens during the first year of life were predictive of atopic disease by the age of six. A smaller eliciting dose at oral food challenge also correlates with duration of CMA.

Low milk-specific IgE levels correlate with earlier onset of tolerance and a 99% reduction in specific IgE concentrations more than 12 months translates into a 94% likelihood of achieving tolerance to cow\'s milk protein within that period.

It has been proposed that tolerance of cow\'s milk protein correlates with reduced concentrations of IgE- and IgG-binding casein epitopes, and an involvement of tertiary or linear casein epitope structures has been hypothesized. However, the maintenance of tolerance in atopic patients is associated with persistently elevated milk-specific IgG4 antibody concentrations.

Introduction
------------

Pediatricians and allergists often have to face parents who are aware that CMA is not a lifelong condition and therefore wish to know how long CMA is likely to last. Adults who have been diagnosed with CMA are few and far between but the severity of disease is often more worrisome. Answering these legitimate questions implies practical acquaintance with CMA in both age groups regardless of prevention and treatment effect. Our actual knowledge of the natural history of CMA, however, remains hampered by the fragmentary epidemiology of risk and prognostic factors that is the flip side of our extensive clinical literature.

WHEN DOES CMA DEVELOP?
----------------------

Food-linked hypersensitivity disorders are likely to have followed the general trend of allergic disease.[@R1j] Commonly, symptoms of CMA are seen during the first 2 months of life.[@R2j; @R3j; @R4j] According to a Japanese multicenter trial, the prevalence of CMA among newborns is 0.21 and 0.35% amid extremely low birth weight preemies.[@R5j] CMA prevalence peaks during the first 12 months of life and tends to subside with age in a time frame that seems to differ from other food allergies.[@R6j; @R7j; @R8j; @R9j; @R10j] Thus, egg allergy follows more or less a similar pattern, with a mean duration of about 3 years,[@R11j; @R12j] in fish and nut allergy the duration of disease is not predictable, and there are reports of reactions recurring even after tolerance has been documented.[@R13j; @R14j; @R15j] Cross-sectional studies indicate that infancy is the period when most milk allergy develops and suggest that the most pediatric patients will "outgrow CMA."[@R16j]

The clinical symptoms of CMA follow a general age-related pattern, and infants allergic to cow\'s milk frequently develop an evolving pattern of allergic symptoms, the so-called "allergic march." This typical sequence begins with early sensitization to food allergens and progresses to atopic dermatitis and may go on to sensitization to inhalant allergens and asthma. Until recently, it seemed to provide a useful clinical model for describing the sequence of manifestations of the atopic phenotype. While it is still a useful paradigm for research and understanding the natural history of allergies, some findings have begun to cast doubts on the transition from manifestations of one organ-related allergy to another is actually sequential in terms of timing or dependent on diverse pathogenic mechanisms. Several trials have actually shown that different populations do not always display the same succession of allergic symptoms. The MAS study[@R7j] reported that a subgroup of children with earlier or more severe atopic dermatitis (AD) had a higher prevalence of early-onset bronchospasm compared with those with AD or mild AD (46.3% vs. 32.1% (*P* = 0.001). These children had a characteristic and distinct sensitization pattern, and by the age of 7 their respiratory function was significantly more severely affected than that of other children. These observations suggest the possibility that a different disease phenotype may be at work, in which the allergic march does not develop, since AD and asthma can coexist from the earliest expression of atopic disease. Similarly, in a cohort of English children, atopic phenotypes were divided into several groups: never atopic (68%), early atopic (4.3%), late atopic (11.2%), and chronic atopic (16.5%), based on skin prick tests performed at age 4 and 10.[@R17j] This again suggests that, at least in the chronic atopic group, the whole process may be set off quite early on (as suggested by the elevated IgE antibody levels found in cord blood from birth cohort patients) and persists over time, and the skin and airways are simultaneous organ targets. It is possible, therefore, that "chronic atopic" children with CMA develop a distinct clinical course consistent with a yet-to-be-described phenotype.

HOW LONG DOES CMA LAST?
-----------------------

The average time span from diagnosis to resolution of CMA is the best (albeit approximate) measure of duration of disease (when inferred from prospective studies). Birth cohorts from the general population and clinical studies of selected patients presenting for referral are our best data sources for this purpose. The results obtained from these 2 kinds of sources is practical for the purpose of describing natural history, but referred patients are likely to present for, or to have undergone, treatment in some form such as prevention measures, special diets or therapy course(s), and birth cohort studies are expensive to conduct and consequently rare.

In the earlier birth cohorts, CMA was estimated to run its course within 1 year.[@R18j] In these populations of children patients had grown out of their allergy at 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15 years of age in 56, 77, 87, 92, 92, and 97% of cases, respectively.[@R19j] Subsequent birth cohort studies reported a longer duration of disease with tolerance developing in 44% of cases at 1.6 and in 51% of cases within the 2 years after diagnosis.

Referral studies indicate that in most cases (80%) tolerance is achieved within 3 to 4 years,[@R20j; @R21j; @R22j] but results vary according to the method of follow-up. Methodologically speaking, an oral food challenge to assess both disease at entry and development of tolerance during follow-up provides gold-standard information. In a Finnish study, children with delayed reactions were found to develop tolerance sooner than those with immediate reactions (64, 92, and 96% compared with 31, 53 and 63%, respectively at study end point of 2, 3, and 4 years, respectively.[@R23j] Several studies report that among allergy clinic patients, 15% of children with IgE-mediated CMA were still allergic after 8.6 years whereas all children with non IgE-mediated disease reached tolerance earlier at an average of 5.0 years.[@R19j; @R23j; @R24j] In a cohort of pediatric patients referred to a tertiary center in Italy for DBPCFC to cow\'s milk, the median duration of CMA was 23 months while 23% of children acquired tolerance 13 months after diagnosis and 75% after 43 months.[@R22j]

In retrospective referral studies, the duration of CMA differs with settings. In a population of breast-fed infants less than 3 months presenting with CMA-linked allergic proctitis tolerance was achieved between the ages of 6 and 23 months.[@R25j] In an Israeli study, less than half of the children diagnosed with IgE-mediated CMA during the first 9 years of life outgrew it.[@R26j] A US study reported a duration of CMA far longer than that found in prospective studies, showing tolerance in only 54% of children after a median period of observation of 54 months, and that 80% of the children did not tolerate milk until 16 years of age.[@R27j] The authors acknowledged that several issues could lead to an overestimation of the duration of disease. Among them, children assumed to still have milk allergy could have had actually outgrown their allergy but had not undergone oral food challenge.

That the natural history of CMA appears to vary according to open or selective settings, IgE status, method of evaluation (open versus blinded experimental conditions) and frequency of rechallenge at follow-up, suggests that our understanding of the natural history of CMA remains fraught with procedural variability and requires further prospective studies of large unselected cohorts. Generalizing from these studies is further complicated by the adoption of different population selection criteria.[@R21j; @R23j; @R28j] Sometimes even the age of onset of symptoms is not reported.[@R24j] Overall, the diverse standards of reporting and the retrospective design of many of these studies provide information only for generating hypotheses about the natural history of CMA.[@R26j; @R27j]

Another possibly major influence on CMA outcomes for which there is a paucity of data are genetics. Children in whom respiratory symptoms develop at onset, with sensitization to multiple foods and initial sensitization to common respiratory allergens show a longer duration of disease.[@R22j] These results, echoing the findings of earlier epidemiological studies,[@R7j; @R17j] suggest that the influence of allergic phenotypes beyond immediate environmental factors may play a role in the onset of CMA. Taken together, these studies are consistent with the suspicion that the allergic march model might be applicable only in certain phenotypes rather than to all atopic individuals: in the case of CMA, there may be several different phenotypes that if identified, could lead to personalized medicine treatment strategies for different populations of atopic patients.

### What Factors Can Alter the Course of CMA?

The onset of CMA is related to antigen exposure, with an increasingly recognized role of costimulating molecules at the level of the antigen-presenting cells of the mucous membranes (see *Mechanisms*).[@R29j; @R30j] Milk allergy is the result of repeated exposure to a milk protein trigger and exclusion of this food, once identified, can prevent food allergy. Total exclusion of food allergens like peanut or milk, however, is difficult to obtain and repeated unintentional minor exposures via the cutaneous, respiratory or gastrointestinal barriers could be more likely to sensitize than providing larger quantities of the allergen by the oral route to induce tolerance. Animal studies have shown that, under certain circumstances, tolerance can develop via apoptosis on exposure to high antigen loads.[@R31j] Different studies have shown that the tendency of T-cells to become tolerant can be triggered by the ingestion of minimal quantities of the incriminated allergen.[@R32j; @R33j] The wide array of allergens that can be introduced in the diet is an obvious risk factor for developing allergy very early on, when the immune system is still functionally immature, and the jury is still out on whether early contact with potential antigen can modulate the response of the organism either way toward hyper-responsiveness or tolerance. Similarly, the impact of early or delayed introduction of solid foods on the development of allergy or CMA remains inconclusive.[@R34j] There is evidence that exposure to minute doses of milk in the neonatal period increases the likelihood of becoming sensitized to milk later in childhood[@R24j; @R35j] and exposure to residual amounts of cow\'s milk proteins is associated with the risk of longer duration of CMA.[@R36j]

### What Factors Predict the Duration of CMA?

A positive family history of atopic disease, clinical progression to asthma, rhinitis, and eczema,[@R37j] and early respiratory symptoms (asthma and rhinitis) with skin and/or gastrointestinal symptoms are considered risk factors for persistence through the involvement of several target organs and result in slower resolution of CMA[@R22j; @R27j] Severe symptoms reported at the time of diagnosis are consistent with worse prognosis for duration of disease.[@R22j; @R38j; @R39j; @R40j]

In one cohort study of pediatric referrals, a larger weal diameter at SPT with fresh milk was significantly correlated with the failure to achieve tolerance,[@R22j] although this has not been seen in all studies. All patients with CMA and a negative SPT at 1 year of life had developed tolerance by their third year of life. However, 25% of 1-year-old infants with a positive skin prick test were still allergic at the same time. Cosensitization assessed by skin and specific serum antibody tests with, in particular, beef, eggs, wheat, and soy were also predictive of longer duration, as were cosensitization to common inhalant allergens and high levels of cow\'s milk IgE antibodies identified at diagnosis and during the course of disease.

It has been reported that a reduction in milk-specific IgE levels correlates with the development of tolerance[@R23j] and that a 99% reduction in milk-specific IgE antibody concentrations more than 12 months translates into a 94% likelihood of achieving tolerance to cow\'s milk protein within that time span.[@R28j] Correspondingly, the time required to achieve tolerance to cow\'s milk protein can be predicted by the decrease in milk-specific IgE levels.[@R28j] However, other studies[@R41j] conclude that this predictability applies only in those patients with atopic dermatitis, while the milk-specific IgE antibody levels may be useful a the time of first diagnosis, they cannot be reliably used for predicting tolerance in the general milk-allergic population.

The eliciting dose at oral food challenge has also been found to correlate with duration of CMA. In one cohort study, the smaller the dose of cow\'s milk sufficient to trigger a positive reaction at diagnosis, the longer the disease appears to last.[@R22j]

The levels of cow\'s milk-specific IgE antibodies vary over time and this has also been linked with duration of CMA.[@R21j; @R27j; @R28j] As is the case with SPTs, the association between tolerance achievement and antibody concentrations should be considered (especially for casein) and for other food (such as beef, soy, eggs, and wheat)[@R22j; @R27j] and inhalant allergens.[@R22j] There is a significant correlation between initial IgE-antibody specific to the most common allergens and a delay in achieving tolerance to cow\'s milk protein, irrespective of family history. However, in a population of children with a family history of atopy, sensitivity toward common food and inhalant allergens during the first year of life were significant and predictive of developing atopic disease by the age of 6.[@R42j]

Sensitization to α-1 casein,[@R43j] β-casein, and κ-casein has been associated with persistent milk allergy regardless of the age of the patient with allergic symptoms related to cow\'s milk protein ingestion. Several studies have suggested that milk-allergic patients that generate IgE antibodies to large numbers of sequential epitopes have more persistent allergy than those who generate antibodies primarily to conformational epitopes. Whether tolerance of cow\'s milk protein is correlated with reduced concentrations of T-cell epitopes of casein in either IgE-[@R44j; @R45j] or non-IgE-mediated allergy is also unknown, although a different involvement of tertiary (IgE-mediated) or linear (non-IgE-mediated)[@R46j] casein epitope structure with a consequent shift in predominance to milk-specific IgA antibodies could be involved. However, the maintenance of tolerance in atopic patients is known to be associated with persistently elevated milk-specific IgG4 antibody concentrations.[@R47j] On the basis of these observations, it remains to be seen whether patients with CMA can be screened for these milk epitope-specific IgE antibodies, with a positive result indicating persistent allergy, age notwithstanding, and whether these parameters make clinical sense in various patient subsets as knowledge of the natural history of the disease increases.

SECTION 12: THE TREATMENT OF CMA ACCORDING TO PRECEDING GUIDELINES
==================================================================

The key principle in the treatment of cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) is the dietary elimination of cow\'s milk (CM) protein. During breast-feeding, and in children 2 years of age or older, a substitute formula may not be necessary. In nonbreastfed infants and in children less than 2 years, replacement with a substitute formula is mandatory. In this case, the choice of formula must take into account a series of considerations.

The following factors should be considered for the treatment of CMA:

1.  The elimination diet must be effective and complete. Some children may tolerate some baked products.

2.  Inhalation and skin contact should also be prevented.

3.  Consumers\' rights as to ingredients awareness should be reflected in adequate labeling legislation.

4.  Beef allergy implies milk allergy in most cases but the reverse is not generally true.

5.  All elimination diets should be nutritionally safe particularly in the first and the second semester of life.

6.  Dietary compliance should be closely monitored throughout.

7.  Periodical review through diagnostic challenge should be carried out to prevent unnecessarily prolonged elimination diets.

[Table 12-1](#T16){ref-type="table"} summarizes the recommendations made by international scientific societies, as well as several consensus documents on the treatment of CMA.
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As a food allergy, CM is not an exception to the general rule that "the management relies primarily on avoidance of exposure to the suspected or proven foods."[@R1k] Thus, the key principle in the treatment of CMA, irrespective of the clinical type, is the dietary elimination of CMP.

In breast-fed infants, and in children after 2 years of age, a substitute formula may not be necessary. In infants and children less than 2 years of age, replacement with a substitute formula is mandatory. In this case, the choice of formula must take into account a series of considerations (see GRADE evaluation). Basically, in all cases the factors to be considered are the after:

1.  To avoid untoward effects of persistent symptoms, elimination diet must be effective and complete.[@R2k] Thus, to inform the choices of parents, lists of acceptable foods and suitable substitutes must be provided with the help of a dietician.

2.  As CM proteins may be encountered in inhalant or contact forms, either of which are able to trigger severe reactions,[@R3k; @R4k; @R5k] such exposures must be monitored to avoid accidental exposure.

3.  As CM proteins may be accidentally ingested in food preparations, legislation ensuring that unambiguous labeling is clearly detailed for processed or prepackaged foods is needed worldwide.

4.  As cross-reactivity between CM proteins and beef is not the rule, avoidance of other bovine proteins should be evaluated on a case by case basis: while practically all children allergic to beef are allergic to milk,[@R6k] the opposite is not true.[@R7k]

5.  Particular attention must be paid to the prescription of a nutritionally safe diet. Low intake of energy, fat and protein has been reported in CMA children on cows\' milk-free diets.[@R8k] As cases of severe malnutrition have been reported in children treated with milk elimination for different reasons,[@R9k; @R10k; @R11k] this is not just a theoretical issue. Thus, CMA elimination diets need to be formally assessed for their nutritional adequacy with regard to protein, energy, calcium, vitamin D, and other micronutrient contents.

6.  Good quality alternative protein sources must be found, both from the allergy and the nutritional point if view. Particular attention must be paid to data assessing the nutritional safety of CM substitutes in vulnerable periods as the first[@R12k] and the second[@R13k] years of life.

7.  Compliance with dietetic advice should be verified throughout the therapeutic phase. In some cultural contexts, full compliance with elimination diets are not always feasible for CM,[@R14k] and alternative strategies used for children with severe CMA unable to avoid accidental exposures to CM have been based on this observation.[@R15k]

8.  When the diagnostic challenge indicates that the child is tolerating small doses of CM, complete milk avoidance may not always be required. Milk-limited diets, including limited, extensively heated milk have been reported not to induce acute milk-induced allergic reactions.[@R16k] Such an approach could provide a substantial improvement to the quality of life of milk-allergic individuals,[@R17k] but studies with baked-milk products are still in their early stages and it is premature to suggest this as a general recommendation.

9.  As the natural history shows that many CMA children outgrow their condition, a periodical re-evaluation of CM tolerance through diagnostic challenges is mandatory to prevent children with this condition from continuing unnecessary elimination diets.

[Table 12-1](#T16){ref-type="table"} reports the recommendations so far issued by official documents of international scientific societies[@R18k; @R19k; @R20k] and largely circulated consensuses on CMA treatment.[@R21k; @R22k] These are not the only documents in the field. National position papers and guidelines have been produced in Germany,[@R23k; @R24k] the Netherlands,[@R25k] Finland,[@R26k] and Argentina,[@R27k] reflecting general and local needs and visions. As the decision strategies in the management of CMA include locally changing issues (indicators of human well-being for the country, prevalence of the condition in that population, methods of diagnosis, local availability of formula, and their price, availability of potential milk substitutes differ from the products available worldwide, reimbursements by the healthcare providers), these documents are not only possible, but necessary.

SECTION 13: WHEN CAN MILK PROTEINS BE ELIMINATED FROM THE DIET WITHOUT SUBSTITUTING COW\'S MILK?
================================================================================================

Overview
--------

The simplest way to deal with cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) is avoidance of cow\'s milk proteins. A CM-based diet is necessary until 2 years of age. Before this time, a CM substitute of adequate nutritional value is necessary:

-   For breast-fed infants, mothers should been advised to continue breast-feeding while avoiding dairy products. The mother will require calcium supplements while on a dairy-free diet.

-   For nonbreastfed infants, available substitutes include extensively hydrolyzed cow\'s milk whey and/or casein formula, soy formula, soy and rice hydrolysates, and amino acid-based formula. The value of such formula is subjected to GRADE evaluation in the relevant sections. Alternative milks will not be GRADE-evaluated and can be used on an individual basis.

In either case, lists of acceptable foods and suitable substitutes congruent with national context and clinical setting must be drawn from various sources and adapted to the individual patient\'s needs and values.

It is DRACMA contention that all dietary interventions and avoidance strategies be re-evaluated with patients and their families on a yearly basis ideally through an oral food challenge carried out under medical supervision (see *Diagnosis* section). Convincing symptoms after accidental ingestion can be considered equivalent to positive oral food challenge and the follow-up procedure can be rescheduled accordingly.

Introduction
------------

Fully breast-fed infants and toddlers more than 2 years may not need to substitute cow\'s milk if an adequate supply of calcium (600--800 mg/day) is provided. From these patients\' perspective, avoidance means meeting obstacles unshared by their nonallergic peers, thereby curtailing their quality of life; from the physician\'s outlook, patient and parent education, encouraging compliance, and receptiveness in both patient and caregiver are the major didactic concerns. The cues for a successful avoidance phase result from a dialectical assessment of these competing factors in concert with all parties concerned.

PRESCRIBING AN EFFECTIVE DIET
-----------------------------

A successful avoidance strategy planned with the patient\'s family rests on achieving the absolute avoidance of contact with cow\'s milk proteins. For breast-fed infants, this entails to provide mothers with the advice to continue breast-feeding while avoiding dairy products altogether.[@R1l] Milk proteins are found in breast milk and may cause adverse reactions during exclusive breast-feeding in sensitized infants.[@R2l] The mother will also require calcium supplements (1000 mg/day divided into several doses) while after a milk-free diet.

For the nonbreastfed infants, a substitute formula will be proposed. Current guidelines define a therapeutic formula as one that is tolerated by at least 90% (with 95% CI) of CMPA infants.[@R3l] These criteria are met by some extensively hydrolyzed cow\'s milk whey and/or casein formula, soy and rice hydrolysates, and by amino acid-based formula (AAF). To maximize the diagnostic significance of the elimination phase, the least allergenic substitute should be proposed. Children may react to residual allergens in eHF, with a risk of failure up to 10% of children with CMA.[@R4l] The residual allergens in eHF account for failure of therapy in this setting,[@R5l] and such formula are more likely to produce gastrointestinal and other non-IgE-associated manifestations compared with AAF.[@R6l; @R7l] However, immediate reactions have also been reported in connection with eHF treatment.[@R8l] In such cases, clinicians should consider either rice hydrolyzed formula (HRF) or AAF, the safety of which is well documented[@R9l; @R10l] and that provide adequate nutrition,[@R8l; @R11l] promote weight gain, and foster growth.

Planning a dietary regimen avoiding all cow\'s milk proteins from dairy or processed food products for these infants and children is a collaborative consensus between scientific societies, primary care physicians and caregivers that goes beyond office procedures. For infant foods in particular, lists of acceptable foods and suitable substitutes congruent with national context and clinical setting must be drawn from various sources and adapted to the individual patient\'s needs and values.[@R12l] A dietician can be of help and specific lists are available to inform the everyday choices of parents and patients. For children and adolescents, who are major consumers of prepackaged industrially processed foods, recognizing the danger signals can be more difficult than in adult populations. Inadvertent milk contamination is difficult and costly to consistently eliminate from the food chain and, for infants and children, good quality alternative protein sources must be found that are also attractive. To compound the problem, milk allergen inhalant, ingestant, or skin contact forms are all liable to trigger severe reactions.[@R13l; @R14l]

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE
---------------------------------

In an effort to meet the needs of food allergic patients, regulators have come up with legislation ensuring that unambiguous labeling for the main categories of food allergens is clearly detailed for processed or prepackaged foods. Since 2005 (after the review of a labeling directive issued in September 2001 by the European Union), 12 foods, including dairy milk, are required to seem as disclosure of content on the label of all processed or prepackaged foods. Similar legislation is in effect in the US, where the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act provides that all milk products require an ingredient statement. Thus, hidden allergens previously not requiring labeling because found in ingredients/additives exempt from specific indication (ie, colors and flavorings, etc.) must now be disclosed.

On both the sides of Atlantic, however, these regulatory efforts have raised the concern of a labeling overkill, which could restrict even further the range of potentially safe choices for allergic consumers. The threshold concept, on which avoidance should be objectively predicated is elusive and the issue of eliciting dose, either for diagnosis or for real-life situations is likely to rely on individual intrinsic and extrinsic factors.[@R15l] Current legislation does not enforce disclosure of potential contaminants, but many manufacturers include a "may contain . . ." warning of hypothetical contamination during food processing to ward off litigation. Even in the case of contaminants, blanket eliminations should be avoided if one is to maintain a wide range of food options especially with the cow\'s milk allergic consumer in mind. A case in point is lactose, which textbooks,[@R16l] reviews,[@R17l] and position papers[@R18l; @R19l] single out as a possible cause of adverse reactions in children with CMA. The literature does not report a single case of an adverse reaction to lactose ingestion among children with CMA, and a prospective study of the allergenicity of whey-derived lactose investigated by serology and DBPCFC did not document such reactions.[@R20l] Thus, even if lactose ingestion may per se carry risks of cow\'s milk protein contamination (as seen from incidents after inhalation of lactose-containing drugs[@R21l]), the total elimination of lactose from the diet of children with CMA is not warranted. Some of the products intended for use by milk-allergic children may contain lactose.[@R22l]

AWARENESS OF CROSS-REACTIVE FOODS
---------------------------------

While the need for casual contact avoidance is easy enough to grasp, this is not the case with the phenomenon of cross-reactivity among seemingly unrelated food families where cultural habits interfere. Multiple food allergies are actually rare in the general population and oral food challenge confirms allergy to no more than one or 2 foods, while a dozen foods or so account for most food-induced hypersensitivities.[@R23l] It follows that, as extensive elimination diets are seldom necessary, so are avoidance strategies based on presumed cross-reactions between different proteins.[@R24l] In the context of CMA, a case in point is beef, as dairy products and meat contain common antigenic protein[@R25l] and cross-reactivity could be alleged in favor of elimination because of amino acid sequence homology.[@R26l] Nutritionally and economically, dairy products and beef are important protein sources in the western diet (30 kg of beef per person are consumed in the US annually[@R27l]) but CMA is more frequent than hypersensitivity to beef, with point prevalence of 10% in one study of children with CMA.[@R28l] While almost all children allergic to beef are also allergic to milk,[@R29l] industrial treatment, more than home cooking, may modify the allergic reactivity of this meat in beef-sensitive children,[@R30l] thus making industrially freeze-dried or homogenized beef safe alternatives to butcher\'s meat cooked at home. Thus, total avoidance of beef by all cow\'s milk-allergic children is not justified. In this setting, an allergist\'s evaluation of cross-sensitization makes sense during the diagnostic work-up of CMA.

PRESCRIBING A NUTRITIONALLY ADEQUATE DIET
-----------------------------------------

Formulating the diet of infants and children during the CMA work-up requires a careful evaluation of all nutritional aspects and requirements on a strictly individual patient basis. There has long been a consensus is in the food allergy literature that "extensive \[elimination\] diets should be used as a diagnostic tool only for a short period of time"[@R31l] and that "it is crucial to provide a balanced diet which contains sufficient proteins, calories, trace elements, and vitamins."[@R32l] This is particularly relevant for infants with CMA, since their nutritional requirements demand a balanced calorie-protein ratio, amino-acid composition and an adequate calcium source.[@R33l] Ignoring these principles can lead to inappropriate diets, sometimes with dramatic effects.[@R34l] As far as cow\'s milk substitutes are concerned, studies demonstrating their nutritional safety even in the first[@R35l] and the second[@R36l] semester of life are part of the body of evidence underlying the consensus treatment of CMA.

COMPLIANCE WITH AVOIDANCE MEASURES
----------------------------------

A Dutch study of children who had followed an avoidance diet from birth for primary prevention of CMA has brought into question the very feasibility of enforcing absolute compliance.[@R37l] The main lessons to be drawn for diagnostic diets from such a study include the difficulty of enforcement and the need for epidemiological and clinical studies on compliance breakdown in the context of CMA.

PERIODIC RE-EVALUATION OF CMA
-----------------------------

As a prognostic index is currently lacking, remission of CMA should be periodically reviewed (see *Natural history* section). It is the consensus of this panel that all dietary interventions and avoidance strategies should be re-evaluated with patients and their families on a yearly basis. In practice, this reappraisal takes the form of an oral food challenge under medical supervision (see *Diagnosis* section). Challenges may be carried out earlier if inadvertent cow\'s milk ingestion without symptoms is reported. Convincing symptoms after accidental ingestion can be considered equivalent to positive oral food challenge and the follow-up procedure can be rescheduled accordingly.

SECTION 14: GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING A REPLACEMENT FORMULA
=========================================================

INTRODUCTION
------------

Treating cow\'s milk allergy (CMA) entails a nutritional risk, as milk is a staple food in particular for children less than 2 years of age. When a replacement formula is needed, the allergist can avail themselves with different types of formula:

1.  Amino acid formula (AAF)

2.  Extensively hydrolyzed formula of cow\'s milk proteins (eHF)

3.  Soy formula (SF)

4.  Rice extensively hydrolyzed formula (RHF)

5.  Soy hydrolyzed formula (SHE)

6.  Other mammal\'s milks.

After an evaluation of the literature, the DRACMA panel decided to commend to the GRADE specialists the analysis of the formula 1--4. For SHF and other mammal\'s milks, it was decided not to go into similar analysis given the paucity of information. DRACMA will deal with mammal\'s milks in section 13. Thus, this section reports the guidelines for the use of AAF, eHF, SF, and RHF as replacement formula in infants confirmed to have CMA. After the complete evaluation of randomized trials, 1,579 of which were screened ([Fig. 14-1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the panel asked the GRADE group to analyze also the observational studies. For this analysis, 2,954 studies were assessed ([Fig. 14-2](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This supplementary investigation did not change the recommendations.
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QUESTION 7
----------

Should amino acid formula, extensively hydrolyzed whey or casein formula, soy formula or rice formula be used in children with IgE-mediated CMA?

*Population:* children with CMA

Interventions (management options):

1.  Amino acid-based formula

2.  Extensively hydrolyzed whey or casein formula

3.  Soy formula

4.  Rice extensively hydrolyzed formula

###### 

Outcomes of Interest, Question 7
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### Summary of Findings

#### Systematic Reviews

One systematic review assessed the efficacy of amino acid-based formulas in relieving the symptoms of cow\'s milk allergy.[@R1m] We could not use this review to directly inform these recommendations since it did not assess the methodological quality of included studies, did not combine the results of individual studies, and included studies done in children without confirmed CMA.[@R2m; @R3m] We assessed all the studies identified in this review and used those that met our prespecified criteria (see description of individual studies below). We identified one additional randomized trial of amino acid versus extensively hydrolyzed formula[@R4m] that appeared after Hill and colleagues\' review was published.[@R1m]

We did not identify any systematic review assessing the relative benefits and downsides of using extensively hydrolyzed formula compared with soy formula or rice formula or comparing soy to rice formula in children with CMA.

#### Individual Studies

Altogether we identified 3 randomized trials comparing amino acid-based formula to an extensively hydrolyzed whey formulas.[@R4m; @R5m; @R6m] All studies used Neocate (SHS International) amino acid-based formula and 3 different whey hydrolyzed formulas: Peptidi-Nutteli (Valio),[@R5m; @R6m] Alfare (Nestlé),[@R6m] and Althera (Nestlé).[@R4m] All studies had methodological limitations, none reported a method of randomization, concealment of allocation, and only one reported blinding (it was not blinded and only results of per protocol analysis were reported). Studies did not measure or report most outcomes of interest (see evidence profile [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"}).

We also identified 2 randomized short-term food challenge trials that compared amino acid-based formula to extensively hydrolyzed casein formula[@R7m; @R8m] and to soy formula.[@R7m] Sampson and colleagues enrolled 28 children (aged 11 months to 12 years) with confirmed CMA and allergy to several other foods.[@R8m] Children were challenged with an amino acid formula (Neocate) and an extensively hydrolyzed casein formula (Nutramigen). There were no reactions during the challenge with amino acid formula and one child reacted to extensively hydrolyzed formula with vomiting, erythema, rhinitis, laryngeal edema, and wheezing. Caffarelli and colleagues enrolled twenty children (aged 11 months to 9 years) with confirmed CMA fed with soy formula with no symptoms.[@R7m] This study suffered from major limitations with 20% of children not being challenged with extensively hydrolyzed formula and 50% not being challenged with amino acid formula. Two children challenged with amino acid formula developed a delayed eczema, one child receiving extensively hydrolyzed casein formula had immediate diarrhea, and 3 children challenged with extensively hydrolyzed whey formula developed symptoms of allergy: vomiting and diarrhea (one), urticaria (one), and delayed eczema (one).

No study using amino acid formula reported laryngeal edema, severe asthma, anaphylaxis, enteropathy, or entero/proctocolitis. No study measured protein and nutrients deficiency, and quality of life of both children and parents. We did not identify any study comparing amino acid-based formula to soy formula or rice hydrolysate.

We identified 2 studies that compared extensively hydrolyzed cow\'s milk formula to soy formula[@R9m; @R10m]. Extensively hydrolyzed formulas used were Nutramigen regular (Mead Johnson)[@R9m] and Peptidi-Tutteli (Valio)[@R10m] and the soy formulas were Isomil-2 (Ross Abbott)[@R9m] and Soija Tutteli (Valio).[@R10m] All studies had methodological limitations, none reported a method of randomization, concealment of allocation, and they were not blinded. In one study only results of per protocol analysis were reported.[@R9m] Most outcomes of interest did not occur in the studies (see evidence profile, Table A3-3 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"}).

Only one randomized trial compared extensively hydrolyzed formula to rice formula.[@R9m] A extensively hydrolyzed rice formula used in one study was Risolac (Heinz) (see evidence profile, Table A3-2 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"}).

We found 2 randomized trials comparing soy formula to rice formula published by the same group of investigators, one was the abovementioned study by Agostoni and colleagues[@R9m] and the other was a study by D\'Auria and colleagues[@R11m] (see evidence profile, Table A3-4 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"}).

Because the information from randomized trials was sparse, we searched for observational studies with an independent control group that compared different formula in children with cow\'s milk allergy. We identified 5 observational studies.[@R12m; @R13m; @R14m; @R15m; @R16m] Two of them reported comparing different extensively hydrolyzed milk formula only.[@R12m; @R15m] One study described 51 children with immediate allergic reactions to cow\'s milk protein in whom extensively hydrolyzed milk, soy or amino acid formula were used.[@R13m] The formula were selected by the clinician and the selection was not described. Allergic reaction to selected formula was observed in 3 of the 8 children receiving extensively hydrolyzed milk formula, and none of the children receiving either soy (29 children) or amino acid formula (6 children). Another study described a cohort of 25 children "sensitized to cow\'s milk proteins" (authors did not report the criteria for diagnosis) that received either soy formula or extensively hydrolyzed casein formula for 12 months.[@R14m] Authors measured body height, mass and upper arm circumference and found no difference between the groups. The third study described 58 children with atopic eczema and CMA, who received a rice hydrolysate formula, soy formula or an extensively hydrolyzed casein formula.[@R16m] The choice of the formula was reported as being "based on allergometric tests, clinical features at the beginning of the diet and age." Authors measured weight of the children and observed no difference in the weight-for-age z-score among the groups.

### Amino Acid Formula Versus Extensively Hydrolyzed Whey or Casein Formula

(Table A3-1 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"})

### Benefits

In children with atopic eczema extensively hydrolyzed whey formula had similar impact on the severity of eczema compared with amino acid-based formula (mean difference in SCORAD score: 1.39 point higher; 95% CI: 1.08 lower to 3.86 higher). Growth, as measured by relative length and weight, were similar in both groups, although the results were imprecise (see evidence profile, Table A3-1 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"}).

### Downsides

Vomiting was noted in fewer children receiving extensively hydrolyzed whey formula compared with amino acid formula (relative risk: 0.12 \[95% CI: 0.02--0.88\]; risk difference: 235 fewer per 1000 \[from 32 fewer to 261 fewer\]), however, this estimate is based on 9 events only. One study estimated the cost treatment. The use of extensively hydrolyzed whey formula was associated with direct cost of €149 per child per month and amino acid formula €318 per child per month (difference: €169 less per child per month). However, this estimate can only serve as a rough guide for decisions in other settings. Direct cost measured in one country and jurisdiction at some point in time will likely not be applicable to different settings. Direct cost may be estimated considering that the children in the study (mean age 8 months) consumed about 600 mL (±200) of formula daily.

### Conclusions

Net clinical benefit of substituting cow\'s milk with amino acid formula compared with extensively hydrolyzed whey formula is uncertain. Most outcomes of interest were not measured in clinical studies and the estimates of outcomes that were measured are very imprecise. The direct cost of amino acid formula is higher than extensively hydrolyzed whey formula. There is no information from controlled clinical studies about the relative benefits and downsides of using amino acid formula compared with soy or rice formula.[@R1m] Further research, if done, will have important impact on this recommendation.

### Extensively Hydrolyzed Whey or Casein Formula Versus Soy Formula

### Benefits

Growth, as measured by length and weight for age z-score, were similar in both groups, although there was a trend toward improved growth in the group receiving extensively hydrolyzed formula compared with soy formula (length for age z-score -- mean difference: 0.27 SD higher; 95% CI: 0.19 lower to 0.73 higher, and weight for age z-score, mean difference: 0.23 SD higher; 95% CI: 0.01--0.45 higher). However, the results were again imprecise and it is not certain to what extent these measures of child\'s growth relate to outcomes that are important to patients.

### Downsides

Fewer children with CMA experienced allergic reaction to extensively hydrolyzed formula than to soy formula (relative risk: 0.18; 95% CI: 0.05--0.71) and developed secondary sensitization confirmed by the presence of specific IgE in serum (relative risk: 0.14; 95% CI: 0.03--0.76). However, very few events occurred in both groups, thus the results are imprecise.

Quality of life was not measured in these studies, but investigators recorded "acceptance" of a formula.[@R9m] All 37 children receiving soy formula accepted it well, but 4 of 35 children receiving extensively hydrolyzed formula accepted it poorly (relative risk: 0.89; 95% CI: 0.75--1.02).

### Conclusions

Net clinical benefit of substituting cow\'s milk with extensively hydrolyzed formula compared with soy formula is uncertain. Most outcomes of interest were not measured in clinical trials and the estimates of the outcomes that were measured are very imprecise. Further research, if done, will have important impact on this recommendation.

### Extensively Hydrolyzed Whey or Casein Formula Versus Extensively Hydrolyzed Rice Formula

(Table A3-2 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"})

### Benefits

Growth, as measured by length and weight for age z-score, was similar in the group receiving extensively hydrolyzed casein formula compared with hydrolyzed rice formula (length for age z-score, mean difference: 0.33 SD higher; 95% CI: 0.13 lower to 0.79 higher, and weight for age z-score; mean difference: 0.04 SD higher; 95% CI: 0.53 lower to 0.45 higher). The results were imprecise and it is not certain to what extent these measures of child\'s growth relate to outcomes that are important to patients.

### Downsides

No allergic reaction to extensively hydrolyzed formula or to rice formula occurred in this study.[@R9m] Acceptance of extensively hydrolyzed whey formula and extensively hydrolyzed rice formula was similar (relative benefit: RR 1.06; 95% CI: 0.86--1.32), but the results were very imprecise not excluding appreciable benefit or appreciable harm. Hydrolyzed rice formulas are not available in many countries.

### Conclusions

Net clinical benefit of substituting cow\'s milk with extensively hydrolyzed formula compared with rice formula is uncertain. Only one relatively small randomized trial is available that did not report most outcomes of interest and the estimates of the outcomes that were measured are very imprecise. Further research, if done, will have important impact on this recommendation.

### Soy Formula Versus Extensively Hydrolyzed Rice Formula

(Table A3-4 in [Appendix 3](#A3){ref-type="app"})

### Benefits

There was no apparent difference in length and weight for age z-scores between children receiving soy formula compared with rice formula (length for age z-score, mean difference: 0.33 SD higher; 95% CI: 0.13 lower to 0.79 higher, and weight for age z-score, mean difference: 0.04 SD lower; 95% CI: 0.53--0.45 higher). In a study that enrolled children with atopic eczema its severity was similar in both groups both at baseline and at the end of the study, but 11/16 children had SCORAD scores \<20 at baseline.[@R9m; @R11m]

### Downsides

Fewer children with CMA experienced allergic reaction to hydrolyzed rice formula that to soy formula (0/43 versus 5/44; relative risk: 0.08; 95% CI: 0.00--1.52). However, very few events occurred, thus the results are imprecise.

### Conclusions

Net clinical benefit of substituting cow\'s milk with soy formula compared with extensively hydrolyzed rice formula is unknown. Most outcomes of interest were not measured and the estimates of the outcomes that were measured are very imprecise. The guideline panel felt that any recommendation is not warranted until further research is done comparing the effects of using a soy formula versus a hydrolyzed rice formula.

### Summary for Research

There is a need for rigorously designed and executed randomized trials comparing different types of formula used long-term (as opposed to single-dose challenge) in patients with cow\'s milk allergy that would measure and properly report[@R17m; @R18m] patient-important outcomes and adverse effects.

### Clinical Recommendations, Question 7

### Recommendation 7.1

In children with IgE-mediated CMA at high risk of anaphylactic reactions (prior history of anaphylaxis and currently not using extensively hydrolyzed milk formula), we suggest amino acid formula rather than extensively hydrolyzed milk formula (conditional recommendation/very low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding possible anaphylactic reactions and a lower value on avoiding the direct cost of amino acid formula in settings where the cost of amino acid formulas is high.

#### Remarks

In controlled settings a trial feeding with an extensively hydrolyzed milk formula may be appropriate.

### Recommendation 7.2

In children with IgE-mediated CMA at low risk of anaphylactic reactions (no prior history of anaphylaxis or currently on extensively hydrolyzed milk formula), we suggest extensively hydrolyzed milk formula over amino acid formula (conditional recommendation/very low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding the direct cost of amino acid formula in settings where the cost of amino acid formula is high. In settings where the cost of amino acid formula is lower the use of amino acid formula may be equally reasonable.

#### Remarks

Extensively hydrolyzed milk formula should be tested in clinical studies before being used.[@R19m] If a new formula is introduced, one should carefully monitor if any adverse reactions develop after first administration.

### Recommendation 7.3

In children with IgE-mediated CMA, we suggest extensively hydrolyzed milk formula rather than soy formula (conditional recommendation/very low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding adverse reactions to soy formula, and a relatively low value on an inferior acceptance of the extensively hydrolyzed formula and resource utilization. In settings where relative importance of resource expenditure is lower an alternative choice may be equally reasonable.

#### Remarks

Soy should not be used in first 6 months of life, because of nutritional risks.

### Recommendation 7.4

In children with IgE-mediated CMA, we suggest extensively hydrolyzed milk formula rather than extensively hydrolyzed rice formula (conditional recommendation/very low quality evidence).

#### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on wide availability of extensively hydrolyzed milk formula relative to hydrolyzed rice formula.

### Recommendation 7.5

We suggest that more well designed and executed randomized trials comparing soy formula to extensively hydrolyzed rice formula are performed in patients suspected of IgE-mediated CMA.

#### Remarks

There is very sparse evidence suggesting possible benefit from using extensively hydrolyzed formula compared with soy formula, but more research is needed to confirm these observations.

SECTION 15: MILKS FROM DIFFERENT ANIMALS FOR SUBSTITUTING COW\'S MILK
=====================================================================

Overview
--------

The milks of goat, ewe, mare, donkey, or camel or formulas based on lamb or chicken, where available, have been proposed as substitutes in the management of CMA in infants and children. The nutritional value of a milk substitute must be taken into account less than 2 years of life when a substitute is needed. As human milk composition differs both in component ratios and structure from other milks, the composition of infant formula should serve to meet the particular nutritional requirements and to promote normal growth and development of the infants for whom they are intended. This is valid also for other milks, which are not currently fulfilling all human infants\' nutritional requirements.

The DRACMA panel reviewed the literature on the tolerance of mammalian milks on the light of the existing cross-reactivity between mammalian proteins. The after clinical questions were asked for each milk considered in this section:

1.  a\. Is it tolerated by children with CMA?

2.  b\. How many children with CMA immediately react after ingestion?

3.  c\. How many children with CMA experience a delayed reaction after ingestion?

4.  d\. What about children with multiple food allergies?

5.  e\. Is it nutritionally safe?

6.  f\. Is it affordable?

7.  g\. Is it palatable?

Most of these questions have currently no answer for individual milks. It was concluded that the lack of suitable formulations for infant nutrition limits the use of alternative milks before the third year of life, when most children have outgrown their allergy, and where it persists, a substitute for CM is no longer needed. In particular, there is a consensus that:

1.  In the developed world, other milks could be considered only in the impossibility to use another formula (eHF, SF, HRF, HSF, AAF) for a valid clinical reason.

2.  The option of another milk rather than another formula should be weighed against allergy, clinical and nutritional considerations on an individual basis.

3.  Goat\'s, ewe\'s and buffalo\'s milks should not be used for the treatment of CMA, as they can expose patients to severe reactions.

4.  Camel\'s milk can be considered a valid substitute for children after 2 years.

5.  Equine milks can be considered as valid CM substitutes, in particular (but not exclusively) for children with delayed-onset CMA.

Introduction
------------

Milks from different animals (the goat, ewe, mare, donkey, or camel) or formulas based on lamb or chicken have been widely marketed as substitutes for CM in the management of CMA in infants and children. The substitute source reflects local culture, availability and costs but a comprehensive survey of substitutes for children with CMA is currently lacking. As described in CM Allergen section, cross-reactivity between mammalian proteins is in part explained by bovine taxonomy ([Table 15-1](#T17){ref-type="table"}), with similarities and differences:

###### 

Mammalian Taxonomy: Milk Protein Composition and Homology[@R5n]
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1.  Human milk composition differs both in component ratios and structure from other milks.

2.  The protein content of human milk is lower than that of ruminant dairy animals: cow, buffalo, yak, camel, goat, sheep, reindeer, but is closer to that of donkey\'s and mare\'s milk.[@R1n]

3.  Human milk does not contain beta-lactoglobulin (BLG), one of the major allergens in cow milk, similarly to camel\'s and dromedary\'s milks.[@R2n]

4.  BLG is a major whey protein of cow\'s, buffalo\'s, sheep\'s, goat\'s, mare\'s, and donkey\'s milks.

5.  The proportion of casein within the total protein fraction is lower in whole human milk, serum proteins are higher than in cow\'s, buffalo\'s, and ewe\'s milks and more similar to donkey\'s and mare\'s milks.

6.  The ratio of casein to whey protein is very similar among Bovidae (between 70:30 and 80:20).

7.  Mare\'s and donkey\'s milks have a lower total protein content (similar to human milk) and a lower casein-to-whey protein ratio.

8.  There is substantial homology between cow\'s, ewe\'s, or goat\'s milks protein fractions.

9.  There is less structural similarity with the milk from swine, equines and camelids, and human milk.[@R3n]

10. Human milk, camel\'s and dromedary\'s milks do not contain beta-lactoglobulin.

[Table 15-1](#T17){ref-type="table"} also shows the percentage of homology between individual CM protein and those from other animal species, including humans. Data were obtained from the Expasy Website, using the SIM alignment tool for protein sequences.[@R4n]

The use of other milks to manage CMA in children has been widely discussed. While there has been no significant breakthrough showing the efficacy of this dietary approach, it has been suggested that certain milks could benefit patients. This body of research has been reviewed by the Panel, using a search strategy similar to that described in the GRADE approach to milk substitutes and essentially aimed at the after clinical questions for each milk:

1.  a\. Is it tolerated by children with CMA?

2.  b\. How many children with CMA immediately react to ingestion?

3.  c\. How many children with CMA experience a delayed reaction to ingestion?

4.  d\. What about children with multiple food allergies?

5.  e\. Is it nutritionally safe?

6.  f\. Is it affordable?

7.  g\. Is it palatable?

Most of these questions have currently no answer for individual milks as there is a paucity of research in this particular field.

Goat\'s and Ewe\'s Milks
------------------------

The most frequently suggested alternative to CM is goat\'s milk, although evidence of its tolerability is reported by only a few clinical studies. Goat\'s milk is in widespread use in Mediterranean and Middle Eastern countries, in Australia, New Zealand, and Taiwan.[@R6n] Similarly to CM, goat\'s milk is not suitable for infant use unless modified and fortified to meet infant formula regulations. In Australia and New Zealand, where the economical aspects of prescription have been surveyed, goat\'s milk is available at a cost which is similar to that of soy formulas, while both are typically 20--50% more expensive than standard cow milk-based formula. In New Zealand, the use of goat\'s milk now exceeds the use of soy-based formulas and comprises ∼5% of infant formula purchased.

It has been surmised that goat\'s milk could be less allergenic than CM because of its lower alpha-casein content.[@R7n] Alpha-casein may act as a carrier for other CM allergens such as beta-lactoglobulin, which is tightly linked to casein micelles and therefore more difficult to digest. The lower alpha-casein content of goat\'s milk might allow a better digestion of beta-lactoglobulin and other allergens.[@R8n] In a murine model of food allergy, goat\'s milk given as a first source of protein after weaning was found less immunogenic than CM in pups in which it induced a weaker T~H~2-biased response.[@R9n]

A 1997 clinical trial in France found that many children with CM allergy tolerated goat\'s milk for periods ranging from 8 days to 1 year,[@R10n] but several studies have since demonstrated that subjects with IgE-mediated CMA do not tolerate goat\'s and sheep\'s milk to this extent.[@R6n; @R11n] As 95% of children with CMA react to goat\'s milk, it has been suggested that a warning on the lack of safety of goat\'s milk for children with CMA should feature on the label of goat\'s milk formulas to prevent severe allergic reactions in infants with CMA.[@R6n] Such reasonable suggestion remains to be complied with even in the parts of the world covered by labeling legislation. In one study of children with atopic dermatitis and IgE-mediated CMA which documented delayed reactions and excluded children with soy allergy, it was reported that goat\'s milk was tolerated by most of these patients.[@R12n] Furthermore, selective allergy to caprine or ovine, but not to bovine, milk has also been reported in patients with severe allergic reactions.[@R13n; @R14n; @R15n; @R16n; @R17n; @R18n] The cross-reactivity between goat\'s and ewe\'s milk is incontrovertible.[@R19n] Allergy to ewe\'s milk can also evolve into allergy to CM.[@R20n]

From a nutritional point of view, the literature is almost silent. A major concern is the protein content, which is higher in goat\'s and ewe\'s milks than in human milk ([Table 15-2](#T18){ref-type="table"}). This could determine an excessive solute renal load.[@R21n] Goat\'s milk lacks vitamins B12 and B9 and must thus be enriched with these vitamins.[@R22n]

###### 

Protein Content of Different Milks (in g/100 mL)
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Data from a Malagasy report document that among malnourished children aged 1--5 years fed high-energy formulations made from goat\'s or CM weight gain does not differ between the 2 groups.[@R23n] Similarly, a study from New-Zealand shows that adequate grow this reached within the first semester in infants who are fed goat\'s milk.[@R4n]

No data are available on the palatability of goat\'s milk, but it is reasonable to expect that it is better than that of eHF, HSF, and HRF. Costs also vary, given that a global market for goat\'s milk does not exist.

Camel\'s Milk
-------------

In many parts of the world (North-East Africa,[@R2n] the Middle East,[@R24n] the Arabic Peninsula, and China[@R25n]), camel\'s and dromedary\'s milks are used as human milk substitutes for bottle-fed infants.

Camel milk contains only 2% fat, consisting mainly of polyunsaturated fatty acids, and is rich in trace elements.[@R26n] Its protein composition makes it a possible alternative to CM for allergic subjects because of the low sequence homology of its protein fraction with that of CM and its lack of BLG.[@R27n]

Tolerance of camel milk has been anecdotally reported in a limited case series of children suffering from severe, not challenge-confirmed, CMA with immediate and delayed symptoms.[@R28n]

No comparative data are available on the palatability of camel\'s milk, but it is also reasonable to expect it to taste better than eHF, HSF, and HRF. In large geographical area of the world, camel\'s milk is used for the production of dairy and baked products, and an ingredient of prepackaged processed foods and there is a market for camel\'s and dromedary\'s milks.

Mare\'s and Donkey\'s Milks
---------------------------

Mare\'s and donkey\'s milks have a composition closer to human\'s than CM.[@R29n; @R30n] Their low protein content (1.3--2.8 g/100 mL) does not carry the risk of an excessive solute renal load. The protein fraction is rich in whey proteins (35--50%). Its Ca/P ratio of 1.7, which is close to the optimal value for calcium absorption and metabolism.[@R31n] Mare\'s milk also contains large amounts of linoleic and linolenic acids.

Because of differences between the amino acid sequences of bovine and equine proteins, the epitopes relevant for IgE binding to CM are different or completely lacking and cross reactivity between equine and bovine milks is low (see *Allergens*). This explains why the use of mare\'s milk has proved useful for some patients. In a group of 25 children with severe IgE-mediated CMA, only one tested positive at DBPCFC with mare\'s milk.[@R32n] Thus, although appropriate modification in chemical composition and hygiene controls are necessary, equine milks are a possible alternative cows\' milk substitute in CMA.

Donkey\'s milk is similar to mare\'s milk in composition and is easily available in some Mediterranean countries. Studies on its allergenicity and tolerability among patients with gastrointestinal symptoms concluded that this is a possible CM substitute in the dietary management of these delayed-onset, IgE and non-IgE mediated conditions.[@R33n; @R34n] In exquisite-contact acquired IgE-mediated CMA, an 82.6% tolerance of CM was reported in a cohort of children with CMA with heterogeneous symptoms.[@R35n] In this particular study, 21.2% of children with immediate CMA reacted to donkey\'s milk. Thus, the risk of potential cross-reactivity between cow\'s and donkey\'s milk proteins is far from theoretical, suggesting that more in vivo and in vitro studies are required before this milk can be recommended in this setting.[@R36n] In a population of children with atopic dermatitis and mild CMA most of whom tolerated goat\'s milk, donkey\'s milk was also tolerated by 88% of children (excluding those with immediate symptoms).[@R12n]

Sow\'s, Yak\'s, and Reindeer CMs
--------------------------------

The milks of these 3 species are probably only locally consumed, and the literature on the topic is non medical. However, an Israeli study suggested allergy to artiodactyls and ruminants such as cow, sheep, and goat to be because of the "kosher epitope." Patients allergic to CM tested positive to skin prick test with goat\'s, buffalo\'s, and deer\'s milk, but only one-fifth tested positive to sow\'s milk and 25% to camel\'s milk.[@R37n] Interestingly, although reindeer is also considered a ruminant only partial cross-reactivity exists between cow\'s and reindeer cow\'s milks BLG.[@R38n]

CONCLUSIONS
-----------

In the opinion of the DRACMA Panel, the types and methods of current studies on the use of other milks for the dietary management of CMA does not warrant a GRADE evaluation. So far, the lack of nutritionally suitable formulations for infant use limits alternative milk prescription before the second year of life, when most children have outgrown their allergy, and when it persists, substituting CM is no longer an issue. However, there was a consensus that:

1.  a\. In the developed world, other milks can never constitute the treatment of choice for CMA. They may be considered only in the impossibility to use another formula (eHF, SF, HRF, HSF, AAF) for a valid clinical reason. The use of alternative milks remains an option for convenience, religious or economical considerations provided parental guidance is provided.

2.  b\. The option of an alternative milk rather than formula should always be weighed against allergy, clinical, and nutritional status and expectations on an individual basis. The generic consideration that an alternative milk is a "health food" should not be approved by physicians.

3.  c\. Goat\'s, ewe\'s, and ewe\'s milks should not be used for the treatment of CMA, as they can expose patients to severe reactions.

4.  d\. Camel\'s milk can be considered a valid substitute for children after 2 years.

5.  e\. Equine milks can be considered as valid CM substitutes, in particular, but not exclusively, for children with delayed-onset CMA. As their availability is limited and they are not used in the food industry, it is probably not economical to adapt them for infant use. However, given their protein quality, appropriately processed commercial products would probably make this protein source suitable for infants with CMA.

SECTION 16: NUTRITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN CMA TREATMENT
=======================================================

Overview
--------

In previous sections it has been reported that diet therapy for the long-term management of CMA is fraught with nutritional risks. In this section such risks are re-evaluated through the few studies addressing these clinical issues.

The major risk is rickets as a result of dietary manipulation. Poor growth has been found in children with CMA, possibly linked to the nutritional efficiency of substitute formula. Some nutritional aspects of the use of cow\'s milk hydrolysates and (to a lesser extent) soy formula in the first semester has been nutritionally evaluated in prevention studies, where the former have been found associated with normal growth. Few data are available for amino acid formula and no data for rice hydrolysates during the first months, but their use in the second semester onwards seem nutritionally warranted. Composition tables of the special formula are hereunder provided.

The dietary modulation of nutritional factors through pre, pro- and synbiotic preparations and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) represent a novel research hypothesis and a challenge for nutritionists and pediatric allergists. The modulation of the immune system using functional foods is a promising research hypothesis in the attempt to induce a tolerogenic immune environment. Some studies suggested a positive effect of probiotic interventions on atopic dermatitis, but meta-analyses have failed to confirm it. Another area of potential nutraceutical interest is the use of traditional Chinese herbal remedies.

Introduction
------------

The use of diet therapy for the long-term management of CMA is fraught with nutritional risk. The growth and biochemical parameters of children with CMA should approach the standards of reference. Unfortunately, very few studies address these clinical issues. There is also an interest in the dietary modulation of nutritional factors through the use of pre, pro-, symbiotic preparations and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) representing a new research hypothesis for both nutritionists and pediatric allergists.

Meeting Nutrition Needs
-----------------------

Children with CMA have been described with vitamin D deficiency rickets as a result of dietary manipulation,[@R1o; @R2o] and the whole nutritional equilibrium of such children is at issue. Poor growth has been found in children with atopic dermatitis in the first years[@R3o] and in children with CMA at 6 months.[@R4o] Among the causes of growth limitation, the nutritional efficiency of substitute formula has been investigated.[@R5o]

Formulae designed for infant nutrition when human milk is not available should "achieve both an acceptable growth rate and blood proteins and amino acid profile that approach a reference standard, presumably that based on metabolic data from breast-fed infants."[@R6o] Investigations about the nutritional adequacy of special formula used for CMA treatment have been known for a long time.[@R7o] Earlier studies indicated lower values of body mass index and higher blood urea nitrogen by infants fed extensively hydrolyzed formula (eHF), with differences in plasma amino acidograms showing higher essential amino acids (AA)/total AA ratio in soy formula (SF)- and eHF-fed compared with breast-fed infants. Also, a lower branch-chain AA/essential AA ratio was reported.[@R8o] More recently, clinical trials have investigated growth in infants with CMA fed different formula (eHF or SF), up to 48 months of age,[@R9o] suggesting that in general nutritional adequacy is guaranteed by these formula. Differences in the increase of standardized growth indices (weight-for-age, length-for-age, and weight-for-length z-scores) in infants with CMA have been found suggesting that infants fed hydrolyzed products (eHF, HRF) show a trend toward higher weight-for-age z-score increments than children fed SF in the 6 to 12 months period.[@R10o] Not only the total amount, but protein quality seems to be important for both symptomatic treatment and growth. Thus, the use of cow\'s milk or rice hydrolysates has not been explored during the first months, when breast- or formula-milk represent the only food source,[@R11o] but their use in the second semester onwards may have decreased local inflammatory responses, positively affecting the absorption of nutrients from the other solid foods. This is only an example of the potentially complex effects of substitute formula in nutrition of children with CMA.

[Table 16-1](#T19){ref-type="table"} reports the most relevant nutritional parameters to be assessed in individual formula by the pediatrician when planning a special diet for CMA treatment. The nutritional parameters of the special formula currently available in the world are reported in the repository found on the WAO website.
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Nutritional Parameters to Be Assessed In Individual Formula By the Pediatrician When Planning a Special Diet In CMA
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Prebiotics, Probiotics, and Synbiotics for CMA Treatment
--------------------------------------------------------

The modulation of the immune system using functional foods is a promising research hypothesis in the attempt to induce a tolerogenic immune environment. To skew the immune response toward a more T~H~1/T*reg* polarized phenotype after the onset of CMA remains a clinical possibility for the future when we will have the know-how and the control over desensitization to ultimately induce oral tolerance. Although it is widely believed that intervention should begin as early in life as possible, several studies have shown that successful treatment of atopic dermatitis in children above the age of 2 may be possible further suggesting that the immune system is amenable to manipulation through functional foods later in childhood.[@R12o; @R13o; @R14o] In contrast, several other studies and some metanalysises failed to show a positive effect of a probiotic intervention on atopic dermatitis.[@R15o; @R16o] Currently, we may only conclude, with a review of the evidence, that "more RCTs need to be conducted to elucidate whether probiotics are useful for the treatment of AD."[@R17o]

Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids (PUFAs) for the Treatment of CMA
------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical trials focusing on the effect of gamma-linolenic acid and n-3 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids in patients suffering from atopic eczema have not lived to their expectation.[@R18o] Essential fatty acids (EFA) promote the renewal of the protective hydrolipidic film layer of the skin. An altered EFA metabolism has been associated with the pathogenesis of atopic dermatitis (AD). Reduced levels of gamma linolenic acid (18:3 n-6) and of dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid (20:3 n-6) have been found in the plasma phospholipids and in the erythrocyte membranes of patients with AD, supporting the hypothesis of a deficiency in delta-6 desaturase activity. The 20:3 n-6 chain is the direct precursor of prostaglandin (PGE1) and probably competes with PGE2, a potent inflammatory mediator derived from arachidonic acid. Both PGE1 and PGE2 may also be involved in more complex T-cell mediated regulatory mechanisms. In this context, treatment with gamma-linolenic acid has been successfully attempted[@R19o] but has also been called into question.[@R20o] More recently, on the basis of new studies concerning the possible curative properties of PUFA supplements in allergic disease,[@R21o] the question has become topical again. This panel is of the opinion that the use of PUFA to treat CMA could be attempted in some well-defined cases but that there is a need for more and comprehensive (pre-clinical data for widespread recommendation).

Chinese Herbal Medicines
------------------------

Complementary and alternative medicine has raised interest in the field of allergic asthma treatment. Additional scientific evidence for the treatment of food allergy is also accruing.[@R22o; @R23o] Studies are in the preclinical stage to treat food allergy with a traditional Chinese herbal remedy.[@R24o; @R25o; @R26o] Two different formula have been tested. The FA herbal formula (FAHF)-1 and FAHF-2 mix 9 to11 different herbs. Traditionally, these herbs have been prescribed for gastrointestinal disorders such as diarrhea and vomiting and therefore ought to be effective in food allergy. The safety of these compounds has been investigated in a phase I clinical trial in humans.[@R27o]

SECTION 17: CHOOSING THE APPROPRIATE SUBSTITUTE FORMULA IN DIFFERENT PRESENTATIONS
==================================================================================

The DRACMA recommendations about the most appropriate choice of the substitute formula when breastfeeding is not available (7.1--7.5) are all conditional, i.e. they should be interpreted with special attention to patient\'s preferences, individual clinical circumstances and cost. It is not possible for any guideline to take into consideration all of the often compelling individual clinical circumstances or patient characteristics because recommendations in guidelines are for typical patients. The DRACMA guideline panel made recommendations for use of substitute formulas specifically for patients with IgE-mediated CMA. However, the choice of the formula may be different for patients with non IgE-mediated CMA or in patients with other specific presentations such as allergic eosinophilic oesophagitis or food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES). The use of formulas in patients with these conditions will be addressed in the future updates of the DRACMA guidelines.

Against this background, [table 17](#T20){ref-type="table"} reports a quick reference guide to the recommendations.
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Reference Guide to the Recommendations
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SECTION 18: GRADE RECOMMENDATIONS ON IMMUNOTHERAPY FOR CMA
==========================================================

Should oral immunotherapy be used in patients with cow\'s milk allergy?

1.  *Population:* patients with cow\'s milk allergy (CMA)

2.  *Intervention:* immunotherapy (specific oral tolerance induction) and elimination diet

3.  *Comparison:* usual care and elimination diet

###### 

Outcomes, Oral Immunotherapy
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Summary of Findings
-------------------

We did not find any systematic review of immunotherapy for CMA. We found 3 randomized trials[@R1p; @R2p; @R3p] and 3 observational studies[@R4p; @R5p; @R6p] that examined specific tolerance induction to cow\'s milk in children with cow\'s milk allergy.

Two randomized trials[@R1p; @R3p] included children (mean age 9 years; range 5--17) with CMA confirmed with a blinded placebo-controlled food challenge test. One study used oral immunotherapy with whole milk for 12 months in children with a history of at least 1 severe allergic reaction and milk-specific IgE levels greater than 85 kUA/L (assessed with Phadia CAP System FEIA) who were not able to tolerate more than 0.8 mL of milk during the challenge test.[@R1p] The other study used preparation of dry nonfat powdered milk for 6 months in children with a history of IgE-mediated milk allergy (no history of anaphylaxis requiring hospitalization, intubation, or severe asthma), a positive skin prick test (SPT) result to milk extract or milk-specific IgE level greater than 0.35 kU/L (assessed with Phadia CAP System FEIA) who were not able to tolerate more than 75 mL of milk during the challenge test.[@R3p] We used information from these studies to prepare summaries of evidence for immunotherapy in patients with CMA.

A third study included children aged 2.2 years (range: 1--6.5) of whom 90% had atopic eczema and were able to tolerate at least 60 mL of milk; diagnosis was established based on the results of food challenge test, SPT or serum milk-specific IgE determination[@R2p]. We did not combine the results of this study with the results of the other 2 studies, because the diagnosis of CMA in included children was uncertain.

Three observational studies reported by the same group of investigators used oral milk immunotherapy in children aged 3 to 14 years with CMA confirmed by a blinded placebo-controlled food challenge test.[@R4p; @R5p; @R6p] No study measured the quality of life of children or their parents.

Benefits
--------

Two randomized trials showed that the probability of tolerating at least 150 mL of milk and eat any dairy and milk-containing products) was 17 times higher (95% CI: 2.4--123.2) in children receiving immunotherapy compared with placebo or no immunotherapy.[@R1p; @R3p] The probability of achieving partial tolerance (being able to tolerate between 5 and 150 mL of milk) was also higher with immunotherapy (relative benefit: 20.7; 95% CI: 2.9--147.0). These effects were similar in observational studies (the relative benefit of achieving full tolerance was 8.7; 95% CI: 1.9--40.6).[@R4p; @R5p; @R6p]

One study in children with atopic eczema who initially were able to tolerate up to 60 mL of milk showed a very modest effect of immunotherapy (relative benefit of achieving full tolerance: 1.44; 95% CI: 0.98--2.11)[@R2p].

Downsides
---------

Local symptoms were the most frequent adverse effects of immunotherapy occurring during the administration of 16% of doses (rate ratio: 4.5; 95% CI: 3.9--5.2). Lip and/or mouth pruritus was more than 800 times more frequent in children receiving immunotherapy than in children not receiving it (rate ratio: 880.1; 95% CI: 54.6--14, 185.8). Other adverse effects were also more frequent in children receiving immunotherapy included the after: perioral urticaria (rate ratio: 9.9; 95% CI: 4.3--22.9), generalized erythema or urticaria (rate ratio: 16.8; 95% CI: 4.5--63.4), abdominal pain and/or vomiting (rate ratio: 25.8; 95% CI: 5.9--113.3), rhinoconjunctivitis (rate ratio: 15.5 95% CI: 3.7--64.7), mild laryngospasm (rate ratio: 40.9; 95% CI: 2.5--671.8), mild bronchospasm (rate ratio: 11.0; 95% CI: 0.97--124.0), the need for oral glucocorticosteroids (rate ratio: 50.9; 95% CI: 7.0--368.7), need for nebulised epinephrine (rate ratio: 62.8; 95% CI: 3.8--1032.8), and the need for intramuscular epinephrine (rate ratio: 6.4; 95% CI: 1.2--34.1).

Severe reactions occur rarely, however, once they develop they may pose a serious problem, since they may occur at home. Immunotherapy for CMA requires long-term compliance and a significant commitment of the child\'s family, availability of medical support 24-hour a day, and resources to treat adverse effects immediately.

Other Considerations
--------------------

The immunologic mechanism of immunotherapy for CMA is not known. It has not been established whether this is a true tolerance induction with a long-lasting effect on IgE production or a desensitization with a temporary reduction of milk-specific IgE levels (similar to tolerating antibiotics or aspirin). Long-term observations are needed to elucidate this and estimate the safety of immunotherapy for CMA.

Conclusions
-----------

The net clinical benefit of oral immunotherapy for CMA is very uncertain. Potentially large benefit seems counter-balanced by frequent and serious adverse reactions. There is a need for rigorously designed and executed randomized trials of immunotherapy in children and adults with cow\'s milk allergy that measure and properly report[@R7p; @R8p] patient-important outcomes and adverse effects. Further research, if done, will have important impact on this recommendation.

Clinical Recommendation
-----------------------

In patients with IgE-mediated CMA, we recommend that clinicians do not administer oral immunotherapy with cow\'s milk, unless this is done in the context of formal clinical research (strong recommendation/very low quality evidence).

### Underlying Values and Preferences

This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding serious adverse effects of oral immunotherapy, and a relatively low value on the increased probability of desensitization to milk.

![PRISMA diagram, immunotherapy. Should immunotherapy be used in patients with cow\'s milk allergy?.](waoj-3-57-g005){#F5}

SECTION 19: UNMET NEEDS, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH, IMPLEMENTATION OF DRACMA
===============================================================================

In the opinion of this panel, research into new formula and diagnostic tools is entering a new phase with the advent of international initiatives to promote the growth of translational research bringing to the average pediatrician and practitioner a like the benefits of ten years of CMA research as synthesized in the present document. However, much work remains to be done and many multidisciplinary approaches await the exploration of an emergent international field in allergy medicine. The present section offers in outline some relevant questions for future discussion. This panel believes that the after are important areas for the development of research in CMA.

Epidemiology
------------

-   An assessment of symptomatic, clinician-diagnosed, and self-reported prevalence of CMA and its time-trends worldwide, reproducible over time, similar to the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC)[@R1q]

-   More studies on the prevalence of self-reported CMA (relevant for the food industry, the tertiary level of care and other stakeholders) versus challenge-confirmed CMA (relevant for patients and clinicians)

-   Studies on prevalence of challenge-confirmed CMA in southern Europe, the U.S., the Middle East, the Asian, African, and Australian regions based on shared challenge methods. These studies should aim at clarifying the geographical trends of CMA

-   Birth cohorts studies carried out outside the European context

-   Studies expressly addressing the prevalence of non-IgE-mediated CMA based on shared challenge procedures

-   Repeated cross-sectional or birth cohort studies aimed at clarifying the time trends of CMA

-   Studies on the prevalence of CMA in adulthood

Genetics
--------

-   Family clustering of food and respiratory allergies suggests a genetic basis for the disease

-   The specific genetic study of CMA remains largely *terra incognita*

-   The disease genotypes are still unknown

-   The prevalence of susceptibility genes and their distribution across various populations remains unspecified

-   Even the clinical impact of family history is still unexplored

-   The genetic basis of the variability in individual responses to CM would be an important breakthrough

Allergens
---------

-   Diagnostic and prognostic values of the sensitization to each specific CM allergen (mainly *Bos d 4, Bos d 5, Bos d 6, Bos d 7*)

-   Sensitization patterns versus single epitopes and their diagnostic and prognostic values

-   Molecular studies of cross-reactivity

Mechanisms
----------

-   Development of animal models of CMA

-   Basic immunology of the innate and adaptive immune response to ingested CM allergens

-   The whole area of CD4^+^ CD25^+^ T regulatory cells remains to be investigated in the context of CMA

-   Whether CD4^+^ CD25+ Foxp3+ T regulatory cells can be harnessed for immunotherapy remains to be investigated

-   Role of exposure to CM allergens in the development of allergy

-   Role of exposure to CM allergens in the development of tolerance

Clinical Presentations
----------------------

-   Identification of patient profiles (disease pehnotypes) in CMA

-   CMA in adulthood

-   Studies on QoL of children with CMA

-   Comorbidities in CMA and cognate diseases

-   Role/impact/interactions in cognate conditions such as infantile colic, gastro-esophageal reflux disease, constipation, etc

-   Role/impact/interactions in other inflammatory conditions such as inflammatory bowel diseases

Diagnosis
---------

-   Accuracy of the atopy patch test in non-IgE mediated CMA

-   Proteomics (component-resolved diagnosis and microarray technologies) and their value in CMA

-   Diagnostic markers for non-IgE-mediated CMA

-   Comparative studies between different challenge protocols

-   Assessing the economical consequences of a positive or negative challenge

-   Studies on the risks of diagnostic challenge in office settings

-   Studies on eliciting thresholds for cow\'s milk allergen

Natural History
---------------

-   Prospective assessment of tolerance to cow\'s milk through periodic oral challenge procedures

-   Natural history of non-IgE-mediated CMA

-   Natural history of the different CMA phenotypes, incorporating risk factors for longer duration of disease

Formulae
--------

-   Extensively hydrolyzed versus soy or hydrolyzed rice formula comparative studies

-   Soy and hydrolyzed rice formula comparative studies

-   Amino acid formula studies

-   Extensive hydrolysate studies

-   Amino acid-based formula versus soy formula or rice hydrolysate comparative studies

-   Rice hydrolysate in non IgE-mediated CMA

-   Studies on growth and nutritional indices in infants less than 6 months fed vegetable-based formula

-   Comparative studies of the palatabilty and acceptability of various formula in infants and children with CMA

-   Studies of other animals\' milks

-   Detailed proteomic analysis: insight into its hypoallergenicity

-   Impact of dietary regimen on the duration of CMA

-   Epidemiological and clinical studies on compliance to dietetic advice

Induction of Tolerance
----------------------

-   Strategies to induce tolerance development in children with CMA

-   Identification of CMA phenotypes with high probability to respond to SOTI

-   Probiotic supplementation in CMA treatment

-   Immunotherapy (anti-IgE antibody therapy) for CMA

Recommendation for the Implementation of the DRACMA Guidelines: Periodical Update of DRACMA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Special attention must be given to overcoming barriers to the implementation of CMA management programs in developing countries where resources are limited.

1.  DRACMA publication: *WAO Journal*, April 2010

2.  Milan Meeting proceedings: JACI 2010

3.  GLORIA educational modules

4.  World allergy societies endorsement and input sought

5.  World sister societies endorsement and input sought

6.  DRACMA symposia during allergy and nutrition society meetings

7.  Outreach toward patient organizations

8.  Creation of an international bureau for dissemination and update

The WAO Special Committee on Food Allergy is supported through unrestricted educational grants from various charities and companies that are representative of the food industry: Danone, Heinz, Ordesa, Nestle Nutrition, Dicofarm, and Invest for Children.

The content of the Guidelines was developed independently, and the GRADE evaluation of the Guidelines was independently conducted at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, under Holger Schünemann assisted by Jan Brozek, Enrico Compalati and Luigi Terracciano.

COW\'S MILK ALLERGY *LITERATURE SEARCH* ALGORITHMS
==================================================
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###### 

Question 1, Profile 1. Should Skin Prick Tests Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA in Patients Suspected of CMA? Cut-Off ≥3 mm/All Populations
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###### 

Question 1, Profile 2. Should Skin Prick Tests Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA in Children Younger Than 12 Months Suspected of CMA? Cut-Off ≥3 mm/Children Younger Than 12 Months Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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Question 1, Profile 3. Should Skin Prick Tests Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA in Children Older Than 12 Months Suspected of CMA? Cut-Off ≥3 mm/Children Older Than 12 Months Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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###### 

Question 2. Profile 1. Should In Vitro Cow\'s Milk-Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA? Threshold: ≥0.35 IU/L/All Populations
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###### 

Question 2. Profile 2. Should In Vitro Cow\'s Milk-Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA in Children \<12 Months of Age? Threshold: ≥0.35 IU/L/Children Younger Than 12 Months Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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Question 2. Profile 3. Should In Vitro Cow\'s Milk-Specific IgE Determination be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA in Children \>12 Months of Age? Threshold: ≥0.35 IU/L/Children Older Than 12 Months Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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Question 2. Profile 4. Should In Vitro Cow\'s Milk-Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA? Threshold: ≥0.7 IU/L/Patients Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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Question 2. Profile 5. Should In Vitro Cow\'s Milk-Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA? Threshold: ≥2.5 IU/L/Patients Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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Question 2. Profile 6. Should In Vitro Cow\'s Milk-Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of IgE-Mediated CMA? Threshold: ≥3.5 IU/L/Patients Suspected of IgE-Mediated CMA
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###### 

Question 3. Should In Vitro Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of CMA In Patients Suspected of CMA and a *Positive Result of a Skin Prick Test*? **Question 4.** Should In Vitro Specific IgE Determination Be Used for the Diagnosis of CMA In Patients Suspected of CMA and a *Negative Result of a Skin Prick Test*? Threshold: skin prick test (3 mm, milk-specific IgE) 0.35 IU/L
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[^1]: This Review Article is co-published as a Supplement to the May 2010 issue of Pediatric Allergy and Immunology.
